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INTRODUCTION 
Soil oroaion ia a aarios of procaaaea which raault in the datachnenc, 
antrainoant, cranaporcation, and radapoaicion of aoil nacariala* Enargy 
Co driva cheaa procaaaea can be provided by a variecy of agença. In a 
humid climate» Che dominanc eroaion aganc ia Che impacc and owvement of 
water over the soil aurface. 
Eroaion of aoil ia an epiaodic proceaa which haa occurred to greater 
or leaaer degree throughout geological time. Agricultural and other 
cultural practices of oMin have increaaed the rate of aoil eroaion. The 
accelerated aoil eroaion losses pose serious productivity, environmental, 
and economic impacca. From a productivity atandpoinc, che effects of 
erosion are only vaguely understood (Pimentai et al., 1976). The effects 
of erosion, however, depend on the characteristics of the soils and the 
landacapea on which it occurs. 
Beyond the impacts mentioned above, aoil eroaion has some serious 
implications on the classification of soils. The presence of certain aoil 
horizons are uaed as diagnostic criteria for classifying soils in Soil 
Taxonomy. Erosion can remove or truncate those horizons, thereby causing 
eroded soils to be classified differently from their uneroded 
counterparts. This violates a basic goal of Soil Taxonomy—to classify 
soils of similar genesis in the same taxon. 
Our ability to divide soils into meaningful classification units 
depends on che knowledge we possess about their genesis. The genesis and 
spatial distribution of soil is intricately related to landscape 
evolution. Numerous studies (Allen, 1971; Daniels, 1957; Huddleston. 
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1969; GlasovskayA, 1968} actesc Co this relaclonshlp* Soils form a 
continuum on the landscape but distinct soils can be delineated because 
soil properties vary with landscape position. Soil properties are the 
result of a combination of physical, chemical, and biological processes 
which alter the initial material. As inextricable as those processes are, 
certain factors dictate the type and intensity of processes that occur in 
a given locale. Climate, biome type, and topography are among these 
factors. On a local scale, climate and biome type are essentially 
uniform. Thus, the short-range variation of soils is largely dictated by 
soil landscape relations. 
Soils are three dimensional bodies with breadth, width, and depth 
(Kellog, 1949). Removal and redistribution of soil material also occurs 
on a three dimensional basis. Kugget (1975) proposes that the primary 
three-dimensional unit of the soil system is a first-order valley basin. 
The boundaries of this soil landscape system are defined by the drainage 
divides, the atmosphere-soil interface, and the weathering front at the 
base of the solum. Topographic boundaries of a watershed define physical 
limits for geomorphic processes such as erosion, transport, and 
deposition. Groundwater divides are generally coincident with the 
topographic ones; consequently, meaningful boundary conditions for 
chemical and collodial transportation via throughflow within the soil 
landscape are also delineated by the watershed model. 
The degree of pedogenic alteration which occurs on any landscape is 
dependent upon both the Intensity and duration of soil forming processes* 
The stability of the landscape thus controls the degree of soil 
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development in chat it controls duration. Ceomorphic processes, which 
alter the landscape, redistribute soil material and affect landscape 
stability. A balance between pédologie processes which form a soil and 
geomorphic processes which remove or add soil material determines the soil 
properties which will prevail on a given landscape ssgment. The balance 
between geoiMrphic and pédologie processes varies in time and space. This 
means that changes in soils across the landscape represent differences in 
the spatial and age variation of the pédologie and geomorphic balance. 
The soil landscape is a time transgressive unit. 
The development of permanent agriculture has changed the vegetative 
cover and increased the rate of geomorphic processes. This has altered 
the balance between pédologie and geomorphic processes in favor of the 
latter. The distribution of soil properties within a watershed may be 
modified by erosion and redeposition processes. 
The major objectives of this study, consistent with the concepts 
outlined above, are: 
1. To determine the distribution of selected soil properties in a 
first-order watershed and how they are related to accelerated 
erosion. 
2. To evaluate a first-order watershed as a model in soil genesis 
studies. 
3. To use the data obtained to address the implications of soil 
erosion on soil classification. 
4. To assess the pédologie and geosorphic processes which affect soil 
distribution in a watershed. 
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REVIBW or LITERATURE 
Soil Erosion and Soil Classification 
Soil erosion defined 
Erosion is a combination of geologic processes whereby earthy and 
rock materials at the land surface are loosened, dissolved, and removed 
(Laraon et al., 1983). Weathering, solution, corrosion, and transporta­
tion are included In the erosion processes. The major agents responsible 
for these processes ere wind, water, snow, ice, gravity, and man (Zacher, 
1982). Soil as a natural component of most Isndscspes is subject to 
degradation by these agents. Soil erosion as outlined by Kiaws et al. 
(1979) is a combination of distinct processes which results in the 
redistribution of material over the landscape. These distinct processes 
are detachuent, entrainment, transportation, and subsequent deposition of 
soil materials. 
Soil erosion is commonly considered from two viewpoints, depending on 
the influences of man. Geologic erosion is viewed as removal of soil 
material due entirely to natural processes. Accelerated erosion implies 
the effects induced by the cultural practices of man (Ruhe and Daniels, 
1965). Accelerated erosion, because of the increased rate of soil removal 
induced by man, poses some serious crop productivity, environmental, and 
socioeconomic impacts. Soil erosion depletes soil productivity, but the 
relationship between erosion and productivity is not well defined 
(iangdale and Shrader, 1981; Pimente! et al., 1976). However, the effects 
of erosion on cropland soils depend on the characteristics of the soils 
and the landscapes in which they occur (Larson et al., 1983). 
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Beyond the importanc effects already mentioned, soil erosion has some 
serious implications on the classification of soils. A complete compre­
hension of these implications requires 1) a discussion of the problems 
that arise in Soil Taxonomy due to erosion, 2) a knowledge of the prin­
ciples used to classify soil in Soil Taxonomy, and 3) an understanding of 
the logic and thought upon which Soil Taxonomy is based. These topics 
tiill be discussed in the following sections. 
Erosion problsms 
Soil Taxononqy (Soil Survey Staff, 1975) is the system used for 
classifying soils and making and interpreting soil surveys in the United 
States. Ten soil orders, the highest categorial level, exist in Soil 
Taxonomy. IVo of these orders, HoUisols and Alfisola, have a large 
geographical occurrence in Iowa. These are generally productive soils 
subject to intensive farming practices. Accelerated erosion on these 
soils can be considerable (Miller et al., 1982). Soils classified in Soil 
Taxonoqy mat meet a series of quantitative criteria to be placed in a 
particular order. A complete review of the Mollisol and Alfisol criteria 
is beyond the scope of this discussion. Hoiwver, soil parameters essen­
tial for the classification of Mollisols and Alfisole which can be altered 
by erosion need to be discussed. 
The primary requisite of a Mollisol is the presence of a mollic 
epipedon. The mollic epipedon is defined in terms of its morphology (Soil 
Survey Staff, 1970) and has the following properties (Soil Survey Staff, 
1975). 
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t* Soil struuCure sufficiently strong that the horizon is not both 
massive and hard when dry. 
2. Crushed and broken soil samples have Munsell color values darker 
than 3.5 when moist and 5.3 when dry and chromas of less than 3.5 
when moist. 
3. Base saturation is 50% or more (NH O^Ac method). 
4. The organic-carbon content is at least 0.6% throughout the m^ ixed 
soil specified in item 5. 
5. The thickness is one of the following after mixing the upper 18 cm 
of soil: 
a. Ten cm or more in shallow soils underlain by a lithic contact. 
b. TWenty-five cm or more in soils with texture finer than loamy 
fine sand. 
c. Eighteen cm or more in soils with a loamy or clayey epipedon 
or more than one third of the depth from the top of the 
epipedon to the shallowest of certain soil features. 
d. TWenty-five cm or more in soils coarser than loaaqr sand. 
e. The epipedon has <250 ppm of soluble 
These are abbreviated requirements of the mollic epipedon Imt can 
serve to point out the effects that erosion can have on the classification 
of a Mallisol. Since a mollic epipedon is a surface horizon, accelerated 
erosion can remove sufficient quantities of soil, thereby thinning the 
epipedon so it is no longer thick enough, dark enough, or granular enough 
to meet the above requirements. Smith and lea^ r (1978) discuss the effect 
of accelerated erosion on the classification of Mpllisols. Erosion of a 
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sufficient portion of a taollic epipedon results in the failure to meet the 
fflollic criteria as presently defined. Soils of this nature can no longer 
be classified as Mollisols. If an argillic horison underlies the former 
nralllc epipedon, the soil will be classified as an Alflsol* An eroded 
M»llisol with a camblc subsurface horlaon fits the classification criteria 
of an Inceptisol* 
A change in classification caused by erosion of an epipedon is not 
restricted to the Molllsols. AlfIsola, Entlsols, and Inceptlsols are soil 
orders that have mollie subgroups. These subgroups have molllc character­
istics but do not meet all the requirements of a molllc epipedon. For 
exmple, a Molllc Kaplwialf has molllc properties to a depth of 18 cm 
(Soil Survey Staff, 1975). Truncation of the surface In these soils by 
accelerated erosion will alter their classification. When eroded, these 
soils no longer meet the sjj^ clfled molllc requirements and classify as 
Typic Hapludalfs. 
Beyond the problems associated with the molllc subgroup of Alfisols, 
erosion creates another classification problem for this soil order. A 
primary requirement of Alfisols is the presence of an argillic horizon. 
An argillic horison is a subsurface horizon In which layer-lattice clays 
have accumlated to a significant extent due to llluvlation; however, 
concurrent in situ clay formation is not precluded (Soil Survey Staff, 
1975). Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff, 1975) outlines the properties 
used for the identification of an argillic horizon. In general terms, the 
properties are: 
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1* An increasQ In the clay content of the argllilc over that of any 
eluvlal horixon. The amount of Increase la dependent on the 
texture of the eluvlal horison* In medium-textured aoila* the 
increase Is 1.2 or more times the clay content of the eluvlal 
horizon. 
2. The ratio of fine clay to total clay in the argillie horizon is 
about one third more than in the eluvlal horizon. 
3. The argillie horizon has oriented clay bridging and/or oriented 
clay skins (argillana) on aand graina, pad surfacea, or in fine 
pores. 
4. If only a plow layer overlies the argillic horizon, the argillie 
needs to have, in some part, clay skins in fine pores or on ped 
surfaces that exceed IX oriented illuvial clay in thin section or 
the ratio of fine clay to total clay should exceed that in the 
underlying or overlying horizon. 
Truncation of the eluvial or surface horizon in Alfisols can make the 
recognition of an argillic horizon difficult. After accelerated erosion 
removes the surface layer, tillage incorporates part of the underlying 
argillic horizon Into the plow layer. This alters the clay distribution 
which makes It more difficult for an eroded soil to meet the requirement# 
of an argillic horizon. A soil which lacks an argillic horizon can not be 
classified as an Alflsol. The classification of a soil Influenced by 
accelerated erosion thus can be altered from an Alflsol to an Inceptlsol. 
IWo major soil classification problems are created by accelerated 
erosion. One is the loss or thinning of molllc eplpedons which can result 
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In failure to meet the present dmIIIc requirements. Lack of a molllc 
eplpedon In eroded soils places then into the Alflsol or Incepttsot order. 
The other problem is the Incorporation of a portion of the argllllc 
horizon Into the plow layer of eroded Alflsols. This Incorporation makes 
the identiflcstion of an argllllc horison more difficult. Soils previ­
ously classified as Alflsols now fit the requirements of Inceptisols. To 
focus on the significance of these problems requires an understanding of 
the principles upon which soils are grouped within Soil Taxonomy. 
Principles of Soil Taxonomy 
Soil Taxonomy is composed of taxa which are defined in terms of 
observable or measurable soil properties selected to group soils of 
similar genesis (Smith, 1963). The taxonomic categories of order, 
suborder, great group, and subgroup developed through a series of 
approximations. These taxa reflect differences in the dominance of 
genetic processes Influencing soil development (Smith, 1983). Rather 
precise morphological definitions were written to create these taxoncmic 
groupings. The selection of soil properties used to establish these 
definitions is based upon research and factual information obtained by 
years of soil survey experience (Cline, 1963). Smith (1963) discussed the 
guidelines used for the selection of diagnostic properties. These are: 
I) Only those properties that now exist or can be deownstrated will be 
used as diagnostic criteria. 2) Properties that are the result of soil 
genesis or that influence soil genesis should be used for the definition 
of taxa. 3) Diagnostic features with the greatest significance to plant 
growth or engineering uses have precedence over properties of equal 
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genetic importance. 4) The properties selected should be measurable or 
tactile. Those properties that cannot be inferred or estimated in the 
field should be used only as a last resort. 5) Genetic processes that 
have been dominant in the development of a soil leave common marks which 
can be used to define the taxa. 
In the case of Mollisols» the mollic epipedon was defined as a 
diagnostic criterion. The selection of the morphological characteristics 
used for defining a mollic epipedon are those that group grassland soils 
whose genesis centers on an annual return and underground decomposition in 
the presence of divalent cations of sufficient amounts of plant material 
to maintain a dark colored upper soil horiton with a high amount of 
organic matter (Cline and Johnson, 1963; Smith and Leamy, 1981). The 
intent of the mollic criteria was to tie together the dark-colored soils 
of the Great Plains in the United States and Europe (Smith and Leamy, 
1978) and to segregate soils formed under grass from those formed under 
forest in the north central United States (Smith, 1978). The mollic 
epipedon was the only characteristic common to these soils that gave the 
desired genetic grouping (Smith and Leamqf, 1978). 
TWO opposing viewpoints can be taken in classifying eroded soils. 
Use of the precise mollic requirement provides the grouping of soils 
desired based on observable features. However, a differentiating charac­
teristic should meet some basic classification principles. Cline (1949) 
presents some basic rules for defining differentiating features: 1) The 
differentiating feature mst classify all individuals in any single 
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population. 2} Greatly different "kingdoms" require different differ­
entiating characteristics at the same level of abstraction. 3) All 
classes of the same category should be based on the same characteristics. 
And, 4) a differentiating feature in one category must not separate like 
things in a lower category. As Cline (1963) describes this last precept, 
there is a "ceiling of independence" for every characteristic above which 
it cannot be used to differentiate without separating like things in 
categories below it. Adhering to the morphological limits prescribed. 
Soil Taxonomy classifies eroded Hollisols in the Alfisol or Inceptisol 
order, this violates the genetic thread of Soil Taxonomy (Cline and 
Johnson, 1963). The other alternative is to retain the eroded soils in 
the Hollisol order because of their inferred paths of genesis. This also 
violates a basic tenant of the classification. Only those properties that 
now exist should be used to classify a soil. Smith (1963) describes the 
dilemma associated with classifying eroded soils; 
Classification of cultivated or eroded soils on the basis of 
presumed properties of the virgin profile leads to the same 
problem that are inherent in genetic definitions. The nature of 
mixed or removed horizons must be reconstructed for some more or 
less arbitrary period of time. This is subjective, for the 
decision is then open to the bias by the experience and beliefs 
of the classifier. 
&w#ever, the Soil &trvey Staff (1975) state that a desired attribute of 
Soil Taxonouv 1» to keep undisturbed soil and man-modified equivalents in 
the same taxon insofar as possible. Truncation should not produce changes 
in the classification of a soil until major horizons significant to use of 
the soil are lost. 
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So where does this leave us? Is there a solution to this dilemma 
which does not violate the precepts of the classification? Any proposed 
solution can come only from our Judgment which is based on our collective 
knowledge and experience. Some important questions must be answered 
before we csn make a judgment. Among these questions are* Ikes a total 
or partial loss of a mollic epipedon alter the use and management of a 
soil? Are there other salient features in eroded Mollisols by which the 
genetic grouping can be maintained? Is it practical or plausible to 
reclassify soils because of accelerated erosion? Do eroded soils retain 
characteristics not common to the twa into which they classify? As of 
now, we do not have the answers to all these questions. However, to 
address those questions requires a deeper understanding of the logic of 
foil Taxonomy. 
Kubiena (1958) defines a natural classification system as one based 
on all the properties of a formation in nature. In this regard, soil is a 
complex entity comprised of properties which we know or can determine as 
w»ll as properties we do not yet understand. As discussed previously, 
measurable or observable properties are used in the definition of the 
taxa. All the properties a soil possesses can not be used in its clas­
sification, particularly at higher levels of generalization. It is the 
intent of Soil Taxonoo^  to keep soils of similar genesis in the same taxa 
to the maximum extent possible (ftsith, 1983). To facilitate this end, 
soil properties which result from or control soil genesis are used in 
defining the diagnostic criteria of the taxa. Fortunately, most soil 
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properties are noc independent of each other. Any soil property chosen as 
a differentiating property carries with it accessory and accidental 
characteristics (Cline, 1949). Accessory properties common in soils with 
a nollic epipedon are: the dominance of 2*1 phyllosilicates in the clay 
suite, relatively small quantities of exchangeable aluminum, and adequate 
reserves of calcium, magnesium, potassium, and nitrogen (Soil Survey 
Staff, 1975). Unfortunately, these accessory properties have not proven 
useful in distinguishing between eroded Hollisols and other soil orders. 
The definitions in Soil Taxonomy focus attention on the particular 
diagnostic features that were selected as taxon differentiae. This can 
detract attention away from accessory properties and other influential 
properties which are as of now undiscovered or not incorporated into the 
definitions (Smith, 1983). For instance, Fenton et al. (1967) reported 
that a difference exists in the total amount and distribution of phos­
phorus in Hollisols versus Alfisols in the same biosequence. Other 
studies (Kononova, 1975; Hobson, 1983) demonstrate that the hums of 
grassland soils can be distinguished from forested soil* by the humic-acid 
to fulvic-acid ratios. These studies indicate that soil properties beyond 
those in the class definitions in Soil T««momy cam be useful in distin­
guishing eroded Mbllisols. Failure to investigate, test, and incorporate 
this knowledge, if proven reliable, into Soil Taxonomy will confine our 
understanding to the present limits and, as Cline (1963) describes, will 
prejudice the future. 
Further, these studies provide evidence that eroded Hollisols have 
distinct soil properties which may be important to their use and 
management. 
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Smith and Leamy (1978) state that the loss of a mollic eptpedon will 
result in a marked change in the behavior of a soil. But how large a 
portion of the mollic epipedon can be eroded before a change in the 
behavior of soil occurs? Does this change substsntiate a transfer in 
classification at the highest categorical level? Fenton (1983) points out 
that the surface thickness criteria used by previous workers (Marbut, 
1935; Smith et al., 1950) to characterise prairie soils is less than the 
criterion presently used in Soil Taxonomy. Lewis and Vlitte (1980) 
investigated three mapping units of the Wymore series, sn Aquic Argiudoll. 
Mspping units investigated varied in slope snd erosion class. Wymore 
soils with moderate erosion on 2-7% slopes lacked mollic and argillic 
characteristics. These findings support a classification of these soils 
as Eutrochrepts. In this case, a significant change in interpretation and 
management is expected between the severely eroded and less severely 
eroded mapping units. Lewis and Witte (1980) concluded that classifying 
the eroded Wymore soils as Eutrochrepts beat serves the purposes of the 
classification system. 
Two important questions are brought up by this study. How thick were 
the original surfaces on the landscapes studied? Secondly, when and to 
what extent has erosion modified these soils? The answers to these 
questions are largely subjective, but perhaps virgin soils on these 
landscapes never had well-developed mollic epipedon*. Mollic requirements 
may have segregated these soils prior to man's influence. Considering the 
relationships between landscapes, surface horizon thickness, and erosion 
processes, mollic criteria can draw a fine line between soils of similar 
genesis at the order level. 
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Molltc requirement# are measurable quantities useful as Indicators of 
complex genetic processes and serve as an aid in correlating soil response 
to soil morphology. Accelersted erosion removes the measurable features 
of a mollic epipedon, forcing a change in the classification. Presently, 
most of these soils have been correlated as tsxadjuncts of Nolliiols 
(Fenton, 1983). A taxadjunct is a soil that has properties outside the 
rsnge of a recognised series. Tsxadjuncts sre outside the limits of any 
recognised series; but they arc similar enough in morphology and behavior 
to a named series that little or nothing is gained by recognising a new 
series (Soil Survey Staff, 1983). 
Tsxadjuncts are commonly used to avoid establishing a soil series 
that would serve no useful purpose. The use of tsxadjuncts provide a 
practical, if temporary, solution for classifying eroded soils. Large 
areas of eroded Mollisols and Alfisols exist in the Midwest (Lewis and 
Hltte, 1980). The large areas of these soils will eventually force us to 
reclassify then or establish additional criteria for their recognition. 
Further, establishing tsxadjuncts evades the Issues of logic at odds 
in the classification. Do we classify soils strictly on measurable 
properties or do we allow genetic inferences, however well-founded, to 
sway the classification? In seeking a remedy to our classification 
problems, we nMSt restore harmony to the logic the system is based upon. 
Recall, that the use of measurable parameters was intended to prevent 
genetic bias by the classifier but our knowledge of soil genesis underlies 
the criteria we define as diagnostic (Smith, 1963). We classify soils 
based on present knowledge. Problems arise in classifying eroded soils 
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noc because the classification system is faulty, but rather because our 
knowledge of soil genesis is limited. Recent studies (Fenton et al., 
1967; Kononova, 1978; Hobson, 1983) suggest that different criteria might 
work as genetic indicatora. Cline (1963) states, "if a soil identified by 
measurable criteria does not fit the existing theory, either the theory or 
the criteria are faulty and both nnist be reexamined." Failure of eroded 
Mbllisols to Mintain their classificstion is due to the significance 
given the surface horison at the order level and limited regard for the 
summation of other common soil features (Fenton, 1983), A deeper under­
standing of soil genesis and corresponding soil morphology is essential to 
addreas the classification problems involving eroded soils. 
Soil Landscape Relationships 
Concepts and models 
Soil is a complex system with many definitions. Genetically, soil 
can be defined as a collection of natural bodies at the surface of the 
earth that support or are capable of supporting plants (Soil Survey Staff, 
1951, 1975). Hall (1983) states that soils are a three-dimensional 
continuum on the landscape. Fitzpatrick (1980a) refers to soil as a 
space-time continuum at the earth's surface. Theae divergent views of 
soil become compatible if the soil continuum can be subdivided into 
meaningful bodies. Delineating soil bodies in the field is based on the 
close relationships between soil properties and landscape position. In 
order to delineate soil boundaries, it is necessary to interpret and 
understand landscapes (Hall, 1983). 
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Various landscape models have been developed Co aid pedologists in 
understanding soil-landscape relationships* Models consist of objects, 
analogies, or descriptions which serve to simplify more complex systems 
(Smeck et al., 1983). Dijkerman (1974) discusses the form, function, and 
design of models in the study of natural soil systems. Based on his 
discussion, landscape models are conceptual in form and may either be 
verbal and/or stuctural. A verbal model is a mental concept expressed in 
words, while a structural model is a simple drawing, diagram, or map of a 
system. In function, Isndscspe models can be descriptive, predictive, 
explanatory, or a combination of these. Descriptive models sre used to 
characterise the system under study. Predictive models forecsst the 
relationships and behavior of the system under study. Explanatory models 
are used to understand the relationship and behavior of a system. 
landscape models have an idealised design. Soil-landscape relationships 
are so complex that they cannot be easily described; therefore, simpli­
fications must be introduced into these models. 
Soil landscape models 
Milne (1936a) recognized the regular repetition of soils on a 
landscape. Re termed this mapping-unit sequence a catena. Milne (1936b) 
distinguished two types of catenas. In one, hillslopes are composed of 
uniform parent rock with differences in soil brought about by variations 
in subsurface drainage and modifications caused by lateral transport or 
translocation at or beneath the soil surface. In the second, hillslopes 
are composed of more than one type of parent rock which adds another 
influence to soil differences. The catena concept is a verbal, conceptual 
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model useful for predicting the soil pattern in a given geographic region. 
Bushnell (1942) applied and modified the catena model in the study of 
Indiana soils* His concept is commonly referred to as a toposequence. 
Soils in Bushnell's model differ in morphology» predominantly in color. 
These changes are related to elevational differences and thus local 
hydrological variations. Others (Ellis, *932; Glentworth and Dion, 1949) 
more aptly define this pattern as a hydrologie sequence. Bushnell's view 
narrows the original catena concept of Milne (1936a). Recall that soils 
of a catena differ not just morphologically but undergo varying erosional 
and depositional processes at the soil surface and are also influenced by 
subsurface translocations. Various works (Morrison, 1948; Blume and 
Schlichtlng, 1965) describe the relationship between soils on a landscape 
as a process sim^ ilar to horlsonation development in soils, for example, 
Morrison et al. (1948) recognised eluvial, colluvial, and illuvial 
portions on the landscape. 
The catena is also an explanatory model which alludes to the 
processes responsible for soil differences on the landscape* As an 
explanatory model, the toposequence is more limited since it ignores the 
erosional and translocational processes occurring on most landscapes* 
Soils on a landscape are a series of mutually and continually adjusting 
members of sequence which, as a whole, is subject to readjustment due to 
changes in environmental factors (Dan and Yaalon, 1964). 
A number of structural models have been developed to describe the 
components of the landscape* Wood (1942) distinguished four segments in a 
hlllslope profile in descending elevation* These are: waxing slope, free 
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face, debris slope, and pediment. King (1957) elaborated on the proper­
ties of these four slope elements. The waxing slope is the convex crest 
of a hillslope dominated by chemical weathering rather than erosional 
processes. The free face is an outcrop of bare bedrock on the upper 
portion of a hillslope. Erosion is most active on this hillslope element. 
The debris slope is composed of material transported from the free face 
and deposited along a lower portion of the hillslope. The pediment is an 
inclined ramp extending from the hillslope base to an alluvial plain. 
Ruhe (1960) adopted Wood's hillslope model to the study of soil 
landscapes. He identified five hillslope elements. These were modified 
and renamed analogues of those suggested by Wood (1942). In Ruhe's model, 
a fully developed slope consists of a siomit, shoulder, backslope, 
footslope, and toeslope. Ruhe and Walker (1968) delineate these elements 
Iqr discordance in slope gradient. The shoulder is the convexly rounded 
element between the crest (summit) and the backslope. The backslope is 
the linear portion of a hillslope beneath the shoulder. The footslope is 
the concave portion of the hillslope which joins the backslope to the 
toeslope. The toeslope is the gently sloping element extending away from 
the base of a hillslope. 
A discussion of processes that occur on Ruhe's landscape positions is 
given by Hall (1983) and Walker and Ruhe (1968). On the summit, erosion 
is minimal; this position is considered to be the most stable element of 
the landscape. Water movement in the soil is mainly vertical. Weathering 
and soil development dominate over particulate removal* 
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At. th« shoulder* due to surface convexity» runoff attains its maximum 
on a hillslope. Erosion is highly active resulting in a less stable 
surface and thinner solum than the summit element. Lateral subsurface 
water flow can be an important process in this position. 
On the backslope, tranaportation of soil constituents and water is an 
active process. Movement of material may occur both at or beneath the 
soil surface. Soils on backslopes have thinner solums than summit soils, 
but backslopes generally display greater soil development than shoulder 
positions. 
Concavity on footslope elements results in deposition of material. 
This can be erosional debris or chemical substances in solution. Soils 
developed on footslope positions are variable because of nonuniform 
deposition and seepage processes. Solum and A horizon thickness tends to 
be greater on footslopes than the overlying slope elements because of 
cumulic additions. Burial of former surfaces is a common occurrence. 
Toeslopes are also constructional landscape elements. Depositional 
material may be supplied by superjacent footslope or backslope elemnts as 
well as alluvium from up valley. Soils on toeslopes are highly variable 
reflecting changes in source, mode, and energy of depositional events. 
Ruhe and Walker (1968) used selected data (Daniels and Jordan, 1966; 
Ruhe et al., 1967) to quantitatively predict soil properties on two 
hillslope* in southwestern Iowa. Other studies (Aandahl, 1948; Furley, 
1968; Beckett, 1968; Dalsgaard et al., 1981) demonstrate the predictive 
capabilities of landscape-position models. In the terminology of 
Mjkerman (1974), these are idealized models, which awst introduce 
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slmpltftvaLions in analysing a natural aysieo* To slnpllfy the soil 
•yatan, hillalopa modela regard landacapea aa a two-dimenaional ayaten. 
tn nature, soil landscape ayatema are three dimensional. Segmentation of 
hillslopea into component elementa helps ua to comprehend the geomorphic 
and pédologie processes occurring at a point on the landscape. A land­
scape, however, is a continuous system with soils and processes being 
concentrated across It. 
A more complex structural and explanatory model of hillslopes was 
developed by Conacher and Dalrymple (1977) to characterize the soil 
landscape. Their model is an expansion of the catena concept. They 
define a hillslope aa a three-dimensional unit extending from the at»mit 
to the valley bottom and from the soil surface to the baae of the solum 
with arbitrary lateral dimensions. This landscape model identifiea nine 
land aurface units based upon responses to contem|K>rary pédologie and 
geomorphic processes. In identifying their landscape units, Conacher and 
Dalrymple (1977) stress the interactions among aoil constituents and 
mobilization, translocation, and redeposition by water and gravity via 
throughflow, streamflow, overland flow, or mass movements. 
Other models (Ruhe, 1975; Ruhe and Walker, 1968; Walker and Ruhe, 
1968) also address the three-dimensional nature of the soil landscape. 
Rube (1975) discusses two drainage basin models: open and closed. In an 
open system, matter and energy are free to cross physical boundaries of a 
given system. Conversely, in a closed system, geomorphic energy, in the 
form of running water, is expended entirely in the system. Further, 
sediment transport and deposition is restricted to the physical boundaries 
of the system. 
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An open drainage basin system of low order Is enclosed on three 
sides. Ruhe and Walker (1968) define three geomorphlc components In this 
system: headslope, sideslope» and noseslope. Pathways of overland flow 
are useful in characterising these geomorphlc components (Ruhe, 1975)* 
Convergent flow operates on headslopes, parallel flow dominates on 
sideslopes, and divergent flow occurs on noseslope*. 
Closed drainage systems consist of two geomorphlc components: 
peripheral slopes which descend to a central depository (Walker and Ruhe, 
1968). Overland flow lines are all convergent to the depository. The 
geomorphlc components of both the closed and open systems can be sub­
divided into the hillslope elements of Ruhe (1960) discussed previously. 
K majority of landscape models (Ruhe, I960, 1975; Walker and Ruhe, 
1968; Conacher and Dalrymple, 1977) represent the landscape as a set of 
interacting geomorphlc components. Each of these components serves as a 
variable in the model. This empirical approach is termed an isomorphic 
model by Patten (1971) because a one-to-one relationship exists between 
the components of the system and the elements (variables) of the model. 
Isomorphic models rely predominantly on empirical description. In very 
cOD^ lex systems like soil landscapes, where processes and components 
operate on a variety of time scales, it is very difficult to define the 
system changes adequately by using these models. 
Nugget (1975) emphasizes that to monitor system change a model must 
focus on general structure of the entire system. Models of systems at 
this scale are defined as homomorphic (Patten, 1971). Bomomorphic models 
allow the components of a system to be grouped and studied as a single 
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elememc in the model with many-one relaeionships between systea components 
and elements of the model. 
The watershed as a soil-landscape model 
Hugget (1975) proposes that the basic three-dimensional unit of the 
soil system is a valley basin. The boundaries of this soil-landscape 
system are defined as the drainage divides, the atmoaphere-soil interface, 
and the weathering front at the base of the solum. Vallsy basins join one 
another, forming a more extensive, interconnected hierarchy of sotl-land-
scape aystsM. However, the basic unit remains the first-magnitude valley 
basin as defined by Shreve (1966). 
Advantages of this model in the study of soils are outlined by Hugget 
(1975). First, the lateral limits of the soil landscape unit are clearly 
and objectively defined. Thus, objective geomorphic bodies of soil can be 
delineated which possess functional units but not necessarily homogenous 
properties. The topographic boundaries of a drainage basin define the 
physical limits of geomorphic processes such as erosion, transport, and 
deposition. Further, groundwater divides are generally coincident with 
topographic ones; consequently, meaningful boundary conditions for 
chemical and colloidal transportation and redistribution via throughflow 
within the soil landscape are delineated. 
This three-dimensional approach provides a model which can describe 
the various combinations of flow directions occurring on a landscape, both 
overland and throughflow. In particular, Hugget (1975) osphasises the 
ia^ rtance lateral, divergent, and convergent throughflow has in con­
trolling the flux of dissolved and plasmic materials. Recent studies 
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(Glasovkaya, 1968; Cleaves et ai., 1970; Hugget» 1976a; Crabtree and Burc, 
1983) demonstrate the geochemical link of soils on the landscape. 
In the watershed model, the transport of materials through the soil 
system can be studied using the principle of conservation of mass. An 
energy-maas budget approach is well suited to study changes in large scsle 
dynamic systems such as the soil landscape. The mass flux which is 
dependent upon energy inputs is a complex process consisting of geo-
morphic, pedogenetic, hydrological, snd ecological components. The flux 
rste induced by all components will, on a watershed scale, be related to 
climate (Scrivner et al., 1973). 
To predict soil behavior in s dynamic systsm, mass and energy flow 
mat be studied directly over periods of time. The valley-basin model 
attempta to provide a computational model (Kline, 1973) which synthesises 
soil science data to simulate behavior of the soil system (Hugget, 1975). 
A computational model must possess system elements and system boundaries 
(Harbaugh and Bonham-Carter, 1970). The valley basin model meets these 
requirements; the system elements are interrelated, there is transport and 
conservation of mass and energy. As Hugget (1975) points out, this is a 
systems approach model which provides a rational basis in seeking answers 
about soil variability and behavior on the landscape. 
The central concept of a systems approach is that the soil system is 
viewed as a focus point for processes of transference and transformation 
at the earth's surface (Hugget, 1976b). In this framework, an explicit 
relationship between soil morphology and soil process exists. This 
approach is quantitative because of its material and energy flux modelling 
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of soil dynamics based on physical processes* However, the weakness of 
this method is the lack of knowledge on the significance and interplay of 
many processes occurring in the soil landscape system (Yaalon* 1976). 
Soil Landscape Studies in Iowa 
Background 
Numerous soil landscape studies have been conducted in Iowa. These 
studies provide a framework which gives pedologists a deeper and more 
pragmatic understanding on the occurrence and distribution of soils on a 
landscape. Kellogg (1949) describes soils as distinct three-dimensional 
bodies possessing width, depth, and breadth. Application of this basic 
tenet enables soil surveyors to dellneat# soil bodies or individuals in 
the field. Soil surveyors, because of soil complexity and economic and 
time constraints, rely heavily on the strong relationship between soil 
properties and landscape features. Thus, a better understanding of soil 
landscape relationships can result in higher quality soil surveys. 
Meaningful segmentation of the soil continuim into discrete individuals 
allows soil users to aiaka proper land use decisions. Further, the 
delineation of soil individuals enhances the scientific study of soil by 
other disciplines. 
For ease of discussion, soil landacapo studies in Iowa will be 
divided into three general categories: 1) regional, 2) topical, and 3) 
local. Regional landscape studies extend across all or part of a geo* 
morphlc or physiographic region. Results are applicable to the entire 
region represented. Topical landscape studies Investigate a limited 
geographical area but the results extend to areas of similar geomorphic 
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and stratigraphie composition. Local landscape studies are detailed 
investigations which concentrate on individual landscape elements. 
Results'of these studies may or may not be applicable to other landscape 
components in a given locale. 
Regional landscape studies 
Wisconsin loess blankets 66% of the land surface in Iowa (Ruhe, 
1969). Sorting processes during loess deposition along with variation in 
climates combine to produce a sequence of soils paralleling major river 
valleys (ftorton, 1933). Mutton (1947, 1948, 1950), using five soils in a 
170-mile transect, showed that the observed soil differences could be 
accounted for by a systematic change in particle size with distance from 
the Missouri River and the "effective age concept" of Smith (1942). He 
also showed that the loess distribution patterns away from the Missouri 
River Valley could be described using a linear equation. Ulrich (1949, 
1950), studying two transects in southwest Iowa, used a similar loess 
thickness owdel to describe the relationship between changes in selected 
genetic properties and distance from the loess source. 
Ruhe (1969), using radiocarbon dating, established that the age at 
the base of the loess decreases away from the source. This wrk disproved 
the "effective age concept." Worcester (1973), on this basis, reexamined 
loess and soil properties with distance from the loess source. Studying a 
traverse normal to loess thickness contours across Iowa, he showed that 
particles larger than 16 microns decrease in percent with distance from 
the loess source and those smaller than 16 microns increase with distance. 
Be attributes increased soil development with distance to several factors. 
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Among theme are: decrease in particle site away from the source, decrease 
in original carbonate content tfith distance, decreasing depth to restric­
tive layer (paleosolic surface) with distance, and increased climatic 
moisture proceeding west to east. Increased moisture and the decreasing 
depth to the restrictive layer controls the depth to a perched water 
table. 
Research by Ruhe (1954a) and Ruhe et al. (1967) demonstrates the 
importance of understanding landscape evolution in predicting and under­
standing the distribution of soils. Relocation of the Chicago, Rock 
Island, and Pacific Railroad between Bently and Adair, Iowa, exposed 50 to 
60 deep cuts. These exposures revealed a systematic stratigraphie 
sequence composed of paleosols and erosion surfaces identified Iqf stone 
lines, pedisediment, and till. 
Exposure of the entire loess Increment at these cuts permitted 
details of the weathering sonation to be unraveled. Ruhe (1954b) recog­
nised oxidised and leached, oxidized and unleached, and deoxidized and 
unleached zones in the loess. Further, he identified a deoxidized zone 
which Ruhe et al. (1955) interpreted as a relict feature due to poorer 
drainage on a lower relief landscape and/or a more moist paleoclimate. 
Ruhe et al. (1965, 1968) conducted a coordinated geomorphology and 
soil study in the lowan drift area in northeast Iowa. Through a systemr 
atic series of drill cores, these workers demonstrated that the lowan area 
was a multileveled erosion surface cut into Kansan or older materials. 
The Yarmouth-SangaMn surface and paleosol are on the highest buried topo­
graphic level of the loess mantled landscape. Inset beneath the Yarmouth-
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Sangamon surface is the loess-covered Late Sangamon surface and paleosol. 
Late Sangamon soils are developed in two parent materials. A stone line 
separates the surface material (pedisedtment) from the clsy loam glacial 
till beneath. The stone line in the paleosol marks an erosion cut below 
and beveling the Yarmouth-Sangamon surfsee. Adjscent to but below the 
Late Sangamon surfsee» a series of loess-mantled erosion surfaces occur 
that have no paleoaols on thsm. Pedissdiments and a stone line are 
associated with these erosion surfacss which bevel the Late Sangamon 
erosion surface or Yarmouth-Sangamon surface when the Late Sangamon is 
absent. These surfaces must be younger than any surfsees which they 
bevel. Tims, they must postdate Late Sangnon soil formation. The lack 
of a paleosol and the presence of a loess mantle indicate that these 
surfaces are closely correlated in time with loess deposition. Ruhe et 
al. (1968) refer to these surfaces as the Xowan Erosion Surface compleK. 
Topical soil landscape studies 
Following the work of Ruhe (1954a), detailed investigations of 
several watersheds in southwestern Iowa were undertaken. The intent of 
these investigations was to determine the geographic distributions of the 
geomorphic surfaces identified in the Rock Island traverse and to study 
the influence of landscape evolution on soil genesis and the relationship 
between geomorphic surfaces and soil geography (Ruhe et al», 1967). 
Detailed maps of geomorphic surfaces and soils were constructed. Various 
sites on different geomorphic surfaces were sampled and analyzed to relate 
differences in physical and chemical properties to differences in land­
scape position. This work resulted in specific information on geomorphic 
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surfacs (Ruhe# 1956), atone lines (Ruhe, 1959), landscape elenenes (Ruhe, 
1960), and alluvtal-derived soils (Riecken and Poetsch, I960). 
Daniels (1957) studied a 90 ha waterahed in proximity to cut 39 of 
the Rock Island relocation. He dealt primarily with soil geomorphology 
and sampled only al% soil profilea for detailed analysis. His sample 
sites were located throughout the watershed and no hillslope relationships 
were addreaaed. 
Daniels et al. (1963) and Daniels snd Jordsn (1966) investigated the 
geomorphology, gully genesis, and alluvial atratigraphy in the Thompson 
Creek area of Harriaon County. These studies identified five sMjor 
alluvial formations in this watershed. A radiocarbon chronology was 
established for them. However, sample sites along the atudy traverse were 
located predominantly on very similar soils precluding a detailed account 
of the aoil genesis and landscape relationships. 
Dideriksen (1966) undertook a detailed soil landscape relationahip 
study in southeastern Iowa. A watershed of approximately 445 ha along the 
Usee Branch of Crooked Creek in Keokuk County was selected to determine 
the relationship of the Mahaska toposequence to present landscapes and 
natural drainage classes. He found that percent clay, depth to the clay 
maximum, B/A clay ratios, solum thickness, and organic carbon varied by 
soil drainage and landscapes. Soil landscape units formed on Wisconsin 
loess were related to the underlying Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosols. The 
deoxidized and weathering zones in the loess contributed to the vari­
ability in soil drainage morphology. Evidence indicated that deoxidation 
had occurred prior to soil formation. 
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Girgus (1976) conducted a aoil landscape study within the Adair-
Crundy-Nalg soil aasocistion in Nmrion County, south-central Iowa. 
Sampling aitea along and acroaa a atreaa interfluve ahowed that the 
Yarmouth-Sangamon aurface underlay the summit and gently aloping portion 
of the landscape. The Late Sangamon surface waa not extenaive on the 
interfluve, underlying only a portion of it. He found the thickness of 
the Wisconsin loess on a atable divide to be 130 inchea. Thia exceeded 
the predicted value of Worceater (1973) and Mitton (1948) by about 40 
inches. Because of this diacrepancy, Cirgua (1976) propoaed that the Des 
Moines and Skunk River valleya served aa aecondary loess sources in south-
central Iowa. 
Nia analyaea identified two clay plateaus in the loess, an upper 
plateau with a conatant clay content of about 31% and a deeper plateau 
which contained a nearly conatant 27% clay. (ïlrgua (1976) attributed 
thaae plateaus to sedioentological and pedogenic processes. 
Observation wella placed during this atudy revealed two water tablea. 
One waa located in a ahale atrata beneath Kansan till. The other was a 
perched water table on the Wried Yarmouth-Sangamon surface. Girgua 
(1976) found that the water table roae above the depth of gray mottles and 
also above the depth to yellowiah brown mottles in the loess. He postu­
lated that gray mottle formation had occurred during a more moist climatic 
period which had maintained a higher water table in the loess, 
Surficial loaoy sediments on the "lowan Erosion Surface" were 
investigated on a small watershed in Butler County (t^ socki, 1983). He 
found that the surficial sediments were the thinnest on summits and 
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increased ayateoaclcally in ehlckneaa downalope* Particle aime of the 
aedimenta changed with hillalope poaition, becoming progreaaively finer 
textured downalope. Kotraver, detailed inveatigationa on more complex 
hillalopea ahowed greater variation in particle aiie parametera than did 
"simple** hillalopea (Wyaocki, 1983). Modelling could not adequately 
predict theae variationa in aoil properties. 
Walker (1965» 1966) atudied the aoil and atratigraphic aequence in a 
number of encloaed boga on the Dea Moines lobe. Baaed upon particle aite 
parttMtera and organic carbon content, he recognised five atratigraphic 
unita in the atudy locationa. Using pollen data, radiocarbon dating, and 
atratigraphic and geomorphic principles. Walker (1966) was sble to 
reconstruct the environmental and climatic history subsequent to Gary 
glaciation. He divided the time since Gary glaciation into four units. 
The first post-Cary interval laated from 13,000 to 10,500 BP; conifers 
were dominant vegetation and active erosion was occurring on the 
landscape. From 10,500 to 8,000 BP, a deciduous forest predominated and 
erosion was @ subdued process* During 8,000 to 3,000 BP, herbaceous 
plants dominated the ecosystem; erosion was again an active process. From 
3,000 BP to the present, prairie grasses with invaded oak composed the 
major vegetation; erosion during this period lessened. 
Local landscape studies 
Regional and topical studies collected much-needed and valuable 
information about soils and landscapes. These studies began to unravel 
the complex and intricate relations of soils, landscapes, and landscape 
evolution. However, certain important questions concerning soil landscape 
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rclaclonshipt can only be addreaaed by detailed aclentific study of 
localiaed aoil landscape features* The scale involved in localised 
studies requires sampling on a basic unit such as s simple hillslope or 
first-order watershed* 
Kleiss (1969) conducted a hillslope study on loam textured aurficial 
sediments in Bremer County on the lowan Erosion Surface. This detailed 
study showed that textural properties of the eoil were influenced by the 
sedimentilogical eorting of the aurficial sediment on the hillslope* 
Kleiss (1970), by using radiocarbon dating, established the age of this 
sediment as 2,930 +110 BP* He furtlMr concluded that billslope 
sedimentation alao influenced accimiulation of organic matter, bulk 
densities, and cation exchange capacities in soils formed at various 
positions on the hillslope* The small degree of pedogenic developmnt 
indicated that many of the soil properties were inherited from the 
sedimentary nature of the aurficial sediments* 
Building on th@ information of Daniels (1957) and Ruhe et al* (1967), 
Nuddleston (1969) studied soil changes across a single, open system 
hillslope* fie concluded that the continuous soil landscape system on the 
study hillslope displayed marked difference* in soil properties and soil 
ages* Soil differences were brought about by a combination of geologic 
and pédologie processes (Oiddleston and Riecken, 1970). These processes 
reflect the interaction between landscape evolution and pedological 
development* Nuddleston (1969) found the soil differences corresponded 
very closely with the landscape elements of Rube (I960). 
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At each element, Huddleston (1969) proposed the processes to account 
for the soil differences across the landscape. On the summit, profile 
redistribution of mobile soil constituents Is dominant. On the shoulder, 
the same process Is complicated by simultaneous lowring of the surface by 
erosion. On the backslope, sll effects of former pedogenlc development 
were removed by geologic erosion. A new pedogenlc cycle Is being Initi­
ated In a thin layer of hlllslope sediment over calcareoua loess. On the 
footslopes, pedogenlc redistributions snd surface accretion by sediment 
accumilatlon occurs concurrently, in addition, selective down-valley 
sorting can contribute to soil differences. On the toeslope, the basic 
process Is accumulation of sediments. 
Allen (1971) Investigated the Influence of three slope forms In soil 
formation. A 10 ha area near Treynor, Iowa, constituted the study area. 
Data were collected from sldeslopes (linear profile), noseslopes (convex 
profile), and headslo^ s (concave profile). On these three slope pro­
files, Allen (1971) found that the greatest degree of erosion, both In 
geologic and postcultural time, occurred on the lower backslope. He 
concluded that the development of both slopes and soils was directly 
Influenced by the pre-Wlsconsln topography. Wisconsin loess deposition 
accentuated local relief; erosion, however, remained concentrated at the 
same landscape positions as It did In the geologic past. Thus, as Allen 
(1971) states, the soil distribution is influenced by topographic posi­
tion, stratigraphie sonatioo of the loess, and formation of weathering 
zones within the loess, which are not correlated to the loess 
stratigraphy. 
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Expanding upon the work of Ruhe et al. (1968), Vreeken (1972) studied 
the landacape evolution, hydrology, loess stratigraphy, and pedological 
relationahips in two first-order watersheds on the lowan Broaion Surface. 
Vreeken*a study fonmilatea important background information for the 
preaent atudy. Therefore, hia finding* will be discussed in detail. 
Systematic drilling through the loess showed that the present topog-
rsphy resembles the pre-loess landacape (Vreeken, 1972). However, loess 
mantles a atepped series of three distinct geomorphic surfsces in the 
wateraheds inveatigated. On the upland, loess buries a Yarmouth-Sangamon 
surface and paleosol. Lower on the landacape, a Late Sangamon erosion 
surface and paleoaol underlay the loess. On the third level, the loess 
overlies another eroaion surface which is marked by a stone line; no 
paleosol is present st this level. This second erosion surface is 
identified as a portion of the lowan Erosion Surface complex (Vreeken, 
1972, 1975a). This erosion surface bevels the Late Sangamm paleosol and, 
therefore, postdates it. Radiocarbon dates indicate that cutting of the 
lowan surface was initiated just prior to the onset of loess deposition at 
29,MO BP and continued during loess deposition (Ruhe et al,, 1968), This 
produced a polycyclic, time transgressive landscape (Vreeken, 1972), 
Wisconsin loess in this area exhibits three textural partitions: a 
silt loam increment at the base, a middle increment containing inter-
stratified sand, and an upper sand-free silt loam increment (Vreeken, 
1968, 1972, 1975a), Spatial variation exists in the distribution of these 
increments. Portions of the lowan Erosion Surface coi^ lex are overlain by 
the basal loess increment, Vreeken (1972) designates these as early-lowan 
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surfaces. Hoimver, portions of the lowan surface merge with the middle 
loess increment and sre overlain only by the upper silt loan increment. 
Vreeken (1972) refers to these as mid-Iowan surfaces. 
Recent gully formation in Vreeken's watersheds began prior to 7,700 
BP. Eroaion lowered the valley bottoms destroying the surfaces older than 
7,700 BP. Gully atabtlisation began after 7,700 BP with the complete 
system stsbilited by 6,200 BP (Vreeken, 1968, 1972, 1975a}. 
The lithologie contact between the loess and underlying till or 
paleoaol favora perching of groundwater. The subjacent glacial till 
and/or paleosols ars less permeable and have higher bulk densities than 
loess. This contact, in effect, produces a three-dimensional subsurface 
drainage network (Vreeken, 1975a). Data suggest that groundwater recharge 
in the floodplains li^ s 30 days behind rainfall events (Vreeken, 1972). 
Weathering sonations in the Wisconsin loess were bevelled by gully 
formation; thus, zonation was established before 7,700 BP. Forest 
vegetation dominated the ecosystem during this time period, indicating 
that a moister climate was a eontrlteiting factor to higher groundwater 
tables and iron segregation. 
Carbonate depth in these watersheds varies with slope gradient and 
slope direction, landacape elements demonstrate different correlations 
between these parameters; younger landscape elements show less predictable 
trends. The effect of asymmetric valley erosion on carbonate depth 
appears subordinate to slope direction and the control it has on tempera­
ture, moisture regimes, and leaching effectiveness (Vreeken, 1972, 1975b). 
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SyacsiMCic relationship# exist between soil properties and slope 
gradient. Vreeken (1973) asaeaaed the apatial variation of several clay 
parameter# on aummita, ahouldera, and backalope#* For example, he found 
that with increaaing elope gradient the clay maximum and depth to the clay 
maximum decrease on all landacape element#. Variation in these properties 
tflth slope gradient was leaa pronounced on the aufloiit# than shoulders or 
backalope#* However, maximal textural development alwaya occurred on 
minimal #lop# gradient in each hillalope element. Age of the ground 
surface, eroaional history, and variations in subsoil moisture and 
teaqwrature combine to influence the relationship between aoil properties 
and alope. 
Organic carbon ahowed a systematic decrease with depth. Vreeken 
(1973) assessed the depth distribution of the organic carbon and the 
relationahip with slope gradient, Uaing linear regreaaion, he found that 
leaser-developed organic carbon profile# are a##ociated tilth eteeper 
elopes. 
The soil landscape relationship# Vreeken (1973) observed in hie 
first-order watersheds are a function of two contributing factors. First, 
changes in the land surface and the soil beneath it vary in rate and 
spatial expression. Thus, #oils and landscape elements exhibit time 
transgressive variation as well as apatial relationships. Second, land 
surface features in turn influence local soil forming conditions. For 
exa^ le, slope direction and gradient effectively influence local micro­
climatic variables (temperature, moisture, solar radiation, etc,). This 
adds to the spatial variation of soils on a landscape. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Field Inveatigationa 
Site location 
Aaaeaament of aoil landacape relationahipa and soil variability 
requires detailed information about the stratigraphie sequence, geomorphic 
history and composition, and pedological parameters in a given area. 
Various stratigraphie and geomorphic studies (Kunkle, 1968; Ruhe and 
Vreeken; Ruhe et al., 1968) provide this type of information for the Four 
Mile Creek Waterahed in Tama County, lova. In addition, Vreeken (1972) 
investigated the geomorphic regimen of tvo first-order vatersheds along 
the northern divide of this vatershed. This accumulated data makes 
Vreeken's study sites a logical choice for a detailed pedological land­
scape study. 
Unfortunately, terrace construction for erosion control has altered 
the soil landscape in one of his study sites. Further, the vatersheds 
Vreeken investigated consist of compound slopes making characterization of 
soils and landscape elements difficult. For these reasons, a small first-
order watershed adjacent to Vreeken*s Soucek site vas selected for this 
investigation. 
The location of this vatershed within Tama County and the Four Hlle 
Creek basin is given in Figures 1 and 2. The study site is situated on 
the southern flank of a pah# which forms the northern divide of the Four 
Mile Creek basin. The study watershed has developed entirely within 
Wisconsin loess; no glacial till or paleosols are exposed in it. 
Tana Co. 
Lincoln 
Traer 
dadbrook*"^  US Route 8 US Route 
US Route 
US Route 
Toledo 
5 miles 
Iowa 
Tama Co. 
• 
Figure 1. General site location in Tama County, Iowa 
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Scale 1:24,000 * » 
I Nile 
Figure 2, Specific site location in the Four Mile Creek area 
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Topographic and moil aurvy 
Prior to aampla collection, topographic and detailed toils maps were 
especially conatructed for the study site (Figures 3 and 4). The water­
shed has a southeast orientation, is approximately 2 ha in area, and has a 
maximum elevation difference of 11m. Table 1 lists the soil mapping 
unite identified in the waterahed and gives their classification. 
The topographic and soils maps were constructed by laying out a 15 m 
grid on the ground surface, and each grid point being marked with a 
surveying flsg. A benclnark was establiahed near the base of the water­
ahed; elevations of the remaining grid points relative to the benchmark 
were determined with an engineering transit. Soil types were identified 
at each grid point using a 2 cm JHC soil probe. These oWervations were 
recorded and used to construct the soil map. 
Sample collection and preparation 
A total of 20 pedons were sampled in the watershed. This number is a 
compromise between an adequate number to characterize the soil landscape 
and the time Involved in analyses. Four transects were laid out normal to 
the hillslope contours. A fifth transect was established throi^ h the 
center of the thalweg. Figure 5 shows the locations of the transects and 
the positions of sample pedons along them. The length, average slope, and 
orientation of each transect is given in Table 2. 
f 
H 
Contour Interval « I meter Scale 1:1200 |-
50 metere 
Figure 3. TopoRrapUic map of the study watershed 
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Figure 4, Detailed soils map of the study watershed 
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Figure 5. Sampling scheme within the study watershed 
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Table 1. Soil mapping units and their classification within the study 
site 
Soil series Mapping unit symbol Classification 
Judson 8*^  CUtmilic Kapludoll 
BAtisols^  100 Entlsol 
Tama 120 Typlc Argiudoll 
Downs 162 162C2 Hollic Hapludalf 
Ely 428+ Cumulic Kapludoll 
Downs grayG 488E3 Dystric Eutrochrept 
subsoil variant 
*"+" denotes 10-50 cm post cultural erosion sediment* 
***0 established series—soils are composed of >50 cm of post cultural 
erosion sediments. 
C^losest established series—classification given for existing soil 
features. 
Table 2. Transect length, slope, and orientation 
Length Average slope 
Transect No. H Z Orientation 
1 87 U K64'E 
2 93 11 87l*B 
3 76 10 S30*U 
4 66 11 840*V 
5 83 4 S37*B 
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Pedon locations ifore selected to represent the summit (SU), shoulder 
(SH), backslope (BS), footslope (PS), snd toeslope (TH) landscape posi­
tions of Ruhe (I960)* Transects I through 4 each consisted of a summit, 
shoulder, backslope, and footslope pedon. Transect 5 sampled the toeslope 
position* This position will be referred to ss the thalweg in this study* 
Relative elevations of the sample locations are given in Table 3. 
Pedons at each location were sampled by open pit excavation or by a 
Gidding hydraulic coring machine mounted on a four-wheel-drive pickup 
truck. A 7.5 cm core was used when ssmpling with the coring machine. To 
restrict pedon variability, two cores were obtained per pedon. Each core 
was subdivided Into 60 cm increments, wrapped in freezer paper, and placed 
in a cardboard core box. TWo additional cores from selected sites were 
collected for mlcromorphological analyses. These cores were divided into 
8 cm Increments, encased in plastic bags, and placed in moisture resistant 
cardboard containers. 
Sample pits and cores were described according to the procedures of 
the revised Survey Mmnual (Soil Survey Staff, 1981). Equivalent 
horizons from duplicate cores were combined. Representative samples from 
each horizon described were alr-drled, ground to pass a 2-ani sieve, and 
stored in moisture resistant paper containers. Subsamples from these 
containers were used for subsequent physical, chemical, and mlneraloglcal 
analyses. 
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Table 3. Relative elevations of sample locations 
Landscape Pedon Relative 
Transect position number elevation (m) 
1 FS 11 102.7 
BS 12 104.7 
SH 10 108.1 
SU 9 109.9 
2 PS i 104.6 
BS 7 107.5 
SH 16 108.5 
SU 6 108.5 
3 PS 20 102.5 
BS 18 105.1 
SH 19 108.6 
SU 8 109.2 
4 PS 14 101.4 
BS 15 103.6 
SH 17 106.9 
SU 13 107.8 
5 TH 1 99.6 
TH 2 100.5 
TH 3 101.1 
TH 4 102.0 
laboratory Investigation 
Particle size analysis 
Particle size distribution was determined by the method of Kilmer and 
Alexander (1949) as modified by Walter et al. (1978). Ten grams of oven-
dried soil were placed in a pyrex bottle, treated with 10 ml of hydrogen 
peroxide and 100 ml of IX buffered acetic acid. Samples were allowed to 
digest for a minimum of 2 hours and subsequently heated on a hot sand bath 
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until SO ml of liquid remained. After cooling, 10 ml of Na-hexa-met@ 
phosphate and aufflclent distilled water were added to bring the volume to 
about ISO ml. Bottles were stoppered and shaken overnight on a recipro­
cating shaker. The sand fraction (0.05-2.0 mm) was separated from the 
samples by wet sieving on a 270 mesh sieve, oven dried, and weighed. The 
fine silt (0.002-0.2 mm) and clay (<0.002 mm) fractions were determined 
from 25 ml aliquots pipetted from a depth of 10 and 5 cm, respectively, 
after the appropriate settling time. These aliquots were subsequently 
dried and weighed. Coarse silt (0.02-0.05 mm) was determined by 
difference. Each run contained 19 samples snd a standard as a check. 
Organic carbon 
Organic carbon was determined by the Walkley and Black (1934) method 
following the modifications of Dahnke (1980). A 0.2-0.8 g sample was 
ground to pass a 60 mesh sieve. The sample was oxidized with 10 mi 1^  
potassiim dlchromate and with the heat generated by the addition of 20 mi 
of concentrated H^ go^ . The oxidization reaction was allowed 30 minutes 
for completion, after which 200 ml of distilled water were added. Ten ml 
of 85% H^ PO^  and 0.2 g of KaF were added to complex Fe*^ » The dlchromate 
not reduced in the reaction was determined by titration with a standard 
FeSO^  solution using ferroln as an indicator. The quantity of carbon 
oxidized was calculated from the amount of dlchromate reduced. 
Soil reaction 
Soil pH was determined in a suspension consisting of a 1:1 soil to 
distilled MgO ratio (Soil Survey Staff, 1972). The suspension was 
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thoroughly mixed and Chen allowed to equilibrate for one hour* The pH was 
then measured using a Fisher Acunet Model 420 Digital pH/ion meter 
equipped with a combination electrode. 
Total phosphorus 
Total phosphorus was determined by the bromine oxidisation method of 
Dick and Tabatabai (1977). A 0.2 to 0.3 g soil sample air-dried and 
ground to pass a 60-mesh sieve was placed in a 75 cc Pyrex test cube. 
Three ml of KaOBr solution were added to the tube, swirled, and allotred to 
equilibrate for 10 minutes. The tube was then placed on the surface of a 
sand bath; and the contents boiled to dryness in a 10-15 minute period, 
after which the tube was pressed down into the sand as far as possible. 
Heating was continued for 30 additional minutes. The tube was cooled for 
10 minutes, four ml of distilled HjO, 1 ml of formic acid, and 25 ml IN 
MgSO^  were subsequently added. The solution was thoroughly shaken and 
then centrifuged. Two ml of the extract solution were pipetted into a 25 
ml volimetric flask to which were added 4 ml of ascorbic acid solution; 
Che flask was Chen brought to volume with distilled HgO. The ascorbic 
acid solution contained ammonium molybdaCe and antimony potassiwn tartrate 
which facilitaced Che formacion of Che molybdeni» blue complex. 
Phosphorus in Che flask solucion was colorimecrically deCermined wich a 
SpecCronic 20 equipped wich a red filcer and set at a wavelengch of 720 
nm. A sec of scandard ? solucions was used co calibraCe Che instrument 
and prepare standard graph* 
Each run consisted of 15 duplicated samples plus two standard samples 
as an accuracy control. Incemal consistency wichin runs was very good. 
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However, discrepancies existed between runs. This made It necessary to 
repeat runs until consistent results were obtained. 
The cause for this Inconsistency was never completely Isolated. 
Heating time after boiling to dryness and variation In solution strength 
between runs were investigated as sources of error. These parameters were 
eliminated aa possible sources of error. Two other sources of error can 
be suggested. One Is the possible variation in the strength of the 
ascorbic acid solution which is critical in the development of the 
molybdenum blue color. This solution anist be prepared daily which could 
Introduce an inconsistency between runs. However, the standard phosphorus 
solutions prepared with each run demonstrated very consistent absorbance 
readings. This indicates another source of error. Another critical 
factor in this procedure is a minimum sand bath temperature of 260%, The 
sand bath used was In excess of this critical temperature when permitted a 
proper warmip period, but controlling the boiling off stage in this 
procedure to a period of 10 to 15 minutes was difficult. The temperature 
of the sandbath varies significantly with the on-off cycle of the heating 
element of the hotplate upon which the sand is placed. Thus, the exact 
temperature and rate of heating are quite difficult to repeat between 
runs. 
In light of the above discussion, I suggest to anyone using this 
procedure the following. When possible, mix the solutions required in 
bulk so enough is obtained for all samples to be rum. Run samples and the 
standard in triplicate randcwizing the tubes on the sand bath. Maintain 
sand depth of 3 cm on the hotplate and pay close attention to the sand 
bath teiqierature* 
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Clay mineralogy 
Tha clay fraction «0*002 mm) of aalactad padona and horlsona within 
padona waa analyiad by x-ray diffraction to dataraina thair minaralogical 
coapoaition. Sand, ailt, and clay aaparationa for tha minaralogical 
analyaia wara mada by tha appropriate aiaving, aadinantation, and décan­
tation (Day, 1965). 
Organic matter waa removed from all A horiaona with H2O2 (Kunae, 
1965), and carbonatea when encountered were removed with a buffered acetic 
acid treatment (Jackaon, 1975). 
Oriented mounta of the clay were prepared on ceramic tilea (Rich, 
1969) which had a aurfaca of 8.3 cm^ . Each tile contained, inaofar aa 
poaaibla, 125 ng of clay to produce uniform intanaltiaa which facilitated 
aeml-quantitativa comparlaona. Aliquota of the prepared claya were oven 
dried and tha auapanaion clay concentration <totarmlnad. The proper amount 
of aolution waa than pipetted on to tha tile for aedimentation. 
Originally, glaaa alidea were prepared by drying the clay awapenaiona 
on them overnight. Conaiderable cracking and curling occurred on theae 
aamplea, particularly on A horiaona with K aaturation. Uaing a glaaa wool 
aolution did not alleviate thia problem. Conaaquantly, aedimentation on 
ceramic tilea waa uaed. Thia, however, did not totally eliminate the 
cracking problem. Drying the tile slowly after removal from the auction 
device helped lesaen thia problem, aa did placing a blank tile over the 
sample during drying. Controlling the humidity during drying may alao 
reduce cracking, auch aa drying in a %N0^  desiccator with constant 54% 
humidity. Because of the cracking problems and the probable high smectite 
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content, the snear method may be a more appropriate technique for elide 
preparation of loeaa-derived aoila. 
X-ray diffractograma were prepared uaing the following treamenta: % 
aaturation plua ethylene glycol aalvation at room temperature; and K 
aaturation at room temperature (K-RT) and after heating at 110*C (K-110), 
300'C (X-300), and 590*C (K-5S0) in exceaa of two houra (Jackaon, 1975)* 
Lithium aaturation and heating to 225*C overnight were employed on 
aelected aamplea to teat for the preaence of beidellite (Greene-Kelly, 
1955). 
X-ray diffraction apactra were obtained with a General Electric XRD-6 
diffractometer equipped with a graphite nonochrometer uaing CùK radiation. 
The aamplea were acanned at 2* 28 per minute fro# 2-32* 20. Other 
inatrment aettinga are a* follow*: range 2000 cpa, chart apeed 1 
inch/minute, beam alit !.0*, detection *lit 0,2*, 35 kilovolt* 45 nil-
lMp«r**, MR coller *lit and a tim* conatant of 1.0, 
Mineral identification from x-ray diffractograma waa baaed on the 
following criteria; kaolinit* give* 7,2 and 3.5 A peak* with both K and 
% aaturation. Theae peaks are atabl* to 300*C iHit are destroyed by 
heating at 550*C. Discrete, well-cry*talline vermiculite gives a 14 A 
peak for Kg saturation and ethylene glycol aolution. This peak collapaes 
to 10 A for K saturation at 2S*C (Douglas, 1977; Borchardt, 1977). 
hydroxy interlayered vermiculite and smectite give a broadened 10 h peak 
under K saturation (Bamhisel, 1977). Ac times, this peak may form a 
shoulder ouc Co 12 A or more. Reac treatments collapse this broadening 
with concomitanc increase of Che 10 A peak incensicy. InCerlayered 
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fliMcCie«a expand to >14 A upon % saturation and ethylene glycol aolution. 
Interlayered vermiculltea under the aane treatment remain at 14 A. 
Segregation of theae mineral types is difficult, conaequently they will be 
reported together. 
Mica, which includes biotite, muscovite, and hydroua mica (illite), 
givea a 10 A peak for both K and % aaturation. Smectitea give an 18 A 
peak upon aaturation and ethylene glycol aolvation, and a 10-14 A peak 
wlwn K aaturated. The location of thia peak varies with the relative 
humidity and charge characteriatica of the mineral. This peak collapses 
to 10 A when heated at 110*C. Chlorite gives a 14 A peak for both K and 
% aaturation which is not altered by heat treatmenta. Quarts has a 4.2 
and 3.3 A peak which is not affected by cation saturation or heat 
treatments. 
Semi-quantitative estimates of clay minerals in soils from x-ray 
diffraction is a risky endeavor (Jackson, 1975). However, meaningful 
comparisons can be m«ie if the clay assemblage has to some extent been 
quantified. Several techniques have been developed to attempt this 
quantification. The method followed in this study is based on one 
developed by Johns et al. (1954) and modified by Thompson (1980). The 
amount of « clay mineral species in a mixed sample is directly related to 
the area under its peak on a diffractogram. However, certain assimptions 
must be made when using peak areas to estimate mineral quantities. These 
are; 1) that cation saturation and heat treatments have little influence 
on certain peak intensities or areas; 2) clay quantity, particle sise, and 
crystallinity on different slides must be equivalent; and 3) differences 
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in scattering of x-rays at varying angles can be normalised with propor­
tionality factors. Obviously, these aasumptions are not true in most 
cases. Despite these problems, interpretstion based upon this procedure 
can be useful in comparing differencea in clay mineralogy between horizons 
within a single pedon or, as in this study, a group of cloaely related 
pedona• 
The procedure employed for semi-quantitative estimation of the clay 
mineralogy is summarised as follows. The diffractogram# from various 
cation saturations and heat treatments for a given sample were grouped 
together and carefully studied to determine the minerals present. 
Smectite, vermiculite, kaolinite, mica, quarts, and hydroxy interlayered 
minerals were found to be the minerals present in the study samples. 
Given the procedures outlined previously for identification of these 
cmiponents, symmetrical peaks were sketched in under the appropriate peaks 
on the Mg-EC and K-llO treatments. Asymmetry of the 10 A peak was 
attributed to hydroxy interlayer material. A baseline iras drawn on these 
diffractogram# with the aid of a French curve. Peak area# were mea#ured 
with a planimeter. In each sample, peak area# were normalized to the mica 
10 A peak with appropriate factor# to account for acattering enhancement. 
The peak# used for quantification and the normalization factor# used are 
given in Table 4. 
The normalized peak area# were summed, then each one wa# divided by 
the total and multiplied ^  100 to give a percentage estimate. These 
percentage# were rounded to the neareet 5%. 
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Table A. Quandflcaclon peaks and normalisation factors 
Hlnersl Peak selected 
Nomalisation 
factor 
Mica 
Vemiculite 
Smectite 
Kaolinite 
Quart* 
Hydroxy interlayer 
Vemiculite and 
smectices 
10 A %-EC 
(lA A Hs-BG-K-25) 2 
18 A %-EC A 
7.2 A K 110 2 
3.3 A %-BG-(0.75 x %-:C 10 A) A 
10-lA A shoulder K 110 2 
Micromorphology 
Intact amples from selected horisons collected during the field 
study were air-dried over several weeks. These samples were trimmed with 
a knife to fit into a 250 ml plastic container. Orientation of the aample 
and an identification number were marked on each container. 
Impregnation under vacuum was accomplished by the following 
technique. Six sample containers were placed in a desiccator and a small 
volume of impregnating resin (1-2 cm depth) was added to each. The 
samples were placed under vacuum and the resin was drawn by capillarity 
into the samples. The samples were allowed to equilibrate for 15-20 
minutes under vacuum. Additional resin was then added to the sample 
filling each container to the level of the wetting front on the sample 
clod. This technique was repeated 4-5 times until the entire clod was 
immersed in the impregnating fluid. 
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The impregnating fluid uaed waa a 1:1 volume mixture of acetone and 
Caatolite (methyl methacrylate polyeater). Five dropa of hardner (methyl 
ethyl ketone peroxide) vere added per 200 cc of mixture. Sample con-
tainera vere covered with plaatie lida after filling waa achieved. The 
aamplea were allowed to equilibrate for a minimum of 48 houra. The lida 
were removed and the acetone in the mixture allowed to evaporate. During 
thia proceaa, additional impregnating fluid, which waa kept open to the 
atmoaphere» waa added to the aamplea to keep them totally immeraed. Thia 
waa continued for aeveral daya until the level of the fluid no longer 
receded. At tbia point, the aamplea were allowed to cure for two weeka 
until they reached a aemi-hardened atate. Further curing waa accompliahed 
by placing the aamplea in an oven and heating at 70*C for a minimn of 48 
houra. Thia procedure worked quite well with all aamplea being uniformly 
impregnated. 
One precaution to note about thia procedure ia the boiling of the 
acetone-Caatollte mixture under vacuum. Thia phenomenon did not cauae 
dlaruptlon of the aamplea and generally aubalded within a couple of 
mlnutea after vacum waa applied. Adding relatively amall qwantltiea of 
the Impregnating mixture atepwlae alleviated aome of thia problem. Care, 
however, nuat be taken to allow a mioimu* of 1 cm free space between the 
container top and the liquid level to prevent bubbling over of the reain 
mixture. 
After the aamplea had cured, they were aliced into about I cm thick 
alicea with a diamond trim aaw. Orientation and identification numbers 
were marked on each sample with a diamond pencil. The slices were trimmed 
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to fifc a 5x7.5 cm glass slide with close attention given to amount of 
aurface area that was exposed for viewing* 
Before bonding to slides, the saaplea required grinding to remove saw 
marka and aaaure good adhealve contact. Initially, grinding waa done on a 
lapidary wheel with 400 grit aluminum oxide powder uaing kerosene aa a 
wetting agent. Final grinding waa done on a glaaa plate with 600 grit 
powder. Theae procedures were time conauming and keroaene waa unpleaaant 
to work with. Consequently, a different grinding technique was tried. 
Vet and dry 400 and 600 grit carborundim paper was taped to a glaaa plate. 
The samples were hand rubbed across the paper with mineral apirita uaed aa 
a cleaning and wetting agent. This procedure proved quite effective. In 
addition, coarser grit paper could be used to initially amooth the sample 
if the saw kerf waa unuaually rough. 
The aample slices were glued to the glaaa slides using epoxy cement. 
The slices were held in place for drying by large metal spring paper 
clips. To facilitate the cementing proceas, the aample alices and glass 
slides were heated on a Teflon hot plate to 35-40*0 prior to adhesive 
addition. After drying 24 hours, the slides were cut free from the 
samples with a Rillquist diamond trim saw with an approximately 2 mm 
thickness of sample remaining on the slide. The slides twre then ground 
to a thickness of 50-100 wm. At this thickness, quart* gives gray 
interference colors under cross polarizers. Slides were cleaned with 
mineral spirits and Canada balsam was spread over the surface. After 
beating, a cover slip was then placed on the slide. 
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One problem encountered during this operation waa nonuniform adhesive 
thickneaa on the alidea. Thia made it difficult to achieve the proper 
thickneaa for viewing over the entire elide aurface. Capa and overly 
thick areaa in the aample were common. Slidea were froated prior to 
gluing to aaaure uniform glaaa thickneaa. The problem ia aaaociated with 
nonuniform preaaure acroaa the alidea during drying. Some auggeationa can 
be given to minimise thia problem. Uae juat enough epoxy to provide an 
adequate bond. Cut alicea aa aquare aa poaaible ao that preaaure ia 
uniform when metal clipa are attache# and uae plexiglaaa or othar backing 
behind the elide. 
The thin aectiona were analyzed with two different microacopea. A 
low-power Leeda binocular acope gave a large field of view allowing 
obaervation of large portiona of the alidea. Hore detailed obaervationa 
were made uaing a Nikon Optiphot pétrographie microacope. 
All the alidea in the atudy were acanned prior to any deaeriptiona. 
Thia facilitated equipment familiarity and aome advance knowledge of the 
featurea contained within each horizon. The alidea from a given horizon 
(1-5) mre then carefully obaerved in detail atarting at lowr power and 
proceeding to higher magnification#. The featurea observed were recorded 
on a standard form (Table 5). One form waa filled out for each horizon. 
The feature# observed were described according to the terminology of 
Brewr (1976). Frequency analyses were made by visual estimates and are 
only a rough guide. Frequency diagrams by Fitzpatrick (1980b) and the 
frequency classification system of Bullock and Murphy (1979) proved useful 
in theae estimations. 
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Table S. Microaorphological data ahaat 
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A Nikon in«truMnt camera (H35-PA) waa uaed with the pétrographie 
microacope to photograph the thin aectiona. Color alidea were made uaing 
Ektachrome 160 film; black and white printa were taken uaing Plua X 125 
film. 
Statiatical analyaia 
Three atatiatical proeedurea were uaed to compare and interpret the 
data obtained in the courae of thia atudy. A naated analyaia of variance 
deaign waa uaed to eatimate the variance in aoil parametera between 
different landacape elementa. The expected mean aquarea uaed to conatruct 
f ratioa for hy^ theaia teating of aignlficant differencea at each level 
of the deaign are given in Table 6. Duncan*a Multiple Range Teat waa 
employed to determine which landacape elementa differ in aoil propertiea. 
Multiple linear regreaaion modela were developed to explain depth diatri-
butiona of «elected propertiea over the landacape. 
The Statiatical Analyaia Syatem (SAS) (Helwlg and Council* 1979) waa 
uaed for the data analyaia and modeling. The ANOVA procedure waa uaed for 
the analyaia of variance and Duncan*8 teat. The regreaaion modela were 
developed uaing the SYSRIG procedure. 
Table 6. Expected mean aquarea for a balanced, two-level neated deaign 
Source of variation Expected mean aquarea 
Among hlllalopee (HS) + <»Mo Br 
Among landacapea (L5) 
Among pedona (P) 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The pedona examined in this atudy are loeaa-derived aoila sampled 
from the different landacape elementa (aummit, ahoulder, beckalope, 
footalope, and toealope) within a small firat-order waterahed* Soils 
developed on different landacape elemnta are expected to vary in proper-
tiea becauae the nature and intenaity of pédologie, hydrologie» and 
geomorphlc proceaaea change acroaa the landacape. The diatribution and 
degree of parameter variation identified during thia atudy trill be 
addreased by comparing pedona within a given landacape element aa well aa 
comparing pedona acroaa landacape elementa. This discussion will be 
divided into three parte. Firat, the chemical and phyaical paramatera 
will be discussed, then the clay mineralogy, and laatly the 
mlcromorphology. 
Phyaical and Chemical ParMWtera 
Clay diatribution 
The clay-depth relatlonahlp has been employed as an index of soil 
textural development (Ruhe, 1969; Ruhe and Walker, 1968). The formation 
of a textural B horizon Is a time dependent proceaa and may be due to both 
clay formation and translocation (Blrkeland, 1974). Under the correct 
pedologlcal conditions (landscape atablllty, vertical water flow, proper 
base atatua and pH, vegetation, etc.), translocation of clay la an 
Important soil forming process reflected In (1) depletion of clay In A and 
E horizons, (2) enrichment of the B horizon In clay content relative to 
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the C and/or A horison, (3) a higher fine clay to total clay ratio, and 
(4) presence of argillana in the B and C horiiona (Buol et el., 1980). 
Figure 6 displays the vertical distribution of clay for the stoaait 
pedons. Clsy content in the surface horizon ranges from 29 to 32%. A 
clay maximum of 34 to 36% occurs at 25 to 35 cm for pedons T1-SU9, T2-SU6, 
and T4-SUI4. Pedon T3-SU8 has s greater depth to the clay maximum (60 
cm). Beneath the maximum, the clay content decreases end resches a 
relatively constsnt value of about 26% in the C horison. 
No dietinct eluvial horison ie evident in the clay distributions. 
The clay increase downward doea not meet or exceed 1.2 timea the surface 
clay content. Censequently, none of the summit pedons have the necesssry 
clay increase for sn argillic horison. Based upon the clay distribution, 
the summit pedons have only weak textural development (presence of 
argillans will be discussed in the micromorphology section), this 
character has two importsnt implications. First, the lack of an argillic 
horison does not fit the criteria of an Alfisol. Second, converse to 
theory, weak argillic character on the summit si^ gests a lack of landscape 
stability. Cultivation and/or erosion may account for these reswlt#. 
Mixing of the surface by cultivation can obliterate former B horizons. 
Accelerated eroeion of surface soil contributes to obliteration of tl* 
argillic character because the clay content in the plow layer generally 
increases. Interfluve summits in the study watershed are narrow and may 
have been subject to lowering during past erosional events. 
The clay distribution of the shoulder pedons (Figure 7) ie similar to 
that of the summit pedons. However, pedons T2-^ B16 and T3-$H19 have clay 
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increaaos with depth which exceed 1.2 and thus have arglllic horizons. 
Pedon T3-SH19 has a clay maximum (32%) equivalent to the other shoulder 
and summit pedons, but the relatively low clay content in the surface 
allows this soil to meet the argillic requirement. Pedon T2-SH16 meets 
the arglllic requirement because It has a slightly higher clay maximum 
(36.5%). Pedons T2-SH16 and T3-SH19 only slightly exceed the minimum 
arglllic requirement with clay ratios of 1.23 and 1.27, respectively. 
Generally, the shoulder is considered a less stable landscape element than 
the aumit and, theoretically, soils on the shoulder should display less 
textural development, the influence of erosion and cultivation have been 
mentioned previously. Another consideration Is the closeness of the 
sample pedons to the specified arglllic limit. Por example, Pedon TI-SHIO 
has a clay maximum of about 35%. If the clay content In the surface were 
29%, this pedon would meet the arglllic requirement. This value (29%) Is 
In the range common to the study pedons. SMple and measurement vari­
ability may account for the results obtained. 
The clay content In the lower portion (C horizons) of the shoulder 
pedons decreases to a value near 26%. This value Is comparable to that 
found In the summit pedons. The depth to this value In the shoulder 
pedons, however. Is slightly shallower than the summit pedons Indicating 
less textural development and/or greater eroslonal Influence. 
Little textural development Is evident In the clay distribution of 
the backslope pedons (Plgure 8). The clay maximum In these pedons occurs 
at or adjacent to the surface. The clay content then decreases with depth 
reaching a mlnlsnw value near 21% at 1 * or less. This value Is 
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considerably less Chan the minimum in the summit or shoulder pedons* 
Gully formation in the Four Mile Creek area began approximately 7700 BP 
with •tabilisation occurring at 6200 BP (Vreeken, 1972), Soil formation 
on the backalope probably dates from this period. Age of the summit may 
date from the time of loess cessation (14,000 BP). The age difference 
between these landscape elements is a large factor contributing to the 
clay distribution differences. Other factors, however, should not be 
overlooked. Dissection of the landscape exposed different weathering 
tones in the loess. The bsckslope pedons are wholly or partially formed 
in deoxidised and, in some instances, unleached loess. Carbonate content, 
weathering, and stratigraphie differences can all influence clay formation 
and translocation. The present clay distribution has also been affected 
by accelerated erosion. Both A and B horisons in the bsckslope pedons are 
thinner than the higher landscape positions with the surface soil horizon 
being formed mainly by tillage. 
Footslope pedons display a greater degree of variability in their 
clay distribution (Figure 9). The clay maximum ia at or close to the 
surface. The surface horizon on these pedons is composed of overwssh and 
represents soil material deposited tqr accelerated erosion. Beneath the 
overwash, the clay content may increase with depth as in pedon Tl-FSll or 
may decrease as in pedons T2-FS5, T3-FS20, and T4-FS14. Different 
processes control the textural development of the footslope pedons 
compared to SMwit, shoulder, and backslope pedons. In addition to 
overwash accimulation, soils on the footslope may receive slow cumulic 
additions of material building the soils upward with time. The twtural 
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figure 9. Clay distributions in the footslope pedons 
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character of the cuonillc material will vary with the source of the 
material and degree of transportational energy. 
Pedons T3-FS20 end T4-FS14 display a fairly continuoua decrease of 
clay with depth. A slight incresse in the clay content occurs at 1 m in 
pedon T3-F820. This may be, as suggested by Diderikssn (1966), a zone of 
higher base status csusing the coagulation of illuvial clay. Pedons 
Tl-PSlI and T2-PS5 display a greater clay fluctuation with depth. The 
hillslope thst these pedons occur on haa a northeast aspect. As tiill be 
seen Ister, the organic carbon distribution of these soils is considerably 
different than the footslope pedons on the opposite hillslope. Variations 
in cuMilic processes snd local climatic parameters between the hillslopes 
may account for these differences. 
Pedcms in the thalweg are composed predominantly of post-cultural 
erosion sediments. The content of these pedons (Figure 10) fluctuates 
irregularly with depth. In general, the clay content decreases beneath 
the surface horizon and then increases slightly before decreasing again. 
The clay distribution in these pedons is a function of the source of the 
soil sediment and the energy of deposition. An examination of the 
morphology of these soils (Appendix) reveals the surface material to be 
composed of lighter colored sediments reflecting a change in the source of 
the sediment. Removal of the A horizons on higher landscape positions has 
exposed the underlying B horizon, and in some cases the C horizon, to the 
effects of accelerated erosion. Thus, a larger portion of the more recent 
sediment is composed of former B and C horizws material. 
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A buried toil surface ia ancountarad in padona T5-TH3 and T5-TH4 at 
130 and 96 ca» reapactivaly* Thia aurfaca ia charactarisad by an abrupt 
incraaaa in tha clay contant. Banaath tha former aurfaca, the clay 
content decreaaea uniformly with depth tdth only a alight decreaae within 
the depth aampled. 
Clay variablea 
Several uni-valued clay variablea have been uaed to expreaa the 
degree of textural development in aoila. Uni-valued variable# are more 
eaaily incorporated into atatiatical analyae# than entire depth rela-
tionahip#. In the following eection, the clay maximum, depth to the clay 
maximum, clay in the C horiaon, and the B/A horizon clay ratio of the 
different landacape elements will be compared uaing a neated analy#i# of 
variance* Mtana of landscape element# will be compared by Rmcan'a 
Multiple Range Test. Pedons from the toeslope or thalweg position will be 
omitted from these comparisons because the properties of these soils are 
predominantly a function of aedimentologicsl processes. The design 
incorporated in this study uses pedons as the experimental unit with 
landacape elements nested within hiUslopes. Two hillslopes are defined 
based on aspect. Transects T1 and T2 compoae me hillslope and have a 
northerly aspect. Transects T3 and T4 make up the other hillslope and 
have southwesterly aspect. 
Table 7 presents the analyses of variance for the clay variables. 
All clay variables investigated show a significant difference between 
landscape elements even at the .01 alpha level. The <mly sie*iftcant 
difference between hiUslopes is in the C horizon clay which is also 
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Table 7. Analyaaa of variance for clay variablea 
Variable Source DF Sum of aquarea F value Pr>F 
Clay maximum, % HS 1 0.902 0.55 0.48 
land 6 114.795 11.63 0.0014 
Depth to clay HS 1 9.000 0.08 0.7855 
maximum, cm Land 6 3049.000 4.86 0.0222 
C horiion, % HS 1 55.130 14.92 0.0048 
clay Land 6 175.734 7.93 0.0050 
B/A horiion HS 1 0.009 2.34 0.1643 
clay ratio Land 6 0.209 9.05 0.0033 
Clay in aurface HS 1 0.95 0.30 0.591 
IS cm, % Land 6 32.98 1.74 0.2288 
aignificant at the .01 level. The Ouncan'a teat (Table 8) ahowa the neana 
of the landacape poaitiona and which onee are aignificantly different from 
each other at the 0.1 alpha level. 
Pedona from the auaait and ahoulder have equivalent clay nscima and 
are not aignificantly different. Proceaaea of clay formation and tranalo-
cation on these landacape elements muat be similar. The auamit and 
shoulder pedons, hmwver, do have a significantly higher clay maximum than 
the backslope or footslope pedons. Differences in landscape age and 
erosional and depositional processes both contribute to the variance 
between landscape elements. 
The relationships between landscape elements and the depth to the 
clay maximum, clay content in the C horizon, and the B/A clay ratio are 
the same as the relationship demonstrated by the clay maximum. The simait 
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Table 8. Duncan's Multiple Range Test on landscape elements--clay 
variables 
Vsrisble M*sn N Element Grouping* 
Clsy msxlmum, % 34.500 4 Summit A 
34.250 4 Shoulder A 
29.725 4 Backslope B 
28.925 4 Footslope B 
Depth to clay 38.000 4 Summit A 
maximum» cm 35.750 4 Shoulder A 
11.750 4 Footslope B 
8.500 Backslope B 
C horlion, % 27.5 4 SwBmit A 
clay 27.4 4 Shoulder A 
21.3 4 Backslope B 
21.2 4 Footslope B 
B/A horlson 1.18 4 Shoulder A 
clay ratio 1.14 4 Summit A 
0.94 4 Backslope B 
0.93 4 Footslope B 
Cl^  in surfsce 30.65 4 Summit A 
15 cm, X 29.3 4 Shoulder A 
28.8 4 Backslope A 
28.3 4 Footslope A 
"Mean# with the sme letter are not significantly different at 
*lpha»0,l. 
and shoulder pedons have nearly equivalent values for these parameters. 
Backslope and footslope pedons are also equivalent to each other* A 
significant difference does exist between the summit and shoulder pedons 
compared to the backslope and footslope pedons. 
The depth to the clay maximum in the backslope and footslope pedons 
is similar but this does not necessarily indicate that the processes 
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controlling this feature within thaae two landscape elements are the same. 
Slopewasht addition of hillalope aedimenta, and lateral subsurface flow 
are the likely processes affecting the depth to the clay maximum on the 
footslope. On the backalope, eroaional proceaaea, both geologic and 
accelerated, may have removed all or a portion of the solum. Surface 
runoff on the landscape is at a maximum with the hydraulic energy being 
expended upon detachment and tranaport of aoil material. Decreased 
infiltration results in less water available for clay tranalocation or 
weathering. 
The greater clay content in the C horiaona in the aummit and ahoulder 
vs. the backalope and footslope pedona may be a function of geomorphic 
atability, loeaa stratigraphy, and the vector and degree of water movement 
within the aoil. 
The g/A day ratio Is a meaaure of soil development. A ratio which 
exceeds 1.0 indicatea clay enrichment of the B horizon when compared to 
the A horizon. Both the aummit and ahoulder pedona have B/A clay ratioa 
>1.0. landscape stability and vertical water movement within the soil are 
important factors affecting subsurface clay enricWent. The backalope and 
footslope pedona have B/A ratioa <1.0 which are aignificantly different 
fro# the aummit or ahoulder pedona. Pedon morphology and the B/A clay 
ratio indicate that the surface horizons in the backalope pedona are 
coi^ H>aed dominantly of former B horizon soil material. The weak B/A clay 
development of the footslope pedona may be cauaed by the limited time of 
formation and accumulated additions of clay frws upalope. 
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Total phoiphotua dlitributiona 
Total phoaphorua dlatributiona have baan uaad to diatingulah batwaan 
foraat and prairla-darlvad aolla (Fanton at al., 1967; Ridlay» 1984)• 
iaaa Information la available on tha diatribution of total phoaphorua 
within aoil landaeapaa* Figura 11 diaplaya tha total phoaphorua diatri­
bution of tha aummit padona. Tha total phoaphorua contant at tha aurfaca 
rangaa fro* S2S to 600 ppm and haa probably baan influenced by application 
of commercial fertiliser. A well-developed tone of phoaphorua depletion 
occura within all the aimmUt padona between 30 and 60 cm. An abrupt 
eluvial phoaphorua tone ia characteriatic of foraat and tranaitional aoila 
(Fanton at al., 1967; Ridley, 1984). Thia auggeata, in apite of the weak 
argillie development, that the aoila in the atudy waterahad have been 
influenced by foraat vegetation. The minimum total phoaphorua content of 
theae padona variea between 475 and 325 ppm. Similar minimum phoaphorua 
valuea for the Downa and Fayette aoil aeriea have been reported by 
HMiabacb (1969) and Ridley (1984). The depth to the minimum phoaphorua 
value alao correaponda well with valuea for the Down# aeriea reported by 
theae reaeachera. The zone of phoaphorua depletion may form due to 
removal of thia element by planta, tranalocation downward with collodial 
conatituenta, or leaching in aolution (aneck, 1973; Runge, 1963; Tembhare, 
1973; Ridley, 1984). 
Below the horizon with the minimum value, the phoaphorua content 
gradually increaaea with depth reaching a maximum in the C horizon that 
rangea from 650 to 700 ppm. Theee valuea are similar to Chose reported in 
other inveatigationa of loeaa-derived aoila in the Four Mile Creek area 
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(Collins, 1977; Kobson, 1983). The cocal phosphorus content in the C 
horiion and beneath remains constant within the depth sampled. Ridley 
(1984) suggests that the phosphorus content in the C horiaon is due to 
both the indigenous phosphorus content of the parent material and illuvial 
enrichment. Based upon this theory» the phosphorus content should 
decrease at some depth beneath the C horiion in these pedons. 
The total phosphorus distribution in the shoulder pedons (Figure 12) 
closely resembles the distribution of that element in the summit pedons. 
The shoulder pedons have a strongly expressed eluvial stone. The phos­
phorus minimum occurs between 20 and 35 cm which is slightly closer to the 
surface than the minimum in the summit pedons. Removal of surface soil by 
accelerated erosion may account for this difference. The maxlmm total 
phosphorus content Is again in the C horizons of these pedons with the 
content becoming relatively constant below 120 cm. 
Backslope pedons display a different total phosphorus distribution 
(Figure 13). In pedons T1-BS12, T2-BS7, and T4-BS15 no zone of phosphorus 
depletion is evident. Pedon T3-BS18 has a poorly expressed zone of 
depletion between the surface and 30 cm. Lack of « phosphorus depletion 
zone suggests that the backslope pedons have been modified by erosion with 
insufficient time to have reformed an eluvial zone. Mnimm total 
phosphorus values range from 460 to 575 ppm. These values are slightly 
higher than the P minima for summit or shoulder pedons. The minimum 
phosphorus content in the backslope pedons generally occurs in the surface 
horizon and these values are probably influenced by fertilizer additions. 
The depth to C horizon and thus the depth to the maximum phosphorus 
content is shallower in the backslope pedons than in the summit or 
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shoulder pedons. The maximum values are, however, in the 650 to 700 ppm 
range. Pedona T1-BSI2 and T4-BS15 have a decreaae in the deepeat horisona 
aaapled indicating that these horitons tuy be below the illuvial phoa-
phorua tone. There ia also a greater degree of variability in the 
phoaphorua content of lotrer portiona of the backalope pedona. A change in 
weathering sonea in the loess occurs between the backalope and ahoulder 
pedona. Pedona on the ahoulder have developed in mottled, oxidised loeaa 
while backalope pedona have developed from deoxidised and, in some cases, 
calcareoua loess. These differences affect the phoaphorua diatribution. 
The phoaphorua diatributiona of the footalope pedona (Figure 14) are 
more variable than the diatributiona of pedona occupying higher landscspe 
elements. A zone of depletion is evident in all footalope pedona. Pedona 
T3-PS20 and T4-PS14 have a phoaphoroua minimum at about 45 cm. However, 
the phoaphorua minimim in pedona Tl-rSll and T2«f85 occurs at about I m in 
depth. The mininim phoaphorua content of the latter two pedona ia below 
300 ppm whereaa the former pedona have minima in the 350 to 425 ppm range. 
Minimum phoaphorua values near 300 ppm are conaiderably lower than the 
minimum value* encountered in the higher landacape elementa. Footalope 
pedona may be leaa well-drained than pedona on higher landacape poaition*. 
Footalope pedona alao differ becauae of cumulic proceaaea. Both of theae 
featurea may influence the phoaphorua diatribution. Runge and Riecken 
(1966) auggeet that the upper horisona of poorly drained soil* might be 
more "weathered" of phoephoru* than upper horisona of well-drained soil*. 
Ridley (1984) show* that (1) the level* of inorganic phoaphorua are 
alightly higher in poorly drained soil* and (2) poorly drained soils have 
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•IgniflcâACly lower organic phoaphorua lavala compared to well-drainad 
aoila. Data of other workera (Koaae, 1966; Runge and Riecken, 1966; and 
Coleman, 1980) aubatantiate theae findinga* 
The original aurfacea of the footalope pedona, except T3-FS20, are 
buried by a ahallow «25 cm) layer of poat-cultural eroaion eedimenta. 
Thia, of courae, altera the phoaphorua depth diatribution. Evan con-
aiderlng thia factor, the depth to the phoaphorua minimum la atill greater 
in the footalope pedona, particularly pedona T1-F811 and T2-FS5* The 
organic carbon diatribution of theae tuo pedona ia conaiderably deeper 
than pedona T3-F820 or T4-FS14, Cumulic additions appear to be greater on 
the northeaat-facing hillalope. Cumulic material derived from upalope, 
depending upon time of depoaition, may retain ita original character­
istics • The greater depth to the phoaphorua minimum on the northeaat 
footalope may repreaent a more rapid accumulation of aurface material. 
Another factor which cannot be diaregarded ia the amount and vector 
of water movement in the footalope pedons. Water entering the footalope 
soils from upslope cam move laterally adding to the leaching potential on 
the footalope. This may be more prevslent on the northeaat hillalope 
idiere evaporation should be diminished. 
A wide variation occurs in the depth to the maximum phosphorus 
content in the footslope pedons. Pedon T4-FS14 reaches a maxiwim at 85 
cm. Below this depth, the phosphorus content again declinea. In pedons 
71-F8U and T3-FS20, the phosphorus content increases with depth reaching 
a maximum in the deepest horizon sampled. Pedon T2-FS5 does not have an 
increaae in phosphorus below the eluvial «one. However, the phosphorus 
content may Increase below the depth sai^ led. 
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Th« total phoaphoma dlatributlon in tha thalweg pedona (Figure 15) 
raflacta tha dapoaitional character of their formation. The upper 1 m or 
mora of all tha thalweg pedona ia compoaed of poat-cultural aedimenta. 
Within thia material, the phoaphorua content rangea from 500 to 600 ppm. 
The fluctuation in the phoaphorua diatribution reflecta changea in aource 
area and natural variability of tha aadiment. In the aurface, the 
phoaphorua content rangea from 525 to 560 ppm. The larger proportion of 
former B horiion aoil material in the younger aedimenta and fertilisation 
contribute to the phoaphorua content in the aurface. Beneath the surface, 
the phoaphorua content firat dacreaaea alightly and than remaina conatant 
or increaaea with depth. In pedona T5-TN3 and T5-TN4, the former aoil 
surface ia encountered at deptha of 130 and 96 cm, reapectively. Theae 
former aurfacea are characterised by a rapid decline in the total phoa­
phorua content with atrongly expreased sonaa of depletion. Pedon T5^ IH3 
haa a total plmphorua minimum of 325 ppm at about 150 cm. Below thia 
depth, the phoaphorua content begins to increaae again. Pedon T5-<ni4 doea 
not display a phoaphorua increaae beneath the buried aurface and haa a 
minimum value of 490 ppm. Deeper aampling may have revealed a phoaphorua 
increaae. The decline of phoaphorua in the burled soils can be a function 
of tW natural drainage claaa, lateral water movement, and native 
vegetation. As mentioned previously, less well-drained soils generally 
have lower total phoaphorua contenta than better drained soils. The 
former drainageway soils were somewhat poorly to poorly drained and in a 
position conducive to lateral throughflow. These soils were probably also 
influenced by forest vegetation. 
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Total phoaphorua variabl## 
Statiatieal coapariaona for padona frmi différant landacapa elaoanta 
tiara mada uaing aavaral phoaphorua variablaa. Thaaa variablaa includet 
the minimum total phoaphorua value» depth to the minimum value, totel 
phoaphorua content in the C horiion, the ratio of the C horiion 
phoaphorua/phoaphorua minimum (P 1/B ratio), and the ratio of the depth to 
the phoaphorua minimum/the depth to the clay maximum (P/C ratio). The 
ataeiatical deaign and analyaea employed are identical to thoae uaed to 
compare the clay variablaa. Table 9 givea the reaulca of the analyaea of 
variance. 
Pedona from different landacape elementa ahow aignificant differencea 
between the phoaphorua minimum, depth to the minimm, and the P/C ratio at 
the 0.1 alpha level. No aignificant differencea at the 0.1 level occur 
between the hillalopea. Table 10 preaenta the Duncan'a teat for thoae 
variablaa which diaplay differencea. 
Backalope pedona have the largeat value for the total phoaphorua 
minimum and differ aignificantly from the other landacape elementa. 
Shoulder and aummit pe<tona have aimilar minimum phoaphorua valuea and the 
mean# do not differ. Footalope pedona have the loweat valuea for the 
phoaphorua minimum. The mean for theae pedona différa from the meana of 
the other landacape elementa. A combination of proceaaea producea theae 
differencea. On the aummit and ahoulder poaitiona, removal of phoaphorua 
ia probably accompliahed by tranalocation in aolution or with collodial 
particlea. The relatively high minimm phoaphorua valuea of the backalope 
pedona indicate a lack of time or proceaa intenalty for phoaphorua removal 
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Tabic 9. Analyses of variance for total phosphorus variables 
Variable Source DP Sua of squares F value Pr>P 
Phosphorus HS 1 5.06 0.01 0.9304 
•inimn, ppa Land 6 80,664.38 21.57 0.0002 
Depth to HS 1 473.06 3.40 0.1022 
minimum, cm Land 6 11,104.88 13.32 0.0009 
C horlaon HS 1 289.00 0.23 0.6454 
phosphorus Land 6 9,238.00 1.22 0.3873 
P I/B HS 1 0.48 0.59 0.4640 
rstio Land 6 0.41 0.83 0.5790 
P/C HS 1 0.04 0.01 0.9409 
ratio Land 6 158.97 3.87 0.0409 
Table 10. Duncan's Multiple Range Test—phosphorus variables 
Variable Nsan N Element Grouping' 
Phosphorus 521.75 4 Backslope A 
minimum, ppm 407.00 4 Shoulder B 
398.00 4 ammit B 
337.00 4 Pootslope C 
Depth to 73.5 4 Pootslope A 
phoephoru* 42.5 4 Swrnait B 
minimum, cm 28.5 4 Shoulder B 
10.2 4 Backslope C 
P/C ratio 8.3 4 Pootslope A 
1.4 4 Backslope B 
1.1 4 Simmit B 
0.8 4 Shoulder B 
'Means with the same letter are not significantly different at 
alpha*0.1. 
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to have occurred. Low minimum phoaphorua contenta In the footalope pedona 
may be the reault of poorer drainage, lateral water movement» increaaed 
weathering, or a characteriatic of the aedimenta. 
The depth to the phoaphorua minimum changea ayatematically between 
landacape elementa. The depth to the minimum decreaaaa from the aummit to 
backalope. The mean depth to the phoaphorua minimum decreaaaa by 14 cm 
between the aummit and ahoulder pedona. However, theae meana are not 
aignificantly different at the 0.1 level. The mean depth of the backalope 
pedona decreaaaa to 10.2 cm and différa aignificantly from the aianmit or 
ahoulder pedona. Variation in the leaching intenaity, landacape age, and 
eroaion proceaaea probably accounta for thia trend. Footalope pedona have 
a greater depth to the mean phoaphorua minimum which différa aignificantly 
from pedona on the other landacape elementa. CUmulic additiona at the 
aurface are one reaaon for the deeper phoaphorua minimum on thia landacape 
element. 
Runge (1963) and Fenton et al. (1967) have noted that minimm total 
phoaphorua level# tend to occur adjacent to or coincidental with th# 
maximm clay accumulation in a aoil profil#. Th# P/C ratio ia an indax of 
thia ph#mm#n«. A P/C ratio of 1.0 indicat## that th# clay maatimwa and 
th# phoaphorua minimum occur at th# aw# d#pth. A ratio leaa than 1.0 
m#ana that th# clay maximum ia d##per than th# phoaphorua minimum. A 
ratio great#r than 1.0 m#ana th# oppoait# la tru#. 
Th# meana of th# F/C ratioa of th# a wait, ahoulder, and backalope 
pedona are not aignificantly different from each other. Footalope pedona 
have a P/C ratio which la aignificantly higher than tW other landacape 
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The variation in thia paranatar indicataa that proceasea 
raaponaibla for clay accumulation and phoaphorua mobility differ among 
landacape elemanta. In the aummit and ahoulder elementa, the clay 
accumulation ia a function of tranalocation and to aome extent weathering 
in aitu* The phoaphorua minimum can coincide with the clay accumulation 
for two diatinct reaaona. Depoaition of illuvial clay depleted of or 
indigenoualy low in phoaphorua can dilute the phoaphorua content in the 
aone of clay accumulation. Alternatively, phoaphorua depletion in the 
clay-enriched aone may be enhanced becauae of increaaed aurface area 
available for weathering and root content. Whichever proceaaea control 
clay enrichment and phoaphorua depletion, they appear to be correlated in 
the aummit and ahoulder pedona. Backalope pedona demonatrate alightly 
leaa correlation. They have a P/C ratio of 1.4. 
Pootalope pedona provide an inCereating contraat. The clay eiaximum 
within theae pedona occurs at a much shallower depth than the phosphorus 
minimum. The clay maximum on this landscape position generally occura in 
the surface horizon and is likely to be controlled by westhering and 
cumulic additions, lllnviation of clsy &ies not sppear to be a dominant 
process on this landacape element. This forces some rethinking about the 
correlatitm of the phosphorus minimum and the clay maximum. If clay 
illuviation is the sole cause for the apparent phosphorus depletion, then 
a phosphorus minimum should not occur in the footslope pedons. Another 
mechanism must control the removal or apparent depletion of phosphorus in 
the footslope pedons, leaching of phosphorus by vertical or lateral 
aubsurface water flow may be one contributing mechanism. From these data. 
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Che true cause of phosphorus depletion can only be apeculated about, but a 
number of integrated proceaaea appear to control the phoaphorua diatribu-
tion within the landscape* 
The analyaia of variance for the P X/B ratio (E-mlnimua P content and 
I"P content in the C horison) and the C horiton phoaphorua content (Table 
9) ahowa no aignificant difference between landacape elementa. Theae are 
unexpected reaulta. Equivalent phoaphorua contenta in the C horiiona 
indicate that the proceaaea reaponaible for phoaphorua rediatribution have 
not greatly affected the C horiiona or they have affected the C horiiona 
fairly uniformly. The P I/B ratio ia a meaaure of the phoaphorua redia­
tribution within a pedon. Since the analyaia of variance ahowed no 
aignificant difference in thia variable at the 0.1 level, a Oimcan'a teat 
waa not performed. The range in the meana for thia variable ia from 1.28 
for the backalope pedon# to 1.66 for the ahoulder pedona. An examination 
of the overall data show# considerable variation. Thua, the variation 
within landacape elementa may maak the variation among landacape elementa. 
Organic carbon diatribution# 
The organic matter content of aoila i# a function of gaina due mainly 
to vegetative and microbial addition# ver#u# lo##e# due to decompwition. 
The nature and quantity of aoil organic matter ia affected by environ­
mental factora such a# moiature, temperature, and vegetation type 
(Broadbent, 1953). Ori^ mic matter in soil# i# a mixture of components 
that can range in age from freah additiona to reaynthesized forms several 
thousand years old (Birkeland, 1974). However, atudie# by various workers 
(Parson# et al.., 1962, 1970; Syers et al., 1970) suggest that the organic 
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matter contant of soils can raach a ataady atata In a 500- to 1,000-year 
period. Thla means that eroded aolla with conaidarabla A horlion loaa 
will require a "atable period** of several hundred yeara to attain compar­
able pre-eroalon organic matter levele, other factora being equal. Thua, 
the diatribtttion of organic carbon, the major component of organic matter 
In soils, should be sensitive to eroslonsl influences. 
figure 16 displaya the diatributlona of organic carbon (OC) for the 
sinnit pedons. In the surfsee horlions, the OC values rsnge between 1.8 
to 2.1%. Robson (1983) reports similar surfsce values for the Downs and 
Fayette series. In pedons Tl-8tl9 snd T4-SU13, OC levels decline directly 
beneath the surfsce horison. Pedons T2-8U6 snd T3-SU8, however, have OC 
levels in the second horison equivalent or slightly higher than the 
surfsce horlsons. Ftdon T3-8U8 is in proximity to a diversion terrsce 
constructed on the opposite flsnk of the hillslope. Dsposition of 
additional soil material during construction of this terrsce may account 
for the more pronounced organic carbon diatribution. 
Beneath the horison of maximum OC content, the amount of OC declines 
fairly rapidly with depth. The decline tapers off below 60 cm with the OC 
content reaching a value near 0.4%. A relatively high OC content at this 
depth suggests that organic matter additions occur from deep-rooted 
vegetation or that some vertical tranalocatlon of organic matter occurs. 
Shoulder pedons (Figure 17) display a more rapid decrease in the OC 
content with depth than do the summit pedons. The OC content in the 
surface horlsons of the shoulder pedons is also slightly lower than for 
the summit pedons. This suggests that the shoulder pedons have been 
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•ubjcct to a greater degree of eroalon. The decrease in the OC content 
with depth tapers off at a shallower level in the shoulder pedons. An OC 
value of 0.4% occurs between 45 and 55 cm. This phenomenon may be due to 
erosional losses or less effective vertical translocation of OC on the 
shoulder position. 
The OC distributions of the backslope pedons (Figure 18) show a lower 
OC content in the surface horisons (1.0 to 1.2%) compared to the summit or 
shoulder pedons. The OC levels beneath the surface horiiona decline to 
<0.7% in the second horiion. The decline in the OC content between the 
surface and second horisons exceeds the rate of decrease in deeper 
horizons. 
The decrease in OC contents between the surfsee horizons, the more 
rspid decrease to the OC content with depth, and the consistently shal­
lower depths to similar OC values in the summit, shoulder, and backslope 
pedons is collaborating evidence demonstrating increased erosion losses 
scross these landscape positions. The thickness and OC content of the 
surface horisons at the advent of cultivation is not accurately known. 
The degree of soil lost from different landscape position# i# an educated 
guess based on the «aount of post-cultural sediments and variation of soil 
properties between landscape elements. Vreeken (1972) states that in the 
Four Mile Creek Watershed, hillslope elements below the shoulder are less 
then 7,700 years old with gully stabilisation approaching completion at 
around 6,200 BP. Parson# et ai. (1962) suggest that the organic matter 
content in sell# of northeaatem Iowa can reach a steady state In approxi­
mately 1,000 year#. Baaed on thl# eetimate, sufficient time ha# occurred 
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•Inca atabillaacion for backalopa aolla to have achieved a new equilibrium 
OC content* The preaence of poat-cultural aedimenca in the valley fill 
atanda aa evidence of eroaional loaaaa due to agricultural influencea. A 
difficulty exiata in aeparating affecta of poat-cultural eroaion from 
previoua eroaion epiaodea. Backalopa pedona, if equilibrium OC levela 
comparable to the aummit pedona can be aaaumed prior to European aettle-
ment» have loat aignificant portiona of their aurface horimona. 
Footalope pedona (Figure 19) diaplay two diatinct OC diatributiona. 
Pedona T4-f814 and T3-P820 have lower OC levela throughout compared to 
pedona Tl-PSlI and T2-F85* Theae differencea appear to be a function of 
aapect, Iqrdrology» and perhaps variation in geomorphic proceaaea. Pedona 
T1-P811 and T2-P85 are on a hillalope with an eaaterly aapect. 
Evaporation loaaaa on this alopa ahould theoretically be leaa than the 
weaterly-facing slope* Moisture ttuis should be present in a greater 
amount promoting increased plant growth and a slower decompoaitlon rate 
for organic matter. Lateral auteurface water movement may also contribute 
to the water supply since évapotranspiration losses are diminiahed along 
the entire alope. 
Another explanation may be asymmetrical valley development. If the 
thalweg is downcutting in a northeaaC direction, cumulic additions may not 
occur on the southwest slope of the watershed. Fedon T1«PSU has a slight 
OC increase at 80 cm which may represent a burled soil surface showing 
that the OC diatributlon has been built up by depositional episodes. 
Viewing the landscape as a three-dimensional system helps explain the 
variation in the OC distributions. 
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The OC concent in the surface horltona of the footalope soils is 
greater compared to the backalope pedona and la comparable to the ahoulder 
and ammlt pedona. Cumullc additions and "local" environmental conditiona 
do not appear to cause higher OC levels in the footslope pedons. 
The OC distribution in tiM thalweg pedons (Figure 20) is irregular 
with depth reflecting changea in sediment source. There is a trend for 
th# OC content to increaae alightly %#ith depth and to become more uniform. 
The older• deeper sediments are derived primarily from former A horiiona 
higlwr in OC. 
The burled surfaces in pedons T$-T83 and TS-TH4 (130 and 96 cm, 
respectively) have the higheat OC levels meaaured in th# study pedons. 
The OC content below these surfaces declines steadily with depth indi­
cating that these burled soils were not strongly influenced by sediment 
addition. Therefore, the rate of erosion on the above hlllslopes prior to 
cultivation did not exceed the rate of soil formation (organic matter 
incorporatim) in the valley bottom soils. 
Organic carbon variablea 
The variation in four iml-valued organic carbon variables from the 
different landscape elements wae inveatigated using a nested analysis of 
variance design. These variables are the maximum OC content, depth to the 
maximum OC content, depth to 0.6% OC, and the mean OC content in the 
surface 15 cm. The analyse* of variance for these variables are presented 
in Table 11. 
Significant differences exist in all the OC variable* between 
landscape element* at the 0.1 level. There are also significant 
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Table 11. Analyses of variance for organic carbon variables 
Sum of 
Variable Source DP squarea F value Pr>F 
OC maxioHm, HS 1 0.14 5.10 0.0539 
% Landscape 6 2.07 12.68 0.0011 
Depth to OC HS 1 4.51 0.03 0.8746 
maximum, cm Landscspe 6 1,181.49 1.16 0.4121 
Depth to 0.6% HS 1 1,785.06 5.17 0.526 
OC Landscspe 6 16,882.37 8.15 0.0046 
OC in surface HS 1 0.10 3.07 0.1181 
15 cm Landacape 6 2.84 14.21 0.0007 
differences between hillslopes for Che OC maximm, depth to 0.6% OC, and 
OC in Che aurface 15 cm. Table 12 gives Che Duncan's esse for Che 
landscape elenencs. 
The highest mean OC maximum in surface horizons (1.98%) occurs in the 
suaaic pedons. This value is not significantly different than the mean of 
the footslope pedons. The equivalent means of the summit and footslope 
are surprising since the processes of OC addition vary between these 
positions. Footslope pedons are in a position to receive cuawUc addi­
tions and should be more moist due to lateral surface and subsurface water 
flow. Summits are not subject to cumulic influences and the OC is derived 
from in situ addition. 
An explanation of the equivalency may lie in the differences which 
exist between the shoulder and backslope pedons. The OC means of these 
landscape elements are significantly different from each other and 
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Tabla 12. Duncan'a Multiple Range Teat-—OC varlablea 
Variable Maan N Rlement Grouping* 
OC maximum, 1.98 4 Summit A 
% 1.82 4 Pootalope A 
1.71 4 Shoulder B 
1.08 4 Backalope C 
Depth to OC 23.7 4 Footalope A 
maximum, cm 11.6 4 Summit B 
7.0 4 Shoulder B 
5.2 Backalope B 
Depth to 0.6% 86.7 4 Footalope A 
OC, cm 52.7 4 Summit B 
31.7 4 Shoulder B 
12.5 4 Backslope C 
OC in the 1.92 4 Summit A 
surface 15» em 1.72 4 Footslope A 
1.68 4 Shoulder A 
0.85 4 Backslope B 
*Mkana with the aame letter are not eignlficantly different at 
alphamO.l. 
significantly lower than the suonic and footslope pedons. Cumulic 
additions derived fro# the hackslope and shoulder elements would contain 
lower OC levels and may dilute the OC content of the footslopes. However, 
for this hypothesis to be acceptable» the lower OC level of the shoulder 
and backslope must be indigenously lower than the sumlt pedons. This 
points out a difficulty in quantifying the causes for variation in the 
maximum OC content. Erosion has removed a portion of the surface soil on 
the backslope and shoulder positions. Tillage has mixed subsurface 
material into the plow layer decreasing the mean OC content at the 
too 
surface* The OC content prior to cultivation la unknown. Do the soils on 
the heckelope and shoulder have OC content due entirely to post-cultural 
erosion? Unfortunately, these data can give no definitive answers to 
these questions* 
The depth to the OC maximum was taken as the depth to the center of 
the horlaon with the highest OC level. This variable Is affected by two 
featurest (1) depth to the horlson of maximum OC and (2) thickness of 
that horlmon. The summit* shoulder, and backslope means are not signifi­
cantly different from each other* The horlson of maximum OC content on 
these elements Is generally the surface horlson* The means of the depth 
to the OC maximum reflect progressive thinning of the surface horlson from 
the summit to the backslope and serves as an indication that accelerated 
erosion has modified the shoulder and backslope pedons* 
The footslope mean for the depth to the maxinn is significantly 
higher than the other landscape elements* This is a result of overwash 
deposition and cwmulic nature of the footslope pedons. 
One requirement of a mollis epipedon is a minimum OC content of 0.6% 
to a specified depth (25 cm for the soils in this study). The mean values 
for the depth to 0.6% OC in the footslope, summit, and shoulder pedons 
exceeds 25 cm. However, the summit and shoulder pedons generally fail the 
color requirements for the mollic epipedon (Appendix). Thus, a close 
relationship between the color and the 0.6% OC requirement for the mollic 
epipedon does not hold for these soils. 
Footslope pedons have the greatest mean depth to the 0.6% OC and 
differ significantly from other landscape elements. Summit and shoulder 
tot  
elemente have similar nean depths to 0.6% OC but differ significantly from 
the bacltslope. The depth of 0.6% OC values decreases from the summit to 
the shoulder indicating increased erosional losses scross the landscape. 
The OC content in the surface 15 cm shows a significant difference 
between the backslope versus the summ^ it, shoulder, snd footslope 
positions. The low OC content in the surfsee of the backslope pedons 
indicates that accelerated erosion has removed a large portion of the A 
horiions. The equivslency of the footslope mean to the summit and 
shoulder mesne may be due to the overwash present on some of the footslope 
pedons. 
Table 13 gives the IXmcan's test for the OC variables between 
hlllslopes. The OC maxim» and the depth to 0.6% OC differ between 
hillslopes. The southwest (8W) hlllslope has lower values for both of 
these variables. A number of factors may cause the differences. Aspect 
can influence moisture conditions and solar radiation. Less évapotrans­
piration loss on the northeast (HE) hillslope would provide more moisture 
for vegetative growth and microbial activity. 
Viewing the hillslope as components of a three-dimensional landscape 
unit, the watershed, helps to explain the soil variation. Pedons sampled 
on a given landscape position are not necessarily equivalent. For 
example, the footslope pedons on the IS hillslope have deeper OC distri­
butions (Figure 19) than those on the SU hillslope. Pedon T2-FS5 is 
located at the head of the drain where flow lines are convergent from 
three directions. This could contribute to the variation between the 
OC variables. Downcutting of the watershed in a slightly northeast 
direction could also affect the OC distribution in the footslope pedons. 
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Table 13. Duncan's Multiple Range Test on hillslopes—OC variables 
Variable Mean N Hilislope Grouping* 
OC maximum 1.74 8 NE A 
1.55 8 SU B 
Depth to 0.6% 56.5 8 NE A 
OC, cm 35.3 8 9W B 
*Mkans with the same letter are not significantly different at 
alpha"0.l. 
Distribution of pH 
A knowledge and understanding of soil pH makes it possible to infer 
t)w chemical processes that occur during soil genesis (Buol et al., 1980). 
Soil pH is a measure of activity in solution. Exchange, dissolution, 
and hydrolysis reactions affect the hydrogen ion activity. Iowa soils 
commonly have a pH range of 4.0 to 8.2. Bettnen a pH of 4.5 to 5.8, 
aluminum exists in an exchangeable, trivalent form and the hydrolysis of 
this species buffers the pH (Kamprath, 1967). At pKs from 5.8 to 6,5, the 
hydrogen ion activity is controlled hydroxy-Al and organic functional 
groups and base saturation is above 70% (Buol et al., 1980). A soil with 
a pH between 7.8 and 8.5 is fully base saturated and the hydrogen ion 
activity is controlled by the dissolution of free CaCO^ . 
The relationship between soil pH and the mineral and chemical 
character of the soil allows some general inferences to be made from pH 
measurements. Soil pH decreases with weathering and degree of soil 
development. For example, loess in Iowa was originally calcareous and 
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anise be geologically or pedologically weathered to remove the carbonates 
and lower pH from the 8.0 buffer range. Studies on loess-derived soils 
(Richardson, 1974; Mmnu, 1984) show that the pH decreases and the amount 
of exchangeable aluminum increases with soil development and that forest 
soils have lower pKs and higher levels of exchangeable aluminum compared 
to their prairie analogues. 
Figure 21 displays the pH distributions for the summit pedons. The 
pH values in these cover a considerable range reflecting both the vari­
ability between pedons and the dynamic nature of soil pH. Surface pH 
values range between 5.2 to 6.0 and are probably influenced by liming and 
fertilisation practices. Pedons T2-SU6, T3-8U8» and T4-SU13 have a 
decrease in pH below the surface and reach a minimum pH value between 45 
and 60 cm. Fedon TI-SU9 has an increase in pH in the second horizon with 
subsequent decrease in pH in deeper horizons. 
The miniflnm pH values for T2-8U5 and T3-SU8 are 4.9 or below and in 
the range where relatively high levels of exchangeable aluminum can exist. 
This is an indication that soils in the study watershed were influenced by 
forest or transitional vegetation, Pedons T1-SU9 and T4-SU13 have minimum 
pH values above 5.2. In fact, the pH values of pedons T1-5U9 and T4-SU13 
are higher throughout compared to pedons T2-SU6 and 73-SU8. No reason, 
other than random variation, is readily apparent to explain this 
difference. 
Soil pH values below 80 cm increase with depth reaching values 0.4 to 
0.6 pH unite higher than the minimw. Decreased weathering with depth is 
the major reason for this increase. 
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In general, shoulder pedons have pH distributions (Figure 22) similar 
to the summit pedons. Pedons Tl-SHIO and T2-SN16 have minimum pH values 
at 22 cm and pedons T3-SH19 and T4-SH17 at 70 and 90 cm, respectively. 
Depth to the minimum pH value is more variable among the shoulder pedons 
in comparison to the summit pedons. The minimum pH value in the shoulder 
pedons also occurs at a slightly shallower mean depth than in the summit 
pedons. The minimum pH values, however, are comparable between both 
positions. Shoulder pedons are sufficiently weathered to have plis in the 
exchangeable aluminum buffer range. 
Beneath the horison of minimum pH, shoulder pedons display a more 
rapid pH increase with depth than do the summit pedons. This indicates 
that the weathering intensity in lower portions of the shoulder pedons may 
be less. Increased surface runoff and lateral subsurface flow may 
diminish the amount of water available for weathering processes. Erosion 
may also have removed a portion of the surface soil thereby altering the 
pB-depth relationship. 
The pH distribution* in the backslope pedons (Figure 23) varies 
considerably from the summit and shoulder distributions. Surface horizon 
pH values range from 5.4 to 6.3. Pedons T1-B812 and T2-BS7 have a 
continual increase from the surface horizon downward. Pedon T3-BS18 has a 
slight (tecrease in pH and has a minimum pR value at 45 cm. Below this 
depth, the pH increases rapidly. Fedon 74-BS15 has a fairly constant 
value to about 90 cm with pH values below this depth rising abruptly. 
Several inferences can be made fro» these distributions. The pH 
values of the backslope pedons are in most cases above the exchangeable 
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aluminum buffer range. Thua, theae aoila have noc undergone aufficient 
weathering for baae removal or releaae of atructural aluminum. Cenerally, 
the minimum pH value ia at or near the aurface. Thia minimum ia aaaoci-
ated with the remnant# of the truncated B horiion that have become 
incorporated into the plow layer. The pH value# in the C horizon (below 
60 em) are in the CaCO^  buffer range. Backalope pedona developed from 
unleached loea# and have not been aufficiently weathered to remove the 
carbonate# from the C horiion. Accelerated eroaion on thi# po#ition is 
aignificant; conaequently. depth to carbonataa ia not atrictly a function 
of weathering intenaity. Tim# i# alao an important factor. 
The organic carbon diatribution (Figure 19) in the footalope pedon# 
#howed two distinct trend#. The pH di#tribution# (Figure 24) #how a 
aimllar relationahlp. Pedon# Tl-FSll and T2-F85 have con#i#tently lower 
pR value# throughout. A #harp increaae in pM occur# in pedon Tl-FSll at 
30 ca. Thi# i# the original #oll aurface. Material above i# compoeed of 
poet-cultural eroeion #ediment#. Pedon# T3-FS20 and T4-FS14 have the pH 
minimum in the aurface horison and pR value# increase with depth. The pH 
range of theae profile# i# well above the exchangeable aluminum buffer 
range and it appear# that the#e pedon# are not weathered to the stage of 
atructural aluminum instability. 
d^ons Tl-FSll and T2-F85 have pH values indicative of exchangeable 
aluminum near the surface. However, the horizons which have these low pH 
levels formed from overwasb or are relatively high in OC which can 
"immobilize" aluminum. 
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Pedons T3-PS20 «nd T4-fS14 hmv* pH values In the C horizon close to 
or within the carbonate buffer range* Pedons Tl-PSll and T2-PS5 do not 
have pH values which approach that level. Carbonates thus do not occur at 
equivalent deptha on the opposite hillslopes. Cumilic additions on the NE 
hillslope are greater and contribute to the pH differences with depth. 
The summation of properties suggests other influencing factors. Footslope 
pedons in the SV hillslope are shallower and have different clay, total 
phosphorus, as well as OC distributions when compared to the NE pedona. 
Variation in the amoimt and movement of moisture between the hillslopes 
may contribute to the differences. The pH vslues In the deepest horizons 
in pedons T1-F81I and T2-F85 are comparable to pH values at a depth of 20 
to 40 cm In pedona T3-P820 and T4-PSI4. Using pB as the sole indicator of 
weathering and soil development would suggest that pedons on the SW 
hillslope are considerably less-developed than the pedona on tlw NE 
hillslope. A combination of factors affect tha pN distributions. The 
amount of cumullc addition and erosion alter the depth distribution for 
all parameters Investigated, Ibis makes comparison of equivalent valuea a 
risky technique because the depth to a given parameter value In the 
footslope pedons Is controlled by the length of time weathering occurs and 
the Initial state of the parent material. Erosion of the surface removes 
the weathered material. OmuUc additions Increase soil thickness thereby 
changing the depth relationship. 
The pB dlstrllNitloos on the thalweg pedons (Figure 25) reflect the 
deposltlonal character of tlMse soils. At the surface, pH values range 
from S.9 to 6,7. Fertilisation, liming, and different sediment sources 
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contribue* to the variation between pedona. Beneath the surface horiion, 
all pedona decreaae in pH. 
The more recent sedimenta that are adjacent to the surface are 
composed of former A and B horiion material. The B horiiona in the 
superjacent pedona are lower in pH than the A hortzona. The larger 
component of this material in the sediment can lower the pH. Below the 
aecond horiion, the pM increaaea with depth and reachea a maximum at 60 cm 
in pedona T5-THt» TS^ 2| and T5-TH3. The increase in pH in this depth 
range is a function of the decrease of B horiion material in the erosion 
sediment. The pH values below the maxiw» decreaae with depth probably 
due to the more acidic nature of the original aurface material which 
composes the deeper eroaional sediments. 
At the buried surfaces in pedona T5-TH3 and T5-TH4 (130 and 96 cm, 
respectively), the pH trends differ. In pedon T5-TH3, the pH value 
decreases drastically from that in the overlying sediment but then 
continually increaaea with depth beneath the former aurface. Pedon Ty-TH4 
does not display thia trend. The pH in this pedon increase# at the buried 
surface and reaches a maximm in the horizon beneath the former surface. 
The pH then declines with depth. The pH of the buried surface is quite 
different; in ped<m T5-TW3 it is 5.4 and in pedon T5-TN4 it is 6.1. This 
variation may be related to changes caused by burial of the former 
surfaces. 
Variation in pH parameters 
Four uni-valued parameters are used to address the variability in pH 
between the landscape elements. These parameters are: (1) the minimi# pH 
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value, (2) depth to the minimum pH value, (3) pH of the C horiton, and (4) 
pH of the C horison/minimum pH. Thie laat parameter will be referred to 
ee the pH ratio. The variation in theae parameter# will be quantified 
uaing the nested analyai# of variance deacribed previouely. The meana of 
the landacape element# will be compared by Duncan'# Multiple Range Teat* 
Table 14 preaenta the analyae# of variance for the pH parameters• 
The minimum pH, depth to the minim» pH, and the C horiion pH show 
significant differencea between landacape elementa at the 0.0) level. The 
pH ratio was not significant at the 0.05 level. A significant difference 
in the pH minimum exist# between hillslopes. 
The Duncan's test (Table 15) ahows the meens of the landscape 
elements and which one# are eignlficantly different from each other. 
Pedon# from the eumndc and ahoulder have equivalent pH minima, but 
theae element# differ eignlficantly from the backelope or footelope 
element#. Chemical weathering throi^ h time ha# lowered the pH on the 
eiflnmlt and ahoulder element# to the exchangeable aluminum buffer range. 
The footelope and backelope pedon# are not eufflclently weathered to have 
pN mlalmwm* In the exchangeable aluminum range. 
Difference# in the depth to the pH minim» exlet between the land­
scape elements. The summit pedons have the greatest mean depth to the 
mini»» value and are eignlficantly different from the ehoulder, back­
elope, and footelope pedon#. Stability of the landscape (summit) has 
given the weathering processes sufficient time to lower the pH deeper in 
the summit pedons. The shoulder and backelope pedon# are not signifi­
cantly different from each other Wt have a shallower depth to the pH 
minim» than the summit pedons. Both erosion and a less effective 
1*4 
Tabltt 14. Analysas of variance for pH paramaters 
Variable Source DP Sum of aquarea P value Pr>P 
Minimum pH HS 1 0.722 8.38 0.0201 
value Land 6 3.525 6.81 0.0081 
Depth to HS 1 49.00 0.23 0.6412 
pH minimum Land 6 7510.00 5.99 0.0120 
C horlaon HS 1 0.302 0.86 0.3805 
pH Land 6 8.917 4.23 0.0324 
pN ratio HS 1 0.008 0.75 0.4120 
Land 6 0.087 1.35 0.3390 
Tabla 15. Duncan's Multiple Range Teat on landscape elaaenta--pW 
paraawtera 
Parameter Mean N Element Grouping 
Minimum pH 5.97 4 footslope A 
5.72 4 Backslope A 
5.05 4 Summit B 
5.00 4 Shoulder B 
Depth to pH 58.5 4 Sinalt A 
minimum (cm) 39.2 4 Shoulder B 
25.2 4 Backslope B 
6,5 4 Pootslope C 
C horizon pB 7.37 4 Backslope A 
7.30 4 Pootslope A 
6.42 4 Shoulder B 
5.60 4 ammlt C 
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weathering regime because of time end/or intensity can affect the depth to 
the minimum pH value. Pootelope pedona have the shallowest depth to the 
pH minimum and are significantly different from the other landscape 
elements. Deposition of previously weathered soil material on the surface 
of th# footslope pedons is a major reason for the shallow depth to the pH 
minimum. Age of this landscape element and the vector of subsurface water 
flow may also reduce the time and degree of weathering. 
The pH in the C horiion at different landscape elements varies 
signiflcsntly. The backslope and footslope pedons have essentially 
equivalent pH values (7.37 and 7.30» respectively) in the C horizon. The 
presence of carbonates in the lowest portions of these pedons is the 
primary reason for these relatively high pRs. The shoulder and sumsUlt 
pedons differ signficantly from each other and from the backslope and 
footslope pedons. The systematic increase in C horizon pH across the 
landscape demonatrates the balance between geomorphic and weathering 
processes. The summit and shoulder are sufficiently stable for leaching 
to have removed bases since the cessation of loess deposition. The 
shoulder pedons have a higher pB in the C horizon than the sumit pedona. 
This is duo to either greater loss of soil material through time or 
reduced weathering intensity perhaps because of subsurface or surface 
runoff. Backalope pedons have a relatively high pR in the C horizon 
because chemical weathering of the unleached loess has not kept pace with 
the removal of soil material Iqr erosion, both geologic and accelerated. 
The NE hillslope has a lower mean pH minimum (5.22) compared to the 
Sfi hillslope (5.65). Examination of the data shows that this variation is 
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omaC pronounced in the (ootalopa padona but it ia also evident in the 
backalope and shoulder padona. The aummit padona do not diaplay any 
hlllalope variationa. Difference in aapect which can affect the local 
Miature regime and solar radiation may be a cause for the noted 
differences. Hillalope length, ahape, and gradient can also influence 
water flow and hence local moiatura ragimea. Thaaa hillalope paraoatera 
alao affect geomorphic procaaaaa. Thua, iaolating the cauae for differ-
encea acroaa the hillalope ia difficult. The data do, however, demon-
atrata that aoil diffarencea do extat acroaa even a email watarahad. 
Multiple Ragreaaion Analyaea 
Dijkarman (1974) dafinea and diacuaaea the uae of modele in the atudy 
of natural aoil ayatema. He deacribea mathematical modele aa conceptual 
in that they can help to "visualise" the behavior and structure of the 
aoll ayatem. Mathematical modela are also predictive because they csn be 
used to quantitatively eatimate a aelected variable or variablea. 
In this atudy, mathematical modela uaing multiple ragreaaion analyaia 
were developed to explain the effect of landacape poaition on the depth 
distribution of aelected parametera. The multiple ragreaaion model ia in 
the forms 
*i * *0 * *i%li ®2*2i * ••• ®p*pl * *i' 
where Yj is the dependent variable, X|, Xj, ... %p are the independent 
variables, Bg, Bp Bg, ••• B^  are partial regression coeffients, and E| is 
the error residual asaociated with the model because the selected inde­
pendent variables do not completely explain the dependent variable. 
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To develop lineer regreeeion oodele lor the cley, totel phosphorus, 
orgentc cerbon* end pH distributions, duan^  verleblee of one or sero vere 
essigned to eech lendseepe element. The dependent verieble wee regressed 
egeinst lendseepe position, depth, depth*, end interectione of these 
terms. Depth^  wee incorporeted into the totel phosphorus model. A t test 
for signifieence wee spplied to eech of the pertiel regression 
coefficients. The verieblee thet had e probebility lees then a-0.05 wore 
deleted stepwise from the model. Exceptions to thie procedure were (I) 
the lineer term of e verieble wee reteined, regerdless of its eignifi-
cence, if its quedretic or eny lineer*lineer intersction term wee sig-
nificent et the SX level; (2) tiM equered term we# reteined if its 
quedretic*lineer interection wee significent; end (3) the lower-order 
(lineer*lineer) interection wee reteined, regerdless of its significance, 
if ite higher-order interection was eignificent. 
The coefficient of multiple determination, R*, wee used to assess the 
adequacy of fit of the model. The R* term is an estimete of the fraction 
of variance in the dependent verieble that is explained by the independent 
variables used in the model. 
Table 16 liete tlw multiple regression model for the clay 
distribution. The summit element serves as the basis of comparison for 
the remaining landscape elements. Incorporation of the other elements 
into the model requires that a value of one be given to the dumuy 
variable. This creates "extra" terms in the regression model. Since the 
dinmv variable has a value of one, these terms can be eliminated from the 
model by reducing the equation to its simplest form. However, the 
i ta 
Table 16. Multiple linear regreaaion model for clay depth diatributiona* 
Dependent variable Hsdel 
Ammit clay % 
Shoulder clay % 
Backalope clay % 
Footalope clay % 
Toealope clay X 
37.86 - 2.34 depth * 0.73 depth* 
* O.IS HION* 
37.86 - 2.56 (SH-l)**-2.24 depth + 0.73 
depth* * 9.33 (depth*SH"l)** - 5.67 
<depth'*8H»0«*lP«* •O.IS HICK** 
37.86 - 2.18 (BS*1)* - 2.24 depth + 0.73 
depth* - 6.32 (depth*BS-l)«* - 0.01 TP** 
+0.15 HION** 
37.86 - 3.66 (PS»1)** - 2.24 depth * 0.73 
depth* - 3.07 (depth % P8-1)** * 0.01 TP«* 
•f 0.15 MOW** 
37.86 - 1.60 (T8-1)** - 2.24 depth * 0.73 
depth* - 0.01 TP** + 0.15 HION** 
O.OITP* 0.7443** 
*SN"#howlder; BS»backalope; PS-footalop#; TS^ toealope; TP»total 
phoaphorua; N%0N"R+ activity; depth«Mtera. 
' Significant at the 1% and 5% level#, reapectlvely. 
Table 17. Multiple linear regreaaion model for phoaphorua diatributiona* 
Dependent variable Model r2 
Summit total 
phoaphorua ppv 
Shoulder total 
phoaphorua ppm 
Backalope total 
phoaphorua ppm 
Footalope total 
Toealope total 
phoaphorua ppm 
568.1 - 612.6 depth** * 864.7 depth*** 0.6497** 
- 272.7 * depth?** 
568.1 - 75.6(8^ 1*) -.612.1 depth** • 864.7 
depth** - 272*7 depthr** • 334.5(depth % 8H»l)** 
- 179.9(depth* X SB»1)** 
568.1 - 49.1(BS»1) - 612.1 depth** * 864.7 
depth*** • 272.7(deptbr)** • 669(depth % 
BS»l)** - 498.8(depth* % BS»1)** 
568.1,+ 11.6(PS*1) - 612.1 depth** + 864.7 
depth*** • 227.7 depth"*** - 87.3(depth % PS»1)** 
TS.1)* 
(depth 
S^ee Table 16 
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Tabu 18. Httltipltt linear regresaion model for the organic carbon 
diatributiona* 
Dependent variable Model 
Smmft organic 
carbon % 
Shoulder organic 
carbon % 
Backalope organic 
carbon % 
Foocalope organic 
carbon % 
Toealope organic 
carbon % 
2.00 - 2.43 depth*# + 0.92 depth^ ** 
2.00 - 0.46 jtSH-1)** - 2.43 depth** 
+ 0.92 depth'** 
2.00 - 0.84 (BS-I)** - 2.43 depth** 
+ 0.92 depth ** 
2.00 - 0.10 jtrs-l) - 2.43 depth** 
+ 0.92 depth'** 
2.00 - 0.85 (78-1)** - 2.43 depth** 
+ 0.92 depth*** • 3.97 (depth x T8-I)** 
- 1.63 (depth' % TS-I)** 
0.7524** 
"see Table 16. 
Table 19. Multiple linear regreaaion model for H ion distributional 
Dependent variable Madel 
Summit , 
H ion {»} X 10* 
Shoulder 
H ion (R) X 10° 
Backslope , 
n ion m X 10* 
Footalope 
R ion in] X 10^  
Toealope . 
H ion tR] X 10* 
5.17 • 7.14 depth** - 6.36 depth?** 
5.17 - 0.65 (8H*il) * 7.14 depth** - 6.36 
depth 
5.17 - 5.44 (B8-1) 
- 6.36 depth'** 
I** • 7.14 depth** 
5.17 - 3.46 (rS-D* + 7.14 depth** 
- 6.36 depthr** • 10.26 (depth x FS+j)* 
• 7.61 (depth' X FS-D* 
5.17 - 3.76 (TS"1)* + 7.14 depth** 
- 6.36 depthf** - 7.87 (depth x T8»l)* 
+ 6.40 (depth' X T8»l)** 
0.4669** 
"see Table 16. 
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significance for the landacape variables and their Interactions cannot be 
displayed after simplification• Thus, the model is retained in an 
unreduced form. The clay diatrlbutlon model accounta for 74.43% of the 
total error. 
Inapection of the model reveals a large negative linear depth by 
backalope interaction. Thia interaction points out the reduction In the 
clay content on the backalope compared to the other landscape elements. 
The model adequately accounta for the younger geomorphic age of the 
backalope. The clay distribution on the shoulder element requires a 
quadratic depth by shoulder interaction to describe the clay accumulation 
in the B horizon and the subsequent clay decreaae in deeper horizona. 
Tables 17 through 19 give the multiple regression models for the 
total phosphorus, organic carbon, and H ion distributions. The terms 
for each of these models is significant at the 1% level. The total 
phosphorus model has an of 0.6497, the organic carbon model an R^  of 
0.7524, and the H ion model an R^  of 0.4669. Thus, these models explain 
from slightly less than one-half the variation in the dependent variable 
to 75% of the variation. The independent variables uaed in these modela 
are the depth functions (linear, quadratic, and cubic) and the landscape 
positions. The ability of the model to explain a significant portion of 
the variation In the dependent variables demonstrates the strong rela­
tionship between landscape position and soil properties. In these models, 
the landscape elements are treated as discrete variables. In reality, the 
landscape is a continuous variable. Deapite this drawback, the models 
adequately reflect the change in soil properties along the landscape. 
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X-ray Analyaas 
Saal-quantitativa aatiaataa 
X-ray diffraction tachniquaa «ara uaad to idantify tha typa and 
ralativa abundance of clay minarala praaant In aalactad aanpla padona. 
Preparing and analysing clay mineral apecimena of aoila ia a tine-con-
awing procedure. For thia reaaon, x-ray analyai# waa limited to padona 
along tranaecte T1 and T3. In addition, padona TMN2» T5-TN4, and T2-PS} 
were analyied. Résulta of theae inveatigationa will be addreaaed in tvo 
parte. Mrat, tiM type, «Mimt, and diatribution of clay minerals with 
depth will be diacuased. To facilitate comparieona, padona from equiva­
lent landscape poaitiona will be grouped together. Second, the implica­
tions of peak locations, intensities, snd the effect of vsrious cation 
aaturations snd heat treatments will be addressed. 
Before discussing the relative amounts of clay minerale determined in 
the etudy pedons, a word of caution is advisable. The «mounts present are 
given in percentages of the total civ suite. These percentages were 
obtained by measuring and comparing peak areas. The limitations of this 
procedure were outlined previously. Also, a certain amount of diacretion 
is needed in drawing base lines and symmetrical peaks. Thus, the percent-
sges given are relative. However, the influencing factors were held 
constant insofar as possible over all samples and the percentages obtained 
are uaeful for making compariaons between and within these closely related 
pedons. 
Bsectite, mica, kaolinite, vermiculite, l^ drmcy interlayered smectite 
and/or vermiculite, and quarts were the clay minerals identified in the 
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study p#don@. Table 20 give# the clay mineral percentages contained in 
selected iiorisons from pedona on the summit position* SMctite and 
hydroxy interlayer minerals dominate the clay fraction. Smectite content 
within pedon T3-SU8 ranges from 35 to 60%. The smectite minimum is at or 
near the surface and the content increases vith depth. Conversely, the 
hydroxy interlayer minerals have a maximum in the surface horiion and 
decrease with depth. Similar depth trends for hydroxy interlayered 
minerals have been reported by various workers (Carlisle and Zelaany, 
1973; Bryant and Dixon, 1965; Rich and Obenshain» 1955). Incressed 
weathering intensities and fre<)uent wetting and drying cycles near the 
soil surface are conducive for the formation of interlayered clay minerals 
(Rich, 1968). The l^ droxy interlayer mimrals compose 15 to 30% of the 
clay fraction in pedon T3-8U8. Fttdon T1-SU9 ha# very similar ranges for 
both smectite and Interlayered minerals. 
Kaolinite» mica, and quart* compoae the remainder of the clay suite, 
individually ranging from 5 to 20% of the day fraction. The kaolinite 
ha# # maximum in the A horison and decrease# slightly to a constant value 
in the B and C horizon#. No vermiculite wa# identified in either of the 
aummit pedon#. 
Table 21 #how# aimilar mineral types, content#, and depth trends for 
aoil# on the shoulder position, an exception wa# the appearance of 
a vermiculite component in the BC and C horizon# of pedon T3-SW19, This 
is accompanied by a decrease in the smectite content at these depths. 
Vermiculite may be inherited from the parent material or can form from 
mica weathering. As a formation product, vermiculite is a fast-
forming, unstable intermediate to smectite (Kittrick, 1973). Thus, a 
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Table 20. Clay mineral suites of summit pedons 
Pedon Horixon 
Depth 
cm 
SM KK Ml VM 
X 
HI QZ 
T3-SU8 Ap 0-20 40 10 15 30 5 
AB 38-51 35 5 25 35 5 
Btl 69-79 50 5 15 25 5 
BC 97-114 55 5 10 25 10 
C 114-155 60 5 15 15 5 
TI-SU9 Ap 0-11 45 15 15 30 5 
AB 28-44 45 10 25 25 5 
Bt2 63-81 55 5 15 25 5 
BC 100-119 55 5 10 25 5 
C 132-156 60 5 15 15 5 
Table 21. Clay mineral suitea of shoulder pedons 
Pedon Horizon 
Depth 
em 
SN KK Kl VM 
X 
HI 
T1-8H10 Ap 0-14 40 10 40 5 
Bt2 30-45 55 10 25 5 
Bt4 60-74 55 15 20 5 
BCl 89-106 55 15 20 5 
CB 126-132 55 15 20 5 
C2 156-163 65 10 15 5 
T3-S819 Ap 
BA 
Bt2 
BC 
C 
0-5 
25-39 
52-68 
103-126 
120-140 
35 
45 
50 
40 
45 
10 
10 
10 
5 
5 
20 
15 
15 
15 
15 
20 
20 
25 
25 
20 
15 
10 
10 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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portion of the snectlte component may be a weathering product of mica 
tranaformation* A moil environment with low and Al*^  activitiea and 
high Si(0H)4 and Ca*^  or activitiea and pH>6 favora auch tranafor-
mationa (Borchardt* 1977), but a large portion of the amectite component 
in loeaa-derived aoila may be inherited (Kleiaa and Fehrenbacher, 1973}• 
The backalope pedona T1-BS12 and T3-B818 have aimilar trenda for the 
amectite and interlayer componenta (Table 22). However, amectite contenta 
at the aurface are alightly higher than in the aumnit or ahoulder pedona. 
The increaae with depth ia conaiatent with the aumait and ahoulder 
poaition. The depth to equivalent horisona ia more ahallow. Thia ia 
reflected by a more rapid increaae of amectite with depth in the backalope 
pedona. In pedon T3-B818, a vermiculite component ia again encountered in 
the CI and C2 horixona. The occurrence of vermiculite in the deeper 
horiaona of the ahoulder and backalope aoila indicatea that younger 
geomorphlc aurfacea may be leaa intenaely weathered than aoila on the 
aumnit. TVo reaaona can account for theae differencea. Eroaion may 
remove weathering producta more rapidly at the ahoulder and backalope 
poaition, and water involved in eroaional proceaaea doea not infiltrate 
the aoil and ia unavailable for cheWcal weathering proceaaea. Thua, an 
equilibrium may exiat between weathering intenaity and removal of 
weathering producta that influencea clay mineral atability at any given 
depth on the different landacape elementa. 
Footalope pedona T2-F85, Tl-FSll, and T3-FS20 diaplay the same 
amectite and hydroxy Interlayer crenda with depth aa the auperjjacent 
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Table 22. Clay mineral eultee of backalope pedons 
Depth SN KX MX VH HI 0% 
Pedon Horizon cm 
T1-BS12 Bt 10-25 50 5 10 30 5 
CB 25-40 60 5 5 25 5 
CI 40-60 60 5 10 20 5 
C2 60-87 65 5 10 15 5 
C3 87-120 65 5 10 15 5 
T3-BS18 Ap 0-8 45 5 15 30 5 
Bt2 20-36 55 5 10 25 5 
CB 50-60 55 5 15 20 5 
CI 60-75 45 5 10 15 20 5 
C2 75-100 45 5 10 20 15 5 
pedone (Table 23). Veralcultce la preeenc in the BC and C horlzona of 
pedoR T3-M20. Three aeudy pedone contain vermieulite in the BC or C 
horisona. Theae are the footalope, backalope» and eummit pedone along 
tranaect T3. Lack of a verwiculite component at equivalent deptha in 
tranaect T1 may indicate a greater degree of weathering on the northeaat-
facing alopea of the waterehed. Recall that the pedona along the 
northeaat-^ facing tranaecta have a higher organic carbon content in the 
surface and a higher clay percentage in the C horizon than do pedona along 
eouthweat-facing tranaecta. These combined differences in soil properties 
provide reinforcing evidence which demonstrates the subtle variation in 
soils m opposing hillslopes in this watershed. In theory» a southeast-
facing hillslope receives a greater level of solar radiation than does a 
hillslope with a northeast aspect. A southeast-facing hillslope should 
have less moisture available for vegetative growth or physical and 
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Table 23. Clay mineral auitea of footslope pedona 
Depth SM KK Ml VH HI Q2 
Pedon Rorison cm %. 
T2-FS5 Ap 0-16 40 5 20 30 5 
A2 40-67 40 5 20 30 5 
Bwl 92-122 45 5 20 25 5 
Tl-rSH Ap 0-14 50 5 10 25 5 
A1 24-36 40 10 15 35 5 
A3 51-66 50 5 15 25 5 
AB 66-84 55 5 15 25 5 
BNl 84-104 60 5 15 15 5 
BC 124-140 60 5 15 15 5 
T3-PS20 Ap 0-5 45 5 10 35 5 
AB 21-40 50 5 15 25 5 
Bw2 55-72 50 5 10 30 5 
BC 86-104 50 5 10 5 25 5 
C2 137-147 40 5 15 15 20 5 
chaalcal ueatharing procaaaaa* In tanw of clay Ktnaral alteration, a 
logical concluaion ia that aoila on a aoutheaat-facing alope should 
contain a larger proportion of leaa stable clay ninerala such as 
vermicwlite. 
Table 24 gives the clay mineral percentagea for aasple pedona on the 
toeslope. The relative content of the clay minerals is comparable to 
pedona on the higher landscape poaitiona. In these soils, however, the 
smectite and hydroxy interlayer trends are reversed. Anectite has a 
maximum in the surface horizon and decreases with depth. Interlayered 
minerals increase with depth. Soils in this landscape position are 
composed of poat-^ ltural erosion sediments. The clay mineral trends 
reflect changing source materials during depwition. Fedon morphology 
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Tabic 24. Clay minaral aultaa of toaalop* padona 
Pedon Roriion 
Depth 
cm 
SM KK m VM HI QZ 
T5-TS2 Ap 0-15 55 5 15 20 5 
C2 30-45 50 5 15 25 5 
C4 60-75 40 5 20 30 5 
C6 90-105 35 5 20 35 5 
T5-TS4 Ap 0-16 55 5 10 20 10 
C2 41-67 50 5 10 25 10 
A16 85-103 40 5 10 35 10 
A36 129-141 35 5 10 40 10 
(Appandlx) can explain cha ravaraal of tha clay minaral tranda. Soil 
color bacomaa incraaaingly darkar with dapth within tha poat-cultural 
aroaion aadimanta, A horiton aoil material aarved aa tlw initial aediment 
aourca. Aa accelerated aroaion removed all or portiona of the former 
aurface horisona» the underlying #, md in aome inatancea, C horisona have 
begun to contribute aediment. Thia reaulta in the reveraed clay mineral 
trenda. The buried horizon in pedon T5-T84 containa the aame relative 
percentages of smectite and interlayer minerals aa surface horizons in the 
other ample pedona. 
In smmHiry, the overall clay mineralogy of pedona on equivalent 
landacape elements and on contraating landacape elements is quite uniform, 
the major exception being the presence of vermiculite in the lower 
horisona of tranaect 3 soils. Surface horisona contain a greater quantity 
of hydroxy interlayer minerala than underlyi%% horizons. Smectite 
increases with depth and, along with hydroxy interlayered minerals. 
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dominate# th« cl«y fraction of all padona. Kaolin!ta, mica, and quarts 
togathar compo## laaa than 30% of the clay fraction. Kaolin!ta generally 
haa a maximim content in the A horiion* Thia value decreaaea alightly in 
the B horison and remaina conatant with depth. Mica ehows no clear depth 
trenda and compoaea about 15% of the clay suite. Quarts makea up no more 
than 5% of the clay mineral component. 
Thinning or removal of aurface horisona by accelerated aroaion 
expoaea underlying horisons which have a different clay mineral 
compoaition. Together with the loaa of organic matter, clay mineral 
variationa will affect the physical and chemical propertiea of eroded 
soils. The extent to which eroded soils vsry from their uneroded coun-
tei^ rts depends upon three fsctorsi the extent of erosion, the soil 
conditions at the onaet of aroaion, and civ mineral variationa with 
depth. 
The two major clay mineral variationa are the increaae of smectite 
with depth in the soil snd the concomitant decreaae in interlayered 
minerals md the appearance of vermiculite in deeper horizons of some 
sMipla pedms» How significantly these variations alter soil properties 
depends <m the structural differencea between the hydroxy interlayer 
mineral# and the smectite components. The structure of the hydroxy 
interlayered minerala differs from that of smectite in two ways; I) the 
2;1 portions of the mineral can be diaaimilar and 2) the interlayer is 
partially filled by polymeric A1 and/or Fe (Bamhiael, 1977). The degree 
of interlayer filling and the chemical compMitim of the Iqrdroxy 
materiala directly affects the behavior of the hydroxy interlayer 
minerals. 
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The hydroxy Incorlayerad minorais occurring in the study soils 
probably formed by weathering of the smectite component. Thus, the 2x1 
portion of the interlayered minerals should be similar to that of the 
sflMctite* The degree of interlayering is the major difference influencing 
the behavior of the interiayer minerals* Interlayering in snwctites 
reduces their shrink-swell potential, effective CEC, and K selectivity, 
and it increases anion retention (Bamhisel, 1977). Estimating the degree 
of interlayer filling ie poeeible idth N-ray analysis by comparing the 
shift in spacing In the 10-14 A range on K-ssturated samples which have 
been heated at 25, 110, 350, and 5(X>*C. This subject will be addressed in 
the next section. 
Oiffractogrw Interpretation 
X-ray diffraction is the technique most commonly used to identify and 
characterise soil clay minerals. Based upon Brsgg's law and the crystal­
line nature of clay minerals, unique diffraction peaks can be used to 
Identify the minerals present In soil clays. The peaks used to identify 
specific clay Wnerals In this study were described previously. 
Interpretation of x-ray dlffractogms of soil clays Is complicated by 
variations in crystalllnity, chemical composition, Interlayering, and 
departure from Ideal end member structures. Despite these cmipllcatlons, 
a great deal of Information about the types and character of soil clays 
can be gleaned by the Intelligent and careful Interpretations of x-ray 
diffractogram*. 
The semi-quantitative estimates of the clay components present In the 
study soils is based upon measured peak areas. Certain anomalies exist in 
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p#ak location and intanaitiea on the diffractograma. Theae enooallea muat 
be explained; othemiae, the validity of the aeai-quantitative eatimatea 
ia reduced. Along with theae explanationa, aelected diffractograaa will 
be uaed to illuatrate the interpretation probleoa encountered. They will 
alao be uaed to develop collaborating evidence for the clay mineral trenda 
deacribed in the previoua aection. 
Figure 26 givea Mg-ethyiene glycol (%-EC) x-ray diffractograaa for 
aelected horiiona in pedon T3-B818. Korixona deeper in the pedon have 
aharper, higher-intenaity 18 A peaka» demonatrating the greater anectlte 
content with depth. Note the ahoulder on the high-angle aide of the 18 A 
peaka in the BC and C horixona. Thia ahoulder occura at 14.2 A and ia 
attributed to the preaence of veraiculite. The deacending limb of the 
large 18 A peak createa difficulty in identifying a diatinct 14 A peak in 
any of the aamplea analyxed. C horixona from pedona T3-8H19, T3-88I8, and 
T3-F820 have the moat prominent ahoulder at the 14 A location. The 
relatively email quantitiea of vermiculite and the comparatively large 
peak to background ratio alao complicate the identification of this 
mineral. Thus, the occurrence of vermiculite in other pedoos or horixona 
cannot be exclusively ruled out. 
Another indication of vermiculite ia increaae in the 10 A peak 
area upon K saturation at 25*C. Figure 27 presents this treatment for 
pedon T3-BS18. A comparison of the 10 A peak for the BC and C horizons in 
that figure with Figure 26 shows a significant increase upon K saturation. 
However* this increase occurs not only in the BC and C horixona but in all 
the horizons of pedon T3-B18 and more importantly in other horizons 
sampled. Four factors may be contributing to the change in the 10 A peak 
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BC2 
7.2 14.2 18.0 10.0 
Basal Spacing Angstroms 
Figure 26. X-ray diffractograms of Hg-Cly solvated samples from 
pedon T3-BS18 
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BC2 
CB 
7.2 10.0 14.2 18.0 
Basal Spacing Angstroms 
Figure 27. X-ray diffractograms of K-gaturaced samples from 
pedon T3-BS18 
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are#: 1) Che collapse of veralculice from 14 A upon K saturation» 2) the 
presence of high charge smectites which also may collapse to 10 A upon K 
saturation (L.W. Zelatny, Agronomy Dept., Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 
personal comminicatlon), 3) increased peek intensities resulting from 
better crystal orientation after K saturation, and 4) greater quantities 
of clay on the K-saturated tiles versus the MG-EC tiles. The last factor 
should contribute little to the difference encountered because equivalent 
amounts were used on all tiles. Separating out the contributions of the 
remaining factors to the increased 10 A peak is difficult if not an 
impossible taak from the diffractograma alone. A few general observations 
and comments, however, can be made concerning this phenomena. 
Jackson (1975) lists crystal orientation as an important factor 
causing variation in intensity of diffraction peaks. Since most ssmples 
display an increase in the 10 A peak when X saturated, it is logical to 
conclude that better crystal orientation may be occurring under K satura­
tion than with %-EC saturation. 
Cations with low hydration energy such as K cause interlayer dehydra­
tion (Douglas, 1977) which decreases d-spacings on minerals with exchange­
able interlayer cations. One factor to note in comparing peak intensities 
between Figures 26 and 27 la the constant size of the 7 A kaolinite peak. 
In some instances, the kaolinite peak increases on K-saturated samples; in 
other instances, it remains unchanged. This can be interpreted in two 
ways. Given the probable size and lack of interlayer charge of the 
kaolinite component, K saturation may not affect crystal orientation in 
this mineral, hence, the constancy in 7 A peak intensities. Conversely, 
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the incr###* in the 10 A peak on K-aaturated aanplea may be due to 
collapae of venilculite or high charge anectite with the conatancy of the 
kaolinite peak intanaity aerving aa evidence that peak Intenaitiea and 
cryatal orientation are not affected by cation aaturationa. 
If the latter interpretation ia cloaer to the truth, then the 14 A 
veraiculite peak under %-EG treatment ia being effectively maaked by the 
large 18 A amectite peak. Alternatively, the increaae in the 10 A peak 
may be due to the collapae of high charge amectitea. Compare the differ­
ence in intenaitiea and areaa of the 10 A for aelected horisona of pedon 
T1*8U9 under 1%-EG and K treatment (Figure# 28 through 32). Surface and 
near-aurface horiiona diaplay a amaller increaae in the 10 A under K 
aaturation than do aample# from deeper and preaumably lea# weathered aoil 
horiaon#. The reduced weathering intanaity deeper in the aoil favor# the 
occurrence of veraiculite or high charge amectite# in the B and C 
horizon#. It can be argued that better cryatal orientation of the fine, 
amectitie, illuviated clay in the B horizon under K aaturation reault# in 
the increa#ed 10 A (wak area#, and the change of the 10 A peak intenaity 
with depth i# eaaentially a particle aize phenomena. However, the C 
horizon with K aaturation diaplay# an increaae in the 10 A peak area equal 
to or greater than the B horizon. 
The lack of aufficient evidence precludes pinpointing the exact cauae 
of the 10 A increaae in the K-eaturated samples. A combination of crystal 
orientation, and collapse of vermicuUte and high charge smectites due to 
K saturation probably all contribute to this feature. 
Potassium saturation and heat treatments of oriented clay samples are 
useful for identifying vermiculite, smectite, and hydroxy interlayer 
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T1-SU9 Ap 
K 500 
K 350 
K 110 
K 25 
Mg EC 
7.2 14.2 18.0 10.0 
Spacing Angstrom* 
Figure 28. X-ray diffractograns of the A horizon from pedon TI-SU9 
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T1-SU9 AB 
K 500 
K 350 
K 110 
K 25 
Kg EC 
7.2 10.0 
Basal Spacing Angstrons 
Figure 29. %-ray diffractograws of ebe AB horizon from pWon T1-SU9 
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T1-SU9 Bt2 
K 500 
K 350 
K 110 
K 25 
Mg KG, 
14.2 18.0 10.0 
Bawl Spacing Angstrcms 
Figure 30. X-ray diffractograns of the 3t2 horizon from pedon TI-SU9 
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T1-SU9 BC 
7.2 10.0 14.2 18.0 
Basal Spacing Angstroms 
Figure 31. X-ray diffractograms of the BC horizon from pedon TI-SU9 
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T1-SU9 C2 
K 500 
K 350 
K 110 
K 25 
7.2 14.2 18.0 10.0 
Basai Spacing Angstroa» 
Figure 32. X-ray diffractograns of the C2 horizon from pedon TI-SU9 
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minerals. In chase scudiaa, this technique did not prove definitive 
because of various complicationa. The low hydration energy of K and the 
charge eharacteriatlcs of vermiculite control its collapse to 10 A when 
K-saturated. Total charge of vermiculite is between 0*5 to 0.9 per 
formula unit depending on chemical composition (Douglas, 1977), Alexisdes 
and Jackson (1965) assign soil smectites sn average charge of 0.39 per 
formula unit but a maximum of 0.5 M* or Al may be substituted in smectites 
(Karward and Brindley, 1964). Based upon this data, aoil smectites can 
possess a total charge cloae to that of vermiculite. Ttwa, a high charge 
smectite may behave similarly to vermiculite under K saturation. 
In addition to total charge, the distribution of charge between the 
octahedral and tetrahedral sheets may affect the behavior of a smectite 
minerai under different cation saturations. MmcEwan (1961) gives the 
Idealised formula for montmorlllonlte and beldelllte as 5l*Al;,)Mko,)ONiQ 
(OHj) and <0*2^ * respectively. In beldelllte, 
Isomorphou# substitution occurs In the tetrahedral sheet, and In mont­
morlllonlte the substitution occurs In the octahedral sheet. Although 
equivalent In charge, the beldelllte end member could display behavior of 
a higher charged species since the charge Is not shielded by an Inter­
fering tetrahedral sheet as In montmorlllonlte. 
Greene-Kelly (1952, 1953a, 1953b, 1955), In a series of Investiga­
tions, devised a method to distinguish beldelllte from montmorlllonlte. 
tlthlusrsaturated clay samples are heated at 2Q0*C for more than 12 hours. 
After this treatment, both montmorlllonlte and beldelllte collapse to 9.5 
to 10 A. Upon the addition of ethylene glycol, beldelllte re-expands to 
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18 A* Moncnorlllontttt remain# at about 10 A* Figurea 33» 34, and 35 ahow 
the x-ray diffractograaa of three atandard anectite alneralas a Wyoming 
bentonite, a Cheto montmorillonite» and a hectorite after the Greene-Kelly 
treatment. The bentonite and montmorillonite collapae to 9.8 A under U 
aaturation and heating and do not rehydrete in an atmoaphere of 54% 
relative humidity. The hectorite collapaea to 10 A but rehydratea at 54% 
relative humidity. Selected horiaona from Tl-PSll and T3-FS20 received 
the aame treatment. The diffractograma from theae aamplea are depicted in 
figurea 36 through 43. Soil amectitea in all caaea collapae to about 
10 A. After equilibration in a controlled 54% relative Inimidity atmo­
aphere for 24 houra, a portion of the amectite co^ wnent rehydratea 
forming a diffuae peak between 10 to 14 A. 
The atandard amectite minerala behave aa deacribed by Greene-Kelly 
(1952, 1953a). The irreveraible collapae of montmorillonite ia attributed 
to the diffuaion of U into the vacant octahedral pwitiona. Thia offaeta 
aome of the negative charge preventing re-expanaion of the mineral 
(Greene-Kelly, 1955)• Rectorite, which ia a trioctahedral amectite, 
containa no vacant poaitiona that can be filled Iqf U and thua re-expamda. 
Greene-Kelly (1955) atatea that the tetrahedral charge in beidellite 
preventa U from entering into the octahedral layer, but no explanation ia 
offered aa to why thia occur#. 
Baaed on theae concluaiona, two reaaona can be propoaed for the 
re-«fpaoaion of the aoil amectitea* A portion of the smectite couinent 
mu#t have tetrahedral charge or muat be trioctahedral in etructural 
character. A combination of both featurea i# also poaaible. In comparing 
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Hectorice 
Li 225 54% RH 
Li 225 
18.0 14.0 10.0 
Bawl Spacing* Angstroaw 
Figure 33. %-ray diffracfcograas of il-saturated hectorice 
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Chtto Montnorillonlto 
U 225 54% RH 
U 225 
18.0 14.0 10.0 7.2 
Bawl Spaeings Angstrom 
Figure 34. X-ray diffractogram of Li-saturated «ontaorillonite 
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Wyoming Bontonite 
U 225 54% RH 
U 225 
14.0 18.0 10.0 
BMAI Spacing* Angstrom* 
Figure 35. X-ray diffractograms of Li-saturated bentonite 
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T3-FS20 Apl 
U 225 54% RH 
U 225 
14.0 18.0 10.0 
Basal Spacing* Angstrom# 
Figure 36. X-ray diffractograms of Li-saturated samples from the Apl 
horizon of pedon T3-FS20 
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T3-PS20 AB 
Li 225 54% RH 
U 225 
18.0 14.0 10,0 7.2 
Bawl SpacSngs Angscroais 
Figure 37. X-ray diffractograas of Li-saturated samples from the AB 
borlsoa of pedon T3-FS20 
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T3-FS20 Bw2 
Li 225 5 
Li 225 
1 
7.2 10.0 14.0 18.0 
Basal Spacing* Angscromi 
figure 38. X-ray diffractograas of Li-saturated samples front the Bw2 
borisoo of pedon T3-fS20 
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T3-FS20 BC 
U 225 54% JWI 
LI 225 
14.0 18.0 10.0 7.2 
Basal Spacing» Angstrom* 
Figure 39. %-ray diffractograms of Ll-saturated samples from the BC 
horizon of pedon T3-FS20 
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T3-9S20 C2 
LI 225 54% RH 
U 225 
14.0 18.0 10.0 7,2 
Basal Spacing* Angstrom* 
Figure 40. X-ray diffractograns of Ll-saturaked sample* from the C2 
horizon of ped*m T3-FS20 
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Figure 41. X-ray diffractograas of Li-saturated samples from the Apl 
horizon of pedon Tl-FSll 
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Figure 42. X-ray diffractograms of Li-saturated samples from the A3 
horizon of pedon Tl-FSll 
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Figure 43. X-ray diffractograms of Li-saturated samples from the C 
horizon of pedon Tl-FSll 
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ch« degree of re-e*peneion between the various horiaona, no distinct site 
differences in peak areas are evident indicating that the amount of the 
component responsible for the re-expanaion remains constant from horizon 
to horiaon. The increaae in weathering intenaity nearer the soil surface 
plus the grester weatherability of trioctahedral minerala (Norrish, 1973) 
providea a atrong argusMnt againat a aignificant trioctahedral component 
especially in A horiions* Thus, tetrahedral substitution is favored as 
the major reason for re-expansion of smectites in the study samples. 
Smectites in loess-derived soils are generally considered to be 
Inherited from the parent material (Beavers, 1957; Kleiss and 
Fehrenbacher, 1973), but smectites may alao form by weathering of micas. 
Smectites formed by mica transformations are likely to be tetrahedrally 
aubatltuted approaching the beldelllte end member in chemical composition 
(Borchardt, 1977). As mentioned previously, soils with low and Al*^  
and high SIGN* and Ca*^  or actlvltiea with a pH above 6 are favorable 
environments for the transformation of mica to smectite. These conditions 
are generally prevalent In loess-derived soils In Iowa. The component 
which re-expands after the Greene-Kelly treatment may represent a portion 
of the smectite component derived from mica transformation. 
Examination of Figures 36 through 43 reveals that re-expansion of the 
smectite component does not result In a distinct peak, rather a diffuse 
peak between 10 and 14 A is produced. This Is accompanied by a decrease 
in the 10 Â peak. Figure 44 compares a ii-saturated sample to its K and 
Hg-EG saturated counterparts. The K-saturated sample has a slightly 
larger 10 A peak; thus, a small portion of the 10 A peak Increase from the 
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T3-FS20 Bw2 
K 25 
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18.0 14.0 10.0 7.2 
Basal Spacing* Angstroms 
Figure 44. X-ray diffractograms of the Bw2 horizon from pedon T3-FS20 
under different cation saturations 
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%- CO K-saturaced sanplas may be due Co Che presence of CeCrahedrally 
•ubsctciiced flmeccicas* Hovever* the major portion of Che 10 A peak 
remains intact even after re-expansion of the Li-saturat«d sample. 
Consequently, vermiculite, or a high charge smectite, or both make a large 
contribution to the 10 A peak under Li and K saturations. 
The nature of the x-ray diffractograma in this study may in tham-
selves provide a clue to the true nature of soil minerals. It is easy to 
assume that soil clay minerals are a mixture of clay minerals which vary 
in chemical composition from the ideal end members. Our interpretations 
are generally based on this assumption. Soil clay minerals, however, may 
possess a range of properties unique to different end members. Consider, 
for example, the re-expansion of Li-treated samples. This is attributed 
to tetrahedral subetitution, a characteristic of the beidillite end 
member. Mow much tetrahedral substitution is permitted in a montmoril-
lonite before it is called a beidellite? Perhaps single crystallites have 
tetrahedral charge in specific location with the remainder being octa­
hedral ly charged. In soils, the clay suite may be a combination of 
nondiscrete, heterc^enou* clay minerals significantly different than the 
ideal end nwmbers. This agglomeration is more accurately referred to as 
complex rather than a mixture. 
The x-ray diffraction properties of hydroxy interlayered smectite and 
vermiculite are intermediate between the end members smectite, vermicu-
lite, and chlorite. Oteervable differences between the x-ray patterns of 
hydroxy interlayered minerals and the end members are due to the degree of 
filling within the interlayer space. Heat-treated K-saturated samples are 
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the most definitive x-ray diffraction method for recognising the presence 
of hydroxy interlayered minerals (Barnhisel, 1977). Partial filling of 
the interlayer in smectite or vermiculite props open the structure giving 
a 14 A peak similar to chlorite. Stability of this structure is reduced 
by heating with complete or partial collapse of the 14 A peak toward 10 A. 
The temperature required to collapse the 14 A peak may be used to estimate 
the relative degree interlayer filling (Barnhisel, 1977). The higher the 
temperature required to shift the 14 A peak, the greater the degree of 
interlayer filling. A small degree of hydroxy interlayering prevents 
collapse of the 14 A peak to 10 A even upon heating at SOO*C, and a 
d-spacing in the 10.2 to 11.) range is obtained. Jackson (1975) describes 
this as a broadening of the 10 A peak. 
The x-ray diffraction patterns from K-saturated specimens from pedon 
Tl-SHIO will be used to access the degree of interlayering present in the 
study soils. Given tW similarity in diffractograms from the various 
study pedons in regard to interlayering, diffractograns from a single 
pedon will adequately serve this discussion. Figures 45 through 50 
present the x-ray diffractogram for selected horizons of Tl-SHlO under K 
saturation and heat treatments at 25, 110, 350, and 5W*C. 
Comparison of the 10 to 14 A peak area shows a significant shift 
toward 10 A caused by the Increased heat treatments. At 25*C, a broad, 
diffuse peak or hump exists between 10 and 14 A, This peak is removed 
almost entirely by heating at 110*C, and likely represents adsorbed 
interlayer water. TW 10 A peak at llO'C Is broadened on the low angle 
side with a decreased diffuse shoulder extending to 14 A. The area of 
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Figure 45. X-ray diffracKograms of beat treated K-saturated samples 
from the Ap horizon of pedon Tl-SHIO 
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Figure 46. X-ray diffractograms of heat treated K-saturated samples 
from the Btl horizon of pedon Tl-SHIO 
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Figure 47. X-ray diffractograms of beat treated K-saturated samples 
from the Bt4 horizon of pedon tl-SHlO 
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Figure 48. X-ray diffractograns of heat treated K-satwrated samples 
from the BCl horizon of pedon Tl-SBIO 
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Figure 49. X*ray diffractograms of heat treated K~satwrated sample» 
from the CB horizon of pedon Tl-SBIO 
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Figure 50. X-ray diffractograns of heat treated K-saturated sasqiles 
from the C2 horizon of pedon Tl-SBIO 
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this peak is largest for surface and near-surface horltons. Heating at 
3S0*C causes little further collapse in the 10 A peak. A slightly greater 
amount of collapse, however, is evident for the A horiion as compared to 
deeper soil horiions* This indicates a greater degree of interlayer 
filling. Little difference exists in the 330 and SOO*C 10 A peaks. Peak 
broadening does still exist even at the SOO'C treatment indicating, 
according to Bamhisel (1977), a small degree of interlayer filling. 
Heat treatment at 110*C removes the majority of peak broadening 
between 10 and 14 A. Higher temperature treatments produce a slight 
reduction in the 10 A broadening. This indicates that interlayering is 
weekly developed but occurs in the smectite or vermicultite component in 
the study soils. All diffractograms lack a distinct shoulder in the 11.5 
to 12 A area after heating to 3S0*C. A shoulder in this range is 
expressed when a high degree of interlayer filling is present (Bamhisel, 
1977). 
Three lines of evidence from the diffractograms suggest weak inter­
layer filling in these soils: the low temperature at which the 10 to 14 A 
shoulder collapses toward 10 A; the 10 A peak broadening at and the 
lack of a distinct peak in the 11.5 to 12 A range after heating to 500*C. 
The x-ray diffractograms display somewhat larger, more diffuse 10 A peak 
broadening for A horizon saisies, suggesting that interlayer filling is a 
function of near surface weathering. Manu (1984) identified similar 
trends for hydroxy interlayered minerals in loess-derived soils in Iowa. 
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Mtcromrphologlcal Analysas 
HtcrotBorphologlcal obaarvations wars conductad during tha coursa of 
this study for two purposasx (1) to charactarlia and compara tha micro-
morphological faaturas of soils on diffarant landscape positions and (2) 
to datarmina, for tha arodad soils, if argillans axist in sufficiant 
quantities to uwat tha illuviatad clay raquiramnt of tha argillic 
horison* Thia raquiramant apacifiaa that at laast 1% oriantad clay ba 
identified in thin section in soma part of the illuvial horison (Soil 
Survey Staff, 1975)• Aa done previously, this discussion is divided into 
sections by landscape position. Sample collection, preparation, and 
obaarvation for mlcr<worphologic analysis are tedioua and tima-conawaing 
processes. For this reason, only a limited number of samples were 
prepared for obaarvation. Fedons from transact T3 were selected for 
impregnation. A total of 63 slidea from all major horizons of the 
selected pedons were prepared. A minimum of two slides from each horizon 
were used for enervation. Nomenclature used is drawn from Brewer (1976). 
Summit element 
Plasmic fabrics in pedon T3-SII8 are weakly developed and fairly 
homogenous between different horizons. The Ap horizon displays an unusual 
mix of silasepie and skelsepic plasmic fabric (Figure 51) in a short 
distance «3 mm). Plasma types also vary between these zones. In the 
silasepie fabric, organic materials make up the plasma. However, in the 
skelsepic fabric, mineral material becomes the dominant plasma. This 
plasmic fabric variation is not fotmd in deeper horizons in the pedon 
(beneath the Ap horizon) or in the surface horizons of the other pedons 
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ritun 51. Mixed SOMS of organie md mineral plaama with fkolfcpie 
plMmie fabric. Pram# length 6350 pm. dreular^larisad 
light, n-808 Ap 
Figure 52. Simple illvwiation argillao along void wall* Frame length 
6350 im. Circular-polarized li^t. T3-8Q8 Btl 
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taapled* Wëll-developad •kclaepic plaralc fabric with mineral plasma la 
not common to A horltona and may hav# developed In the subaoll (B horiaon) 
and been tranaported and incorporated into the surface of pedon T3-SU8. 
Milage operations may have produced this feature. The construction of a 
diversion terrace in proximity to this pedon may also have resulted in 
disturbance. 
The B horiaons have primarily a skelsepic plasmic fabric but selected 
areas diaplay insepic, masepic, or vosepic plasm^ie fabrics. The C horiaon 
haa a weakly skelsepic to insepic plasmic fabric with scattered areas of 
vosepic fabric. 
Pedon T3-SU8 displays a wide variation in void types and distribu­
tion. The Ap and A horiaons have skew planes, packing voids, and chambers 
of various siaes. Pore numbers in the AB horiaon increase and channels 
becMw the dominant pore type. Pore numbers at this depth may Increase 
because this horiaon is beneath the aone of tillage coa^etion. Slides 
from the B horiaon# show a variety of pore types and siaes. Channels, 
chambers, craae planes, and vughs in the 200-300 itarsiae range ««re noted. 
Thin sections from Bt subhoriaons demonstrate that void types vary within 
as well as between horiaons. The wide variation in pore siae, number, and 
type between slides from the same horiaon makes it difficult to place even 
a qualitative estimate on porosity from thin section observation. Voids 
in the C horiaon are mainly channels and vughs in the 100 to 300 ws siae. 
Pores are less numerous in the overlying horiaons. 
Cutans are essentially nonexistent in the A horizon of pedon T3-SU8. 
Simple illuviation argillans with wak, continuous, parallel orientation 
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can be identified in the Btl horiton (Figure 52). These argillana are 
aaaociatad with voids and are rare in occurrence. In the Btl horiton» 
argillana are not numerous enough to meet the argillic requirement. In 
the Bt2 horiion» the argillana are more numeroua and slightly thicker 
(Figure 53) but still have a weak, parallel orientation. In total area, 
the argillana approach the IX argillic requirement. Cutana in the BC 
horiion occur along void walla and vary in thickneas from 30 to 100 wm 
with strong, lamellar orientation. Theae cutana occur subcutanically to 
the voids. In the nwenclature of Brewer (1976), these are termed 
neocutans. Nsoargillans are numerous and thick enough in the BC horizon 
to exceed the argillic horizon requirement. 
The C horiion contains neoargillana of similar thickness and orienta­
tion as the Be horizon. In cross section, the neoargillana compose 
approximately 4% of the slide area. 
Argillana in pedon T3-SU8 first appear in the Btl horizon. Size, 
nmber, and thickness of argillana increases with depth into the C 
horizon. The majority of argillana in all horizona are associated with 
voida. The diatribution and quantity of argillana present in a soil are 
affected by the balance between formation and deatruction of argillana. 
Deeper portions of an argillic horizon, becauae they are subject to less 
dieturbance by roots and/or shrinking and swelling, should have more 
stable peds and voids. The lower portion of the argillic horizon thus 
should contain the thickest and most abundant argillana. The argillan 
diatribution in pedm T3-SU8 agrees with this hypothesis. 
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Figure S3. Papule embedded in tlie S*MCrix and neoacglllan along void 
wll. Frow length 6350 )ni. Cireular-polarlied llf^t. 
T3-8U8 Bt2 
Figure 54. Iron nodule# of varying size. Frame length 15,875 y». 
Flane-polarized light. T3-SU8 BA 
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Dlaruptlon of voids and pads occurs by root activity, wetting and 
drying, freeaing and thatdng, and other processes. Argillana formed on 
aurfacea are not totally deatroyed. Remnanta of former argillana may 
peraiat aa papulea in the S-matri%. Papulae are defined aa glaebulea 
compoaed dominantly of clay minerala with continuoua and/or lanwllar 
fabric (Brewer, 1976). Papulea occur in the Bt and BC horiiona of pedon 
T3-SU8. Thia auggeata that argillan formation and deatruction ia an 
ongoing (Figure 53) proceaa in thia aoil. 
The clay diatribution of pedon T3-SU8 doea not meet the requirement 
of an argillie horiton. However, two linea of nicromorphological evidence 
auggeat that thia aoil haa argillic character: (1) the BC horizon meeta 
the tranalocated clay requirement for an argillic horizon and (2) papulea 
occur in the Bt and BC horizona and are indicatora of previoua illuvial 
development. 
The moat ubiquitoua and baffling pédologie feature encountered in 
pedon T3-SU8 are Fe-o»ide nodulea 30 to 300 ya in aize of varying shapes 
(Figure 54). Iron segregation normally occura in reduced zonea within a 
soil. This well-drained aoil ahould not be aubject to reducing conditiona 
except for very limited time perioda. The wideapread nature of the 
nodulea suggests that their occurrence is not related to present soil 
conditions. The nodules may be relict features formed during more moist 
soil conditions. 
Shoulder element 
Pedon T3-^M19 has micromorphological features quite similar to the 
summit pedon. The dominant plasmic fabric is skelsepic (Figure 55) with 
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Figure 55. Skelteple plaiale fabric. Simple illuviacion argillan 
(left). Papula (top center). Fraaw length 6350 tm. 
Circular-polarimed light. T3-8R19 Btl 
Figure 56. Pilules embedded in the S-matrix. Irtm nodules. Kote 
precipitation arotmd void. Frame length 15,875 vm. 
Plane-polarized light. T3-SH19 Bt2 
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aotM areas of oaaapic fabric. There ia alighcly better fabric development 
in the Bt horison compared to the A or C horiaona. laolatad areaa of the 
B horison denonatrate a lattiaepic fabric. Portiona of the BC and C 
horison have what ia beat deacribed as a voaapic fabric where oriented 
clay occurs predominantly along void aurfacaa. TMs fabric can be 
attributed to the deposition of illuvial clay along the void aurfacaa. 
Voids in the Ap horison include channela, erase planaa, and vugha. 
Channela vary in aise from 10 to 3(X> Vugha are amaller, generally 
leas than SO w». The BA horison has similar void typea and sises but 
compared to the Ap horison haa a larger quantity of voida. Vugha, cham­
bers, and channela 100 to 300 w# in aise are common in the Bt horison. 
These voids display a well-developed "interconnectiveness" in the two 
dimensions of the slide. Ortho and meta vugha of SO to 1000 wm in sise 
were identified in the BC and C horisons. Ksny of these were unconnected. 
A few erase planes 2S to I2S across occurred in the C horison. 
Rare, thin argillons were identified in the Btl horizon (Figure 55). 
The sise and number of argillans in the Btl horizon did not meet the 
arglllic requirement. In the Bt2 horizon, neoargillans with strong, 
lamellar orientation were noted. Their number and thickness (5 to 10 m) 
were sufficient for an area close to the 1% argillic requirement. 
Neoargillans became more numerous, composing greater than ZX of the area 
in the Bt3 horizon. Thus, this pedon meets the argillic requirement for 
iUuviated clay in thin section. The vast majority of neoargillans are 
associated with voids rather than ped surfaces. Thirty percent or more of 
the voids in the BC and C horizons have strongly oriented neoargillans 
with sharp to diffuse boundaries. 
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As In Che aunnic pedon, the occurrence and development of argillans 
in the shoulder pedon increases with depth in the argillic horiaon. In 
the upper portion of the argillic horiaon in both the aummit and ahoulder 
pedons, argillana are rare and weakly developed. The oriented clay of 
these srgillans, although thin and diacontinuoua, adheres to the surface 
of the voids. Deeper in the argillic, neoargillana are present with the 
oriented clay occurring within the matrix surrounding the void. The 
location of the translocated clay suggests that the clay waa in tranaport 
in the upper portion of the argillic horiaon and waa being taken in to the 
matrix in the lower portions. Disiwrsion of clay favors eluviation. 
Deeper in the pedon, pH and baae aaturation changes can cause coagulation 
of the clay along or within the void surfaces. Dryer conditions deeper in 
the soil may alao draw percolating water into the matrix near the void 
walls and sieve the clay out of suspension. The well-developed neo­
argillana along voids in the C horiaon likely form by one or both of these 
processes. 
Disruption of argillans has occurred in pedon T3-SU19 as evidenced by 
papules in the it and MC horizons (Figure 56). Papules serve as addi­
tional evidence for the argillic character of this pedon. The papules 
occur within the S-matrlx and are not associated with present voids. A 
few present voids (<1%) In the BC horizon have thick, well-developed 
neoargillana that closely resemble the papules. The orientation of the 
plasma In the neoargillana la parallel to the void surface and follows the 
curvature of the void producing a "U-shaped" arglllan. This pattern can 
be recognized In some papules despite the lack of void association. Some 
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voids In Che lover portion of the argllllc horlson and C horizon have 
become plugged with llluvlal clay. This process would force water and 
plant roots to seek alternate routes through the soil. Ultimately, this 
would result in the disruption of existing voids and ped surfaces and 
produce papules. 
Iron-oxide nodules are prevalent throughout pedon T3-SN19. These 
nodules vary in sise from tO to 1000 wm and are very dark brown to black 
in color (Figure 56). Sise and total area of the nodules tend to increase 
with depth. Some orientstion of nodules is evident in the BC and C 
horizons where the nodules are parallel to voids. However, the majority 
of nodules displays no specific orientation. The pedons in the summit and 
shoulder formed in oxidized loess and have colors indicative of well-
drained soils. Thus, as stated previously, the formation of the Fe 
nodules may be related to a former, more moist soil environment. 
Backslope element 
The micromorphology of the backslope pedon (T3-BSt8) varies from the 
sinmUt and shottl<ter pedon in some important features. The plasmie fabric 
is predominantly skelsepic in the Ap and Bt horizons (Figure 57). Some 
areas of weak insepic fabric were noted in the A horizon. The organiza­
tion of the plasma is less well-developed in the BC and C horizon. The 
plasmic fabric is silasepic to weakly skelsepic in these horizons. 
Voids in the Ap horizon are mainly skew planes and packing voids up 
to 75 wide. A large degree of interconnectiveness between voids exists 
in this horizon. The degree of interconnectiveness decreases with depth 
in the Bt horizon. Pore types include vughs, channels, and craze planes 
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Figure 57. Wtakly developed ekeleepie plataie fabric with icatcered 
regions of organic plasma. Frame length 6350 wm. Circular-
polarired light. T3-BS18 Bt2 
Fi^re 58, Caleite cryetalaria near void surface. Frame length 6350 
ym. Circular-polarized light. T3-BS18 CI 
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ranging from SO to 250 pa in aiia* Lack of interconnectivaneas batwean 
voida ia a feature alao common to tha BC and C horiiona in this padon. 
Vugha and channala of 100 to 200 Mn in ai*a ara tha moat prévalant void 
typea. 
No cutana were obaerved in any of the horisona in pedon T3-BS18. A 
28-cm thick Bt horixon waa deacribed in thia pedon (Appendix). The clay 
content of thia horizon waa between 24 and 26% which ia leaa than the clay 
content in the argillic horitona of the aummit and ahoulder pedona* 
The lack of argillana in thia pedon impliee that illuvlation ia not a 
major proceaa at thia landacape position. If the Bt horizon deacribed in 
thia pedon were a remnant of a former argillic horizon truncated by 
accelerated eroaion, argillana ahould peraiat in the Bt and BC horizona. 
the well-developed neoargillana preaent in the BC and C horizona of the 
ainmMlt and ahoulder pedona do not occur on the backalope. Vertical 
tranalocation of clay may not have occurred to aignlficant degreea aince 
the time of alope atabilization, Dwm-waring of the aoil at thia 
poaition may also exceed the rate of clay illuvlation. The presence of 
calcareous loess near the surface may b# an additional hindrance to 
mobilization of clay. 
The micromorphology indicatea that no argillic horizon was present 
prior to accelerated erosion. Cultivation has enhanced the erosion of 
backslope soil, but if this pedon did not originally contain an argillic 
horizon its classification was and remains an Inceptisol. 
The identification of papules in the Bt horizons provides some 
conflicting evidence for argillic development. A few papules ranging in 
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sise froQ SO to 200 pa occur in th« Btl horiton. Perhaps clay translo­
cation occurred only in the upper portion of the B horiion because of a 
more ahallov wetting front on the steeper portion of the hillslope. 
The occurrence and site of Fe-oxide nodules present in pedon T3-BS18 
varies with the loess strstigrsphy. In the BC and above horiaons, which 
are composed of oxidised loess, the majority of nodules are between 40 and 
250 ^  in aise with a few up to 1 mm acroas. Total area does not exceed 
*0% of the slide. In the CB snd C horiions, composed of deoxidised loess, 
Fe-oxide nodule numbers decrease but the sises increase with nodulea up to 
1 ca being uncommon. Total area of Fe-oxide staining also is greater. 
Fe-oxide nodulea in these horisons also display an orientation parallel to 
void surfaces. Some of the Fe-oxide nodules are likely to be pedotubules 
in cross section. Calcite crystalaria occur in the C horison (Figure 38). 
The crystalaria have a random arrangement and are generally associated 
with voids. A few occur within the S-matrix and would be termed inter­
calary (Brewer, 1976). The sise of the crystalaria ranges from 1.5 to 
about 2.0 mmi. 
Footslope element 
Three types of plasmlc fabric were Identified in pedon T3-FS20. All 
horizons have a skeleepic fabric (Figure 59). Selected regions in the AB 
horizon have a masepic fabric. The Bw3, BC, and CI horizons contain areas 
where the plasma is concentrated in voids (vosepic fabric). The skelsepic 
fabric in the C2 horizon is weakly expressed and is close to eilasepic. 
Voids in the Ap horizon consist of channels, chambers, and craze 
planes 100 to 500 w# in size. There is good interconnectiveness between 
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Figura 59. SlwlMpie plaimie fabric with nixad organic and tnfnoral 
plama. Iron staining around void (laft cantar). Fram 
length 6350 vm. Circular-polarisad light. T3-FS20 Bwl 
Figure 60, NeoargUlan surrounding void surface (top right). Iron 
nodule (left center). Frame length 6350 m* Circular-
polarized light. T3-F820 C2 
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pores In this horison* The AB horizon is composed of vughs and channels 
which vary in site from 100 to 500 Pores in this horison are less 
well-connected then those in the Ap horison. Vughs and channels of the 
same sise also dominate the Bw horison. Some voids are connected but 
"long range" connectiveness is not developed. The voids in the BC and C 
horison are mainly vughs and channels 25 to 1,000 w» across and are 
connected over short distsnces (<1 mm). 
Thin «10 v>m)« discontinuous neoargillans occur but are rare in the 
AB and Bwl horisons. In the Bw3 and BC horizons, the neoargillans become 
thicker (10-20 vm) and more numerous occurring in 40 to 50% of the pores. 
The neoargillans are not uniformly distributed in the slide. Voids in 
some regions essentially all have neoargillans. In other regions, the 
voids have no coatings. Nsoargillans are present in both the CI and C2 
horizons (Figure 60) and are associated with void surfaces (Figure 59). 
The number of neoargillans decreases in the C horizon. They occur in 20 
to 30% of the voids. 
The presence of cutans in pedon T3-F820 suggests that translocation 
of llluvial clay is a viable process on this landscape position. The 
number and size of neoargillans in the lower Bw horizon are sufficient to 
meet the argillic horizon requirement. The clay curves, however, show 
decreasing clay content with depth. The 1% illuviated clay requirement of 
the argillic horizon becomes a question. Based solely on these criteria 
without regard for other properties, the footslope pedon would have an 
argillic horizon. TWo facets of this question are: (I) what is the valid 
limit for illuviated clay in an argillic horizon? and (2) how accurate is 
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oMasurmMiit of this feature In thin section? Obviously, answers to these 
questions are beyond the scope of these data but using a combination of 
features to Identify an argilllc horiton is a sound procedure. 
Papules were not identified in pedon T3-FS20* Thus, argillan 
dsstruction does not appear to be occurring in this pedon. It is diffi­
cult to isolate a reason for the lack of papules. Perhaps age or moisture 
differences are significant enough to limit the physical and biological 
disruption of argillane on the footelope. 
Iron-oxide nodules occur in all héritons of the footelope pedon. The 
site and number vary slightly between horitons. In the Ap, and Bwl 
horitona, the fe-oxide nodules make up from 2 to 5% of the slide. The 
nodules are Irregular in shape and from SO to 300 M* in site. The mean 
site increases with depth. In the Bw3, BC» end C horitona, the Fe-oxide 
nodules are up to I mm wide, but the quantity is less than in overlying 
horitona. Aa in the other pedona, these nodules do not seem to be related 
to present soil conditions. 
Toealope element 
The plasmic fabric in pedon T)-TH4 is primarily silasepic and 
skelsepic. The Ap and CI horitona contain tones of varying plasmic fabric 
development (Figure 61). Areas which display greater fabric development 
(skelsepic) have dominantly mineral plasma encasing the skeletal material. 
Zone of weaker fabric development (silasepic) have predominantly organic 
plasma. This mixture of plasmic fabrics reflects the source of the 
sediment and effects of tillage. The more recent sediments near the 
surface are cwiposed of former A and B horizon material eroded from 
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Figure 61. Mixed organic and mineral plemma with skelcepic plemlc fabric 
in eroaion sediment • Frme length 6350 wm, Circuler-polar-
iied light. 
Figure 62. Silaeepie plaemic fabric. Weakly developed organan along void 
surface in erosion sediment. Frame length 6350 D». Circular-
polarised light. 75-794 C3 
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adjacent hlllalopea* Tillage cauaea further mixing of the eroded aoil 
material. Thia interpretation agreea with morphological, chemical, and 
phyaical data. 
In horiiona below the CI, the plaama ia organic in compoaition and 
the plaamic fabric ia ailaaepic or weakly akelaepic (Figure 62). The type 
of plaamic fabric doea not change in or beneath the buried aurface. All 
horiaona in the former drainageway aoil have either ailaaepic or akelaepic 
plaamic fabric. The plaama throughout theae horiiona ia organic. 
Channela and chambera 100 to 400 w" are the major void typea in the 
Ap horlion. A few of the larger channela are interconnected but moat 
voida are connected over only a 2-3 mm length. Void number and connec-
tiveneaa increaae with depth in the aediment. The C2 horizon haa a few 
connected erase planea SO to 100 w# wide. Packing voida, vugha, and 
chaiuMla 100 to 300 wm are common but are moatly unconnected in the two 
dimensions of the slide. The C3 horizon has a well-developed network of 
packing voids and channels 100 to 400 ya in size which are connected 
throughout the slide. Voids in the buried surface and beneath have a 
large degree of intereonnectiveneaa. Vugha and channela 100 to 500 
are common in the A2b and A4b horizons. Void size Increaaes in the ABb 
and Bwb horizons irilth vughs and channels up to 1,(K)0 vm wide. 
Cutans of organic materials can be identified in the lower portlona 
of the post-cultural sediment (Figure 62). In the terminology of Brewer 
(1976) these are organans. These cutans are thin «5 y»), discontinuous, 
and make up less than 1% of the cross-sectional area. Permanent agri­
culture In this area began between 1850 and 1880 (Aandahl and Slmonson, 
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1950). The formation of organana In thla aedlnent haa occurred within a 
100-year period. Under the "correct" conditiona, omveoent and redepoai-
tlon of collodial material can occur relatively rapidly. 
Organana occur in all horiiona of the buried drainageway aoil. In 
the Ab horlaon, the organana are thin (3-10 we), dlacontlnuoua, and weakly 
oriented and are aaaociated with void aurfacea. The total area of the 
illuviated material la leaa than 1% of the elide. Moat voida do not have 
organana. Theae coatinga, however, can be readily located. Deeper in the 
burled aoll, the organana become thicker (up to 20 Wm) and are more 
atrongly oriented. Neoarglllana occur with the organana in the ABb and 
Bwb horlaona. Theae pedologlcal feature# indicate that tranalocatlon of 
collodial (mineral and organic) material waa taking place in the draln-
ageway aoll prior to burial. 
The burled aoll 1# comewhat poorly drained and water movement la 
likely to be lateral a# well a# vertical. The aoll may become aaturated 
for aeveral day# during wet period#. Theae condition# are lea# than Ideal 
for the tranalocatlon of collodial material# and the aubaequent formation 
of cutana. The amount and type of tranalocated organic material cannot be 
determined from thin aectlon. It 1# po##lble that thl# ori^uilc material 
1# moving a# coating# on mineral colloid#. Ko eetlmate of the amount of 
tranalocatlon waa attested but the total area of cutan# 1# lee# than 1% 
of the cro8#-#ectlonal area of a elide. 
TWO type# of glaebule# occurred In the toeelope pedon. In tW Ap 
horleon, rare papulea from 100 to 150 t» In else wre obaerved In thin 
section. The papule# were limited to the ^  horizon where a significant 
portion of the sediment 1# cMposed of former B horizon material. 
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Iron-oxide nodulos are eh« other type of glaebule preeent in this 
pedon. In the post-cultursl sediment, nodules compose between 2 snd 5% of 
the slide sres. The nodules rsnge in site from 100 to 600 pa snd were 
irregular in shape. The buried soil contsins Isrger Fe-oxide nodules, 
slthough totsl area of the slide occupied by nodules remained about the 
ssme as in the overlying sediment. Iron-oxide nodules of 1 mm are not 
uncommon in horisons of the buried soil. The widespresd occurrence of 
Fe-oxide nodules in sll the pedons sampled for micromorphology indicates 
that this feature is not relsted to pressnt drainage conditions. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Th# gcn««i« and tpecial diatrlbutlon of aoil ia intricately related 
to landacape evolution* Nwmeroua atudiea (Allen, 1971; Daniela, 1957; 
Ruddleaton, 1969; Clasovakaya, 1968; Ruhe et al., 1967) attest to this 
relationahip. Soile are a continuum on the landacape, but distinct aoila 
can be identified because their propertiea vary with landacape poaition. 
The properties of a soil result from the alteration of the initial 
material by a combination of biological, physical, and chemical proceaaea. 
As inextricable as these processes are, certain factora dictate their type 
and intenaity. Climate, biome type, and topography are among these 
factors. On a local acale, macro-climate and biome type are essentially 
uniform. Thus, the stort-range variation in aoila Is largely controlled 
by the change in processes across the landscape. 
The degree of pedogenie alteration of the initial material is 
dependent on both the intensity and duration of soil-forming processes. 
Consequently, the stability of the landscape on which a soil forms affects 
the degree of pedogenie development. Geomorphic processes, which alter 
the landscape, redistribute soil material and control landscape stability. 
The balance bettwen the pédologie processes which form a soil and 
geomorphic processes that reMve soil material determines the soil 
properties which will prevail on a given landscape element. The balance 
between geomorphic and pédologie processes varies In time and space. This 
means that changes In soil properties across the landscape represent 
differences in pédologie and geomorphic processes and also differences in 
age. The soil landscape is a tiM transgressive unit. 
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The development of permanent agriculture haa altered the vegetative 
cover and increaaed the auaceptibillty of aoil material to removal by 
geomorphic proceaaea. Accelerated aoil eroalon affecta aoil productivity 
and createa problema for aoil claaaification* Theae problema tiere 
diacuaaed in a previoua aection. The energy which drivea the eroaion 
proceaaea ia provided largely by the hydrologie cycle with rediatribution 
of aoil material on the landacape reatricted to waterahed boundariea. The 
aubaurface hydrology of a waterahed furtfMr influencea pédologie proceaaea 
(Cleavea et al., 1970; Nugget, 1975). The waterahed, thua, ia a baaic 
unit for both geomorphic and (Mdologic development on the landacape. 
The major objectivea of thia atudy, conaiatent with the concepta 
outlined above, were* 
1. To determine the diatribution of aelected aoil properties in a 
firat-order watershed and how they are related to accelerated 
erosion. 
2. To evaluate a first-order watershed as a model in soil genesis 
studies, 
3. To use the data obtained to address the implications of soil 
erosim on soil classification. 
4. To assess the pédologie and geomorphic processes which affect the 
distribution of soil properties in a watershed. 
The remainder of this section will present a synopsis of the physi­
cal, chemical, mineralogicel, and micrraorphologicel properties of pedons 
at each landscape positiw* and the major conclusions that can be drawn in 
regard to the objectives. 
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Summit Padona 
Padona from the auomlt poaltion have moderately developed clay 
diatributlona* The B/A clay ratio ia conaiatant among thaae pedona and 
variaa bettraen 1.12 and 1.1). The clay increaae with depth in theae 
pedona doea not meet the requirement for an argillic horison. 
The total phoaphorua diatributiona ahow an abrupt aone of depletion 
which occura in or adjacent to the horizon of maximum clay content. 
Organic carbon contenta are cloae to 2% in the aurface and generally 
decreaae uniformly with depth. Soil pH decreaaea with depth, generally 
reaching a Mnimum in the lower part of the Bt horiion, then increaaea 
below 70 cm. 
The clay mineralogy of the two aumnit pedona atudied waa very 
aimilar. Smectite and hydroxy interlayered minerala dominated the clay 
auite. teectite content increaaed with depth. The content of hydroxy 
interlayered minerala waa maximum in the aurface and decreaaed with depth. 
Leaaer quantitiea of mica, kaolinite, and quartz were alao contained in 
the clay fraction. 
Oriented clay along void aurfacea waa evident in thin aection. The 
thickneaa and quantity of cutana increaaed «^th depth in the Bt horizon. 
The croaa-aectional area of cutana in thin aection exceeded 1% of the 
total area in the Bt2 and BC horizona. Thie fulfilla the illuviated clay 
requirement of the argillic horizon. The occurrence of papulea also 
atteata to clay illuviation in theae pedona. Skeleepic and ailaaepic were 
the dominant plaamic fabrice in the ainmiit pedona. Iron nodules were 
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prevalent in all horitona examined. Theae nodulea may be a relict feature 
formed during more moiat climatic conditions. 
The aum of propertiea of the aummit pedona givea aome conflicting 
data for claaaification. The clay increaae with depth ia not aufficient 
to meet the argillic horiaon requirement. However» thin aection obaerva-
tion ahowa enough illuviated clay for an argillic horiton. Theae aoila 
could be claaaified aa Alfiaola (argillic) or Inceptiaola depending upon 
which criterion ia given the moat weight for the argillic determination. 
The total phoaphorua, pH» and organic carbon diatributiona reaemble depth 
functions described for forest or tranaitional aoila (aee Hobaon, 1983; 
Collina* 1977: Ridley, 1984). Theae data aupport the placement of the 
aummit pedona into the Mfiaol order. Eroaion loaaea and tillage may 
alter the clay depth relationahip. The purpoaea of Soil Tmxonomy are beat 
aerved when theae pedona are claaaified by the aum of their propertiea. 
Shoulder Pedona 
The ahoulder pedona closely resemble those of the simmit. The clay 
distributions display a zone of accumulation. In pedona T2-SH16 and 
T3-SH19, the clay increase with depth exceeds 1.2, the argillic horizon 
requirement. The depth to the clay maximum decreaaea slightly between 
summit and shoulder pedons. 
The total phosphorus distributions in the shoulder pedons display an 
abrupt zone of depletion which closely corresponds with the horizon of 
mwtimum clay content. The depth to the miniwm total phosphorus value is 
shallower in the shoulder pedons than in the summit pedons. Greater 
erosional losses on the shoulder nay be responsible for this feature. The 
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minimum total phosphorus values in the shoulder are equivalent to the 
minionim summit values. 
The organic carbon content in the surface of the shoulder pedons is 
less than for the summit pedons. The organic carbon content also 
decreases more rspidly with depth on the shoulder. Soil pH values 
decrease from the surface dounward» reaching a minimum in the B or C 
horitons. In deeper horiions, soil pH increases. 
Clay mineralogy of the shoulder pedons variea slightly from the 
summit. Vermiculite waa identified in the deepest horitons sampled from 
pedon T3-SH19. The content and distribution of smectite and hydroxy 
interlayered minerals was essentially the same in the summit and shoulder 
pedons. 
Hlcromorphology of the shoulder pedons showed the occurrence of 
argillans in the Be, BC, and C horizons. Abundance and development of 
argillans increased with depth in the Bt horizon. The total area of 
illuviated clay in thin section exceeded 1% in the lower Bt and BC 
horizons. Thua, the shoulder pedon examined met this argillic require­
ment. Papules were observed in the Bt horizon. Iron-oxide nodules were 
common (2-5% of total area) throughout all horizons. 
The analyses of variance show that the shoulder pedons have signifi­
cantly different levels for organic carbon in the surface» minimw pH, and 
depth to minimm pH when compared to the summit pedons. Other parameters 
showed no significant differences. The similarity in salient properties 
betwen the summit and shoulder pedons suggests that soil-forming 
processes are more or less equivalent on these landscape elements. 
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Evidence indicates that the shoulder is slightly more eroded. Despite 
erosional influences, the pedons on the shoulder are most appropriately 
classified as Alfisols* 
Backslope Pedons 
The backslope pedons vary considerably from the summit or shoulder 
pedons. The clay maximum occurs at or adjacent to the surface horison. 
Clay content declines more rspidly with depth and reaches a lower value in 
the C horison than pedons in higher landscape positions. 
The minimum total phosphorus values are higher and generally occur in 
the surface horison. A sone of phosphorus depletion is not developed 
within the backslope pedons. Orgsnic carbon contents in the surface are 
less and the amount of OC with depth declines more rapidly than in pedona 
from overlying landscapa positions. Soil pH values increase with depth 
and are above the exchangeable aluminum buffer range. 
The clay suite of the backslope pedons is similar to the sramlt and 
shmilder. The depth trends, however, vary slightly on the backslope. The 
percentage of smectite increases more rapidly with depth while the content 
of hydroxy interlayered minerals decreases more quickly than in summit or 
shoulder pedons. Vermiculite was identified in the C horizons of pedon 
T3-BSI8. VermicuUte could not be distinctly identified in pedon T1-BS12. 
No argillans were identified in the backslope pedons. This suggests 
that vertical translocation is not a dominant process at this landscape 
position. Plasmic fabrics were either skelsepic or silasepic. Iron-oxide 
nodules were observed in all horizons, but the total area covered by 
nodules was the greatest in horizons formed in the deoxidized zone* 
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Scatiatlcal analytea shovad that the backalope padona varied aignifi-
cantly from the auonit and ahoulder pedona in moat aoil propertiea. The 
differencea encountered in the backalope pedona are reflected in their 
claaaification. The lack of an argillic horizon placea these pedona in 
the Xnceptiaol order. No evidence of illuviated clay waa found in any 
horiaona of the backalope pedon examined in thin aection. Accelerated 
erosion haa certainly decreaaed the aolum thickneaa on the backalope* 
However» argillana were moat numeroua in the lower Bt and C horiiona in 
the aumait and ahoulder pedona. If illuviation had occurred on the 
backalope, the remaining portion of the B and C horiams should contain 
argillana. The lack of illuviated clay suggests that this pedon waa an 
Inceptisol at the advent of cultivation. 
rootalope Pedona 
Deposition of erosi<m sediments has affected the depth relationahip 
of aoil propertiea in the footslope pedons. Generally, the clay content 
is mmimus in the surface horizon and declines with increasing depth. The 
decreaae in clay with depth ia not uniform and, in pedons Tl-FSIl and 
T3-FS20, deeper horizons have a greater clay content than the aurface. 
Bxcept for Tl-fSlt, clay content in the C horizons is less than 22%. This 
value is significantly less than the clay content in the C horizons of the 
summit or shoulder pedons, 
TWO distinct depth distributions for total phosphorus, organic 
carbon, and pH are discernible in the footslope pedons. Pedons from the 
northeast hillslope have lower minimim phosphorus values which occur at 
greater depths than pedona from the opposing hillslope. The organic 
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carbon contanta ara graatar and the pH valuaa ganarally lower throughout 
the pedona from the northeaat hlllalope in conpariaon to pedona from the 
aouthveat hlllalope* Thia variation acroaa the waterahed may be due to 
difference in aapect or differencea in gaomorphic or hydrologie proceaaea. 
Clay mineralogy of the footalope pedona raaamblea that of the other 
landaeape elamenta. Hydroxy interlayered minerala and amwctitaa dominate 
the clay aulte* Smectite content increaaea with depth, while the amount 
of hydroxy interlayered minerala decreaaea with depth. Smaller quantitiea 
of mica, kaolinite, and quarts make up the remainder of the clay fraction. 
footalope pedona diaplay aome diatinct differencea in propertiea when 
compared to pedma from other l«idacape element#. The analyaea of 
variance ahow that the clay maximum and depth to clay maximm in footalope 
pedona ia aimilar to the backalope pedona. Although footalope pedona lack 
argillie development, well-developed eluvial phoaphorua zonea aeparate 
theae pedona from the backalope. Organic carbon variablea in the foot­
alope more cloaely reaemble thoae of the awamit pedona. 
Ihln-aection analysis showed that pedon T3-FS20 had dominantly 
akelaepic and ailaaepic plaamle fabric#. Argillan# and neoargillan# were 
identified in the B and C horizon#. Iron-oxide nodule# were common 
throughout the pedon. 
The color, thickne##, and organic matter contents of the surface 
horizon# of the footslope pedon# are eufficient to meet the mollic 
epipedon requirements. Clay dietribution show# little argillic develop­
ment despite the presence of illuvial clay in thin section. The footslope 
pedon# by nature of these properties claseify a# Noliisole* 
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To«slope Padons 
PedoM on the toeelope are compoeed primarily of poat-cultural 
eroeion eedimente. The depth diatrlbutiona of clay» total phoaphorua, 
organic carbon, and pH reflect changea in source of the aedimenta. Since 
the advent of cultivation, eroaion haa removed moat of the A horisona from 
the backalope eoila. The expoaed B horiiona are now contributing to the 
eediment. The clay content in the toealope pedona decreaiea slightly with 
depth beneath the surface, but in lower (older) portiona of the eediment, 
the clay content increaaea to valuea equal to that of the aurface horizon. 
The total phoaphorua contenta decreaae alightly with depth to about 
40 or 50 cm and then begin to increaae. The total phoaphorua content in 
the sediment rangea between 500 to 550 ppa* Thia ia equivalent to the 
total phoaphorua content of the aurface horisona in the backalope pedona. 
Summit and ahoulder pedona contain tones of phosphorus depletion «425 
ppa). No portion of the sediments approachea thia value. Mxing of 
sediments derived from different source locationa may increase the total 
phosphorus content in sediment derived from phosphorus depleted zones. 
The backalope eoila probably contributed the majority of eediment and no 
zone of phoaphorua depletion may have been preaent in these soils. 
Organic carbon content generally increases with depth. The increase is 
not uniform with depth and SOM fluctuation does occur. The buried 
surfaces had the highest levels of organic carbon of all the pedona 
sampled. 
Clay mineral trenda were reversed in the aedimenta; the amount of 
smectite waa greatest in the surface and decreased with depth. Hydroxy 
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intcrlayered mineral# had a minimum content in the surface and their 
quantity increased with depth in the sediment. These trends probably 
reflect the changing source of sediment with time. The amounta of udca, 
kaolinite, and quarts are comparable to those found in the adjacent 
pedons. No preferential movewnt or concentration of a specific clay 
species was evident. 
The plasmic fabric in the sediments varied particularly in the 
aurface horiions. Zones of orgsnic and mineral plasma occurred in close 
proximity. Embedded peds with skelsepic plasmic fabric were identified 
within matrices of silasepic fabric. This mixing was not obaerved in 
deeper portions of the sediment. Rare papules were observed in the 
surface of pedon T5-TH4. lack of papules in the sediment suggests that 
the eroded B horizon material did not contain cutans or that erosion has 
totally destroyed any cutans formerly present. Weakly developed organans 
were observed in the deeper portions of the sediment. Well-developed 
organans occurred beneath the buried surface. 
The color of the surface sediment determines the classification of 
the soils in the valley bottom. Lack of horisonation due to the recent 
deposition of this sediment places tfwse soils into the Entisol or 
M»llisol order. The lighter colored sediment at the surface does not meet 
the color requirements of the mollic epipedon. Hence, those pedons must 
be classified as Bntisols, 
Soil Classification 
One of the goals of this study was to assess the implications that 
accelerated erosion has on the classification of soils. From the summit 
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to the toaslopo positions* the pedons studied classified as Alflsols, 
Alflsols, Inceptisols» Mblllsols, and Entisols, respectively* In a short 
lateral distance, four soil orders of Soil Taxonomy are represented. To 
determine the effect that eroaion has on this array, some estimate of the 
soil conditions prior to cultivation nwst be obtained. From the shape and 
depth of the post-cultural alluvium, calculations estimate approximately 
1500 cubic matera of sediment in the traterahed. Total area of the 
waterahed la roughly 18,800 m^. Discounting areas of the watershed not 
affected by accelerated erosion losses (valley bottom and uneroded sinmit) 
gives 14,300 m^ of surface area. Equating the eroaional loaaea uniformly 
over thia area givea a soil loss of just over 10 cm. 
This loss represents a minimum eatimate for two reaaona. Sediment 
remaining in the waterahed is only a portion of that removed runoff. 
Uniform soil loss throughout the watershed would be an unusual 
circumstance. Erosion has likely removed more material from the backslope 
and lower shoulder than from the summit and upper shoulder positions. 
Studies conducted by the ISU Agricultural engineering Department on 
similar size watersheds in tte Four Mile Creek area show that for the 
5-year mean (1977-1981) between 60 and 72% of water-eroded sediment was 
deposited within the watershed (James Ramlett, Dept. of Agricultural 
Engineering, Iowa State Univ., personal commmlcatlon). On this basis, 
soil loss of 15 to 16 cm would be predicted for the study watershed. 
The monitored and the study watershed may not be quantitative because 
slope and cropping history vary, but these figures are useful for rough 
estimates. 
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A uniform lots of 15 cn indicates that a significant part of the 
aolua has probably been removed from the backalope and perhaps portions of 
the shoulder position. The summit pedons, T1-SU8» T2-SU6, and T4-SU13, 
lack mollic epipedons because they do not meet the color requirement to 
the proper depth (25 cm). These pedons have 10ÏR 3/2 colors to depths of 
24, 22, and 23 cm, respectively. A 1 to 2 cm loss since cultivation began 
would affect the classification of these soils. The total phosphorus, pH, 
and micromorphological data are indicative of forest influence. The sum 
of properties in the simmit pedons more closely resembles the features of 
Alfisols. mthout the supporting evidence of total phosphorus and thin 
section analysis, it would be more difficult to decide between an eroded 
Hollisol, Alfisol, or Inceptisol classification. The same argiment holds 
for the shoulder pedons. Classification of soils Iqf a single diagnostic 
criteria ignores other salient properties and may result in an "incorrect" 
placement. 
The backalope pedons presently do not have argillic horizons and 
mollic epipedons. These pedons classify as Inceptisol*. If soil loss 
from accelerated erosion were restricted solely to the backalope position, 
25-30 cm of solum would have been removed. A loss of this magnitude would 
likely remove the A and a portion of the B horizons* Thus, accelerated 
erosion would be capable of modifying the soil properties significantly 
enough to alter the classification. Removal of a mollic epipedon would be 
possible; however, the forest influence expressed in the summit and 
shoulder pedons indicates that a mollic epipedon probably did not exist on 
the backalope prior to cultivation. 
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Little evidence of illuvial clay was identified in thin section of 
the backslope pedon. No argillans were observed and only rare papules 
were identified in the B horison. Void argillans were readily observed in 
the BC horisons of the summit and ahoulder pedons. If illuviation had 
occurred on the backslope, argillans should be present in the remnants of 
the B horizons* The lack of argillans suggests that the backslope pedons 
had no argillic horison when cultivation began. Stabilisation of the 
backslope occurred sbout 6*200 BP (Vreeken, 1972)* This may be insuf­
ficient time for argillic development to have taken place. The clas­
sification of the backslope pedons was and remains ss Inceptisols* 
Recent erosionsl processes have not affected the classificstion of 
the footslope pedons# Cumulic additions have produced soils with mollic 
epipedons* Thin layers of recent overwash «25 cm) are present along the 
footslope. This material is not thick enough to affect the classification 
of soils at the footslope. 
Soils in the thalweg display little pedogenic development. The 
properties of the pedons studied were inherited from the soil material 
that constitutes the sediment. The recent origin and» in some locations, 
the presence of stratification in the sediments are characteristics common 
to Entisols. The colore of the surface horizons in the sediment do not 
meet the mollic epipedon requirement. Enough B horizon material is incor­
porated into the most recent sediments to produce colors with values and 
chromas lighter than 3.5. The color of the sediment becomes darker with 
depth. Once the sediment is sufficiently thick (>50 cm), properties of 
the sediment itself are used for classification. At the onset of 
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cultivation» the eroded materials were composed predominantly of A horizon 
soil material which met the mollic color requirement. During some period 
prior to the deposition of B horiton upslope, the thalweg soil would have 
classified as a Mbllisol. The original drainageway soil also meets the 
criteria of a Mbllisol. 
Soil Landscapes and Classification 
The effecta of accelerated erosion on soil are generally viewed on a 
regional basis» but the removal» transport, and redistribution of soil 
material is a local process. Part of the inadequacy of Soil Taxonosqr to 
deal effectively with eroded soils stems from the amount of knowledge 
concerning soil landscapes that is incorporated into this classification. 
A watershed is a three-dimensional continuum of soils. The soil-forming 
processes vary with location in a watershed. The geomorphic processes of 
erosion and sedimentation also vary within a watershed. The type and 
degree of soil development at a given landscape position depends on the 
balance between soil-forming processes and geomorphic processes. 
Huddleston (1969) outlined the dominant processes occurring at various 
landscape positions. The summit is characterized by vertical redistri­
bution. The shoulder is characterized by both vertical redistribution and 
surface lowering by erosion. The backslope is in a new cycle of pedogene­
sis with most former soil removed. The footslope is subject to inter­
action between vertical redistribution and accumulation of sediments. 
The change in soil-forming and geomorphic processes over the land­
scape is the key to understanding the genesis of soils on the landscape. 
The balance betmen soil-forming processes and geomorphic processes 
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changes continuously across a hillslope and, consequently, so do the 
soils. Soil Taxonomy attempts to break this continuum into individual 
units. One goal of this system is to group the soils of similar genesis. 
As the genesis of soil changes on the landscape, so should the classifi­
cation of those soils. The difficulty lies in making meaningful 
separations. Accelerated eroaion is a man-induced geomorphic process. 
The rate of soil removal is increased by cultivation practices which 
alters the balance between the soil-forming and geomorphic processes. 
Soil is removed at soma locations faster than it regenerates. Until the 
salient properties of a soil are obliterated by accelerated erosion, the 
classification of soil should not be affected, loss of a portion of a 
mollle eplpedon can change a soil's classification from a Mollisol to an 
Inceptlsol or Alflsol. Careful evaluation of other features such as th« 
total phosphorus distribution can Indicate the pathways of genesis despite 
erosion losses. 
The distribution of total phosphorus and other parameters, however, 
varies at different positions on the landscape. For example, the phos­
phorus distribution on the backslope presently shows no zone of depletion. 
This may be due to the removal of the depleted zone by erosion or the 
total lack of such a zone on this position. The sediment in the thalweg 
shows no zone of depletion even near tlw surface where a larger portion of 
the sediment is formed from B horizon material. No arglllans were evident 
In the backslope which suggests that llluvlatlon Is not a dominant 
process. The lack of arglllic horizon development and of phosphorus 
removal demonstrates that soil-forming processes are less intense on this 
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portion of the landscape. A period of landscape instability occurred 
7,700 BP during which the solum was entirely removed (Vreeken, 1972). 
Little evidence was found to suggest that clay translocation has occurred 
since stabilisation of the backslope. Organic cutans were observed in the 
post-cultural sediment deposited since about 1880. This is a considerably 
shorter time compared to the period since stabilisation of the backslope. 
Why do no argillans exist in the backslope? Conditions may not be "ideal" 
for their development. Vertical water movement is less, and carbonates 
are in proximity to the surface. Downwearing may also exceed the rate of 
clay translocation. The balance of soil-forming processes and geomrphic 
processes controls the soil formed on the backslope. This soil is not 
simply an eroded phase of the shoulder or summit but a unique result of 
some complex processes. Classifying these soils as Inceptisols reflects 
the difference from the summit, although the intricate landscape rela­
tionships are not conveyed by Soil Taxonomy. 
The footslope soils are Mollisols. The processes by which they form 
are different from the central concept of the Hollisol order. Cumulic 
additions contribute to the development of the thick, dark surface 
horizons. Thus, these soils can meet the Hollisol requirements. The 
surrounding upland soils show significant evidence of forest influence. 
The footslope soils likely formed under similar influence but are clas­
sified with prairie-derived soils because the processes that form these 
soils produce soil features diagnostic of Mollisols. Hollisol features, 
thus, can form by different combination of processes. Classifying these 
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soils as Mollisols is based on sMrphology* The different pathway of 
genesis is disregarded in Soil Taxonomy. 
The landscape relationships of soils are complicated by variation in 
aspect, slope length, and shape. On a three-dimensional basis, these 
conform to the boundaries of a watershed. Using the watershed as a model 
in this study helped to explain some variation in soil parameters across 
the landscape. Processes responsible for soil variation were difficult to 
quantify. 
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APP8ND1X 
Stries t ttodaway-llk* 
Psdont T5-TO1 
Positiont Tosslop* 
Ssaplsd by* D. A. Hysocki; October 15, 1982 
Dsscribsd by* D. A. Wysocki 
AP (0-13 dsrk grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) and vary dark grayish brown 
(lOYR 3/2) haavy silt loam; waak lina subangular blocky structura 
parting to waak fina granular; friabla; pH 6.2; abrupt smooth 
boundary. 
CI (15-30 cm)* dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) and brown (lOYR 4/3) haavy 
silt low; waak fina and madium subangular blocky structura; friable; 
pH 5.8; gradual smooth boundary. 
C2 (30-45 cm); dark grayiah brown (lOYR 4/2) and very dark grayiah brown 
(lOYR 3/2) heavy silt loam; weak fine subangular blocky structure; 
friable; weakly atratifiad; pH 5.8; gradual smooth boundsry. 
C3 (45-60 cm): very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2), brown (lOtR 4/3), and 
very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) light silty clay loam; weak fine subangular 
blocky structure; friable; pH 5.9; gradual smooth botmdary. 
C4 (60-75 cm): very dark grayiah brown (lOYR 3/2), brown (lOTR 4/3), and 
very dark gray (lOVR 3/1) heavy ailt loam; weak medium subangular 
blocky atructure; friable; pR 6.5; gradual amooth boundary. 
C5 (7^ 86 cm: very dark gray (10% 3/1) and very dark grayiah brown (lOYR 
3/2) heavy silt loam; wak medium submgular blocky structure; 
friable; pH 6.5; gradual smooth boundary. 
C6 (8W05 cm): very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) and very dark grayiah brown 
(lOtR 3/2) heavy silt IOM; weak madium subangular blocky structure 
parting to weak fine granular; friable; pR 6.3; clear smooth 
boundary. 
C7 (105-120 cm): very dark gray (10¥R 3/1) heavy silt loam; weak medium 
aubangular blocky structure parting to weak Ht» granular; friable; 
pR 6.4; gradual smooth boundary, 
C8 (120-135 cm); very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) heavy silt loam; weak medium 
subangular bloclgr structure; friable; pR 6.0; gradual smooth 
boimdary. 
C9 (135-160 em); very dark gray (10** 3/1), very dark grayish brown (lOW 
3/2), and dark gray (lOYR 4/2) heavy silt loan; weak medium and 
coarse subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 5.9. 
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S«ri«s: Nodaway 
Padon: TS-TH2 
landacapa position: Toaalopa 
Sfmplad by: D. A. Wyaockl; Octobar 1S> 1982 
Daacrlbcd by* D. A. Wyaockl 
Ap (0-15 cm): dark graylah brown (lOYR A/2) and very dark grayish brown 
(lOYR 3/2) light sllty clay 1O«B; weak medium subangular blocky 
structure parting to weak fine granular; friable; pH 6.1; clear 
smooth boundary. 
CI (IMP cm): dark graylah brown (lOYR 4/2) and very dark grayish brown 
(lOYR 3/2) light sllty clay loam; weak medium subangular blocky 
structure; friable; pH 5.6; gradual smooth boundary. 
C2 (30-45 cm); dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) and very dark grayish brown 
(lOYR 3/2) light sllty clay loam; weak medium aubangular blocky 
structure; friable; pH 5.6; gradual smooth boundary. 
C3 (45-60 cm): very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2), dark grayish brown 
(lOYR 4/2), and very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) light sllty clay loam; weak 
medium subangular blocky structure; friable; pR 6.2; grsdual smooth 
boundary. 
C4 (60-75 cm); very dark gray (lOYR 3/1), very dark grayish brown (10ÏR 
3/2), and dark graylah brown (lOYR 4/2) light sllty clay loam; weak 
Mdiim aubangular blocky structure; friable; pH 6.4; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
05 (7M0 cm): very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) and very dark grayish brown (lOYR 
3/2) light sllty clay Ion; weak medium subangular blocky structure; 
friable; pB 6.8; gradual smooth boundary. 
C6 (90-105 cm): very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) and very dark grayish brown 
(lOYR 3/2) heavy silt loam; weak medlint subangular blocky structure: 
friable; pH 6.2; gradual smooth boundary. 
C7 (105-122 cm); very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) and very dark grayish brown 
(lOYR 3/2); weak coarse subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 5.9. 
Series: Nodaway 
Pedon; T5-TO3 
landscape position: Toeslope 
Sampled by; D. A. Vysocki and A. Menu; October 17, 1982 
Described by: 0. A. Wysockl 
Ap (0-15 cm); dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) light sllty clay loam; weak 
fine granular structure; friable; pH 6.7; abrupt smooth bouo^ ry. 
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Cl (15-38 en); dark grayiah brown (lOïR 4/2) and vary dark grayish brown 
(lOYR 3/2) light alley clay loan; weak fine aubangular blocky 
acructura; frlabia; pH 6.0; gradual anooCh boundary. 
C2 (38-59 cn); vary dark grayiah brown (lOYR 3/2) and vary dark gray (lOYR 
3/1) haavy alls loam; waak flna aubangular blocky atrucCura; frlabla; 
pH 6.3; clear anooth boundary. 
C4 (75-97 cm); very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) and very dark grayiah brown (lOYR 
3/2) light allty clay loam; weak medium aubangular blocky and weak 
thin platy atructure; friable; pH 6.0; clear aoraoth boundary. 
C5 (97-120 cm); very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) heavy allt loam; weak fine 
aubangular blocky atructure; friable; pH 6.0; clear anooth boundary. 
Alb (120-136 cm): black (lOYR 2/1 and 2.5Y 2.0) light allty clay loam; 
weak fine aubangular blocky atructure parting to noderate fine 
granular; friable; pH 5.5; clear anooth boundary. 
A2b (136-153 cm); black (2.5Y 2/0) light allty clay loam; moderate fine 
granular atructure; friable; pH 5.9; clear anooth boundary. 
A3b (153-174 cm); very dark gray (2.5Y 3/0) light allty clay loam; wak 
fine aubangular blocky atructure parting to weak fine granular; 
friable; pH 6.1; clear anooth boundary. 
8wb (193-213 cm); very dark gray (lOY* 3/1) light allty clay loam; few 
faint dlatlnct (7.5YR 4/4) nottlea; weak nedlun prlanatlc atructure 
parting to weak coarae aubangular blocky; friable; pH 6.4. 
Series: Nodaway 
Fedon: T5-TO4 
iandacape position: Toeslope 
Snpled by; D. A. Wyaockl and A. Msnu 
Deaerlbed by: 0. A. wyaockl 
Ap (0-16 cm); dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) and very dark grayish brown 
(lOYR 3/2) light sllty clay lo«a; weak nedlum aubangular blocky 
structure; friable; pW 5.9; abrupt smooth boundary. 
CI (1^ 1 cm); dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2), very dark grayish brown 
(lOYR 3/2), and very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) light stlty clay loam; weak 
medium aubangular blocky structure; friable; pR 5.6; clear smooth 
boundary. 
C2 (41'^ 7 cm); very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) and very dark grayish brown (lOYR 
3/2) light silty clay loam; Moderate medium aubangular blocky 
structure; friable; pB 5,7; clear smooth boimdary. 
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C3 (67-85 c«): very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) and black (lOYR 2/1) light ailty 
clay loan: moderate medium eubangular blocky atructure; friable; pH 
5.8; clear amooth boundary. 
Alb (85-103 cm): black (lOYR 2/1) light ailty clay loam; moderate medium 
eubangular blocky atructure parting to moderete medium granular; 
friable; pR 6.0; clear amooth boundary. 
A2b (103-129 cm); black (lOYR 2/1) light ailty clay loam; moderete medium 
granular structure; friable; pR 6.6; clear smooth boundary. 
A3b (129-141 cm); black (lOYR 2/1) light ailty clay loam; moderate fine 
eubangular blocky atructure; friable; pR 6.4; clear amooth boundary. 
Mb (141-157 cm); black (lOYR 2/1) light ailty clay loam; moderate coarse 
eubangular blocky atructure; friable; pH 6.3; clear smooth boundary. 
ABb (157-169 cm); very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) heavy silt loam; few fine 
faint (2.5Y 3/2) mottles; moderate coarse eubangular blocky atruc­
ture; friable; pR 6.3; clear smooth boundary. 
&#b (169-175 cm); very dark grayish brown (2.SY 3/2) light silty clay 
loam; common fine distinct (2.5Y 4/2) mottles; moderate coarse 
eubangular blocky atructure; friable; pR 6.4. 
Seriest Kennebec 
Fedont T2-fS5 
landecape position: Footslope 
Sampled by; D. A. ttysocki; Mmy 6» 1982 
Described bys D. A. Wysocki 
Ap (0-16 cm); dark brown (lOYR 3/3) and dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) 
heavy silt loam; weak fine eubangular blocky structure; friable; pH 
5.3; abrupt smooth boundary. 
Al (16-40 cm); black (lOYR 2/1) and very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) 
heavy silt loam; weak medium subangular blocky structure parting to 
weak fine granular; friable; pR 5.6; clear smooth boundary. 
A2 (40-67 cm); black (lOYR 2/1) heavy silt loam; moderate medium sub-
angular blocky structure; friable; pR 6.0; clear smooth boundary. 
AB (67-92 cm); very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) heavy silt loam; 
moderate medium prismatic structure parting to wak medium subangular 
blocky; friable; pR 6.5; gradual smooth boundary. 
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Bwl (92-125 en); very dark grayleh brown (lOYR 3/2) heavy allt loam; 
common fine dlatlnct (lOYR 5/2) mottlea; moderate medium prismatic 
structure parting to veak medium subangular blocky; friable; pH 6.6; 
clear smooth boundary. 
Bw2 (125-160 cm); very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) heavy silt loam; 
common fine distinct (lOYR 4/3 and 5/2) mottles; weak medium pris­
matic structure parting to weak medium subangular blocky; friable; pH 
6.9. 
Series: Downs 
Pedoni T2-SU6 
Landscape position; Summit 
Sampled by* 0. A. Wysockl; Msy 3, 1982 
Described by* D. A. Uysockl 
API (0-11 cm); very dark gray (LOYR 3/1) light sllty clay loam; moderate 
fine suMngular and moderate medium subangular blocky structure; 
friable; pH 5.4; clear smooth boundary. 
AP2 (11-22 cm); very dark gray (LOYR 3/1) light sllty clay loam; strong 
medium angular blocky atructure; firm; pM 5.3; abrupt smooth 
boundary. 
BAl (22-30 cm); brown (lOYR 4/3) sllty clay loam; strong moderate angular 
blocky structure; firm; pH 5.1; clear smooth boundary. 
BA2 (30-37 cm); brown (lOYR 4/3) sllty clay loam; moderate Mdlum sub-
angular blocky structure; firm; pH 5.2; clear smooth boundary. 
Btl (37-67 cm); brown (lOYR 4/3) light sllty clay loam with very dark gray 
coatings; moderate medli» subangular blocky structure; firm; pN 4.9; 
gradual smooth boundary. 
Bt2 (67-84 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) light sllty clay loam; 
with brmm (lOVR 4/3) coatli^ a; moderate coarae subangular blocky 
structure; firm; thin dlscontlnuoua clay film#; pB 4.9; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
Bt3 (84-107 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) light sllty clay loam; 
with brown (lOYR 4/3) coatings; moderate coarse subangular blocky 
structure; firm; thin continuous clay films; few light gray (lOVR 
7/1) silt coats; pH 5.1; clear smooth boundary. 
BC (107-133 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) heavy slit loam; few fine 
distinct (lOYR 6/1) mottles; weak coarse subangular blocky structure; 
friable; thin discontinuous clay fllMs; few dark (7.5Y N2/0) manga­
nese oxides; pH 5.2; clear smooth boundary. 
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Ci (133-157 cm): yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) heavy silt loam; common fine 
distinct (tOYR 3/1 and 6/1) and (7.5YR 5/6) mottles; massive; pH 5.4; 
clear smooth boundary. 
C2 (157-183 cm); yellowish brotm (lOYR 5/4) heavy silt loam; common fine 
and medium (lOYR 3/1 and 6/1 and 7.5YR 5/6) mottles; massive; pH 5,2. 
Series* Downs mottled subsoil variant 
Pedont T2-BS7 
landscape position: Backslope 
Sampled D. A. Wysockl; May 3, 1982 
Described by: D. A. tfysockl 
Ap (0-14 cm); dark brown (lOYR 3/3) light sllty clay loam; weak medium 
subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 5.9; abrupt smooth boundary. 
Bwl (14-30 cm); brown (lOYR 4/3) light sllty clay loam; with dark brown 
(lOYR 3/3) mixings; moderate medium subangular blocky structure; 
friable; pH 6.2; gradual smooth boundary. 
BC (30-45 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) heavy silt loam; common 
fine and medium distinct (lOYR 6/1 and 5/8) mottles; weak medium 
subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 7.2; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
CB (4^ 63 cm); brown (lOYR 5/3) silt lorn; common «edlum distinct (lOYR 
6/1, 5/8, and 3/1) mottles; massive; pN 7.6; gradual wavy boundary. 
CI (63-92 cm); mottled gray (lOYR 6/1) and yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8) silt 
loam; massive; pH 7.7; gradual smooth boundary. 
C2 (92-130 cm); mottled gray (lOYR 6/1) and yellowish brown (lOYR 5/8) 
silt loam; massive; pB 7.9. 
Series: Tama 
Pedon: T3-SU8 
Landscape position: Summit 
Sampled by: D. A. Wysockl and A. Manu; November 3, 1982 
Described by: D. A, Wysockl and A. Msnu 
Ap (0-20 cm); very dark grayish brown (lOW 3/2) light sllty clay loam; 
weak fine granular structure; friable; pN 5.2; clear smooth boundary. 
A (20-38 cm); very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) light sllty clay loam; 
weak fine subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 5.1; clear smooth 
boundary. 
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AB (38-51 cm): very dark graylah brovn (lOYR 3/2) light ailty clay loam; 
with dark yallowlah brovn (lOYR 4/4) mixings; weak fin# aubangular 
blocky structura; friabla; pH 4.8; clear vavy boundary. 
BA (51-69 cm): dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) light silty clay loam; 
moderate medium subangular blocky structure; firm; thin discontinuous 
clay films; pH 4.8; gradual smooth boundary. 
Bt2 (79-97 cm): dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) light silty clay loam; 
moderate wdium subangular blocky structure; friable; thin discon­
tinuous clay films; pH 4.8; clear smooth boundary. 
BC (97-114 cm): dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) light silty clay loam; few 
fine distinct (7.5YR 5/6) and (lOYR 2/1) mottles; weak moderate 
subangular blocky structure; friable; thin discontinuous clay films; 
pH 5.0; clear wavy boundary. 
CI (114-155 cm): mottled dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4), dark brown 
(7.5¥R 4/4), and black (lOYR 2/1) light silty clay loam; massive; 
many light gray (lOYR 7/1) silt coats; pH 5.2. 
Series* Downs 
Pttdont T1-S09 
Landscape postiont SinmiC 
Sampled by: D. A. Vysocki; May 4, 1982 
Described by* 0. A. Wysocki 
Apl (0-11 cm); very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) light silty clay loam; 
weak fine subangular blocky structure parting to moderate fine 
granular; friable; pK 5.4; abrupt smooth boundary. 
AP2 (11-24 cm); very dark grayish brown (LOVR 3/2) light silty clay loam; 
weak medium subangular blocky structure; friable; pit 5.8; abrupt 
smooth boundary. 
AB (24-44 cm); dark brown (lOYR 3/3) silty clay loam; with brown (lOVR 
4/3) mixings; weak coarse and moderate medium subangular blocky 
structure; friable; pR 5.7; clear smooth boundary. 
Btl (44-^ 3 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) silty clay loam; moderate 
medium and coarse subangular bloclqr structure; friable; thin discon­
tinuous clay films: pR 5.3; gradual smooth boundary. 
Bt2 (63-81 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) silty clay loam; moderate 
medium subangular blocky structure; friable; thin discontinuous clay 
films; pB 5.4; gradual smooth boun^ ry. 
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Bt3 (81-100 en); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) light silty clay loam; 
moderate medium subangular blocky structure; friable; thin continuous 
clay films; pH 5.65; clear smooth boundary. 
BC (100-119 ca); yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) and dark yellowish brown (lOYR 
4/4) light silty clay loam; common medium distinct (7.5YR 4/4) 
mottles; weak coarse subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 5.7; 
clear smooth boundary. 
CI (119-132 cm): mottled brown (lOYR 5/3), yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4), 
gray (lOYR 6/1), and dark brown (lOYR 4/4) light silty clay loam; 
massive; pH 6.0; gradual smooth boundary. 
C2 (132-156 cm); mottled brown (lOYR 5/3), yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4), 
gray (lOYR 6/1), and dark brown (lOYR 4/4) light silly clay loam; 
massive; pH 6.9; gradual smooth boundary. 
C3 (156-170 cm): mottled brown (lOYR 5/3), yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4), 
gray (lOYR 6/1), and dark brown (lOYR 4/4) light silty clay lom; 
massive; pH 7.0; gradual smooth boundary. 
C4 (170-190 cm); mottled brown (lOYR 5/3), yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4), 
gray (lOYR 6/1), and dark brown (lOYR 4/4) heavy silt loam; massive; 
pH 6.9. 
Series; Downs 
Fedont T1-8H10 
Landscape positions Shoulder 
Sampled by* D. A. Wysocki 
Described bys D. A. Mysocki 
Ap (0-14 cm); very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) light silty clay loam; 
with brown (lOYR 4/3) mixings; weak fine granular structure; friable; 
pB 5.9; abrupt smooth boundary. 
Btl (14-30 cm): dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) silty clay loam; weak fine 
and medium subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 4.7; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
Bt2 (30-45 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) silty clay loam; moderate 
mediim subangular blocky structure; friable; thin discontinuous clay 
films: pR 4.8; gradual smooth boundary. 
8t3 (4^ 0 cm) : dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) light silty clay loam; 
with dark yellowish brown (lOYR 3/4) coatings; moderate coarse 
subangular blocky structure: friable; thin continuous clay films; pB 
4.8; clear smooth boundary. 
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Bt4 (60-74 cm): dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) light alley clay loam; few 
fine diacincc (lOYR 5/6 and 6/1) moctlea; moderate coarae aubangular 
blocky atructure; friable; thin diacontinuoua clay filma; pH 4.9; 
clear smooth boundary* 
Bt5 (74-89 cm): dark yellowiah brown (lOYR 4/4) and brown (lOYR 5/3) light 
ailty clay loam; commn Cine diatinct (7.5YR 5/6) and (lOYR 6/1) 
mottlea; weak coarae aubangular blocky atructure; friable; thin 
diacontinuoua clay filma; pH 5,5; clear smooth boundary. 
BCl (89-106 cm): mottled dark yellowiah brown (tOYR 4/4), brown (lOYR 
5/3), atrong brown (7.5YR 5/6), and gray OOYR 6/1) light ailty clay 
loam; weak coarse aubangular blocky atructure; friable; thin patchy 
clay filma; pH 5.5; gradual smooth boundary. 
BC2 (106-120 cm): mottled dark yellowiah brown (lOYR 4/4), brown (lOYR 
5/3), atrong brown (7.5YR 5/6), md gray (lOYR 6/1) light ailty clay 
loam; maaaive; pH 6.6; gradual amooth boundary. 
CB (120-132 cm); mottled brown (lOYR 5/3), atrong brown (7.5YR 5/6), and 
gray (lOYR 6/1) light ailty clay loam; maaaive; pH 7.0; gradual 
smooth boundary. 
CI (132-150 cm): mottled brown (lOVR 5/6), atrong brown (7,5YR 5/6), and 
gray (lOYR 6/1) heavy ailt loan; massive; pH 7.0; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
C2 (150-167 cm): mottled brown (lOYR 5/6), atrong brown (7.5YR 5/6), and 
gray (lOYR 6/1) heavy ailt loam; maaaive; pB 7.1; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
C3 (167-183 cm); mottled brown (lOYR 5/6), strong brown (7.5YR 5/6), and 
gray (lOYR 6/1) heavy ailt loam; maaaive; pH 7.0. 
Seriea: Kennebec 
Pedon: Tl-FSll 
landscape position: Footslope 
Sampled 1^ : D. A. Hyeocki 
Described by; D. A. Wysocki 
Apl (0-14 cm); dark brown (lOYR 3/3) light ailty clay loam; weak fine 
subangular blocky structure parting to weak fine granular; friable; 
pH 5.6; abrupt smooth boundary. 
Ap2 (14-24 cm); black (lOYR 2/1) heavy silt loam; with dark brown mixings; 
weak fine subangular blocky structure parting to weak fine granular; 
friable; pB 5,9; clear smooth boundary. 
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Al (24-36 cm): very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) and black (lOYR 2/1) heavy silt 
loan; moderate medium subangular and moderate medium granular 
structure: friable; pH 6.6; gradual smooth boundary. 
A2 (36-51 cm): very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) heavy silt loam; moderate fine 
and medium subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 6.0; gradual 
SMoth boundary. 
A3 (51-66 cm): very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) heavy silt loam; 
moderate medium subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 6.0; clear 
smooth boundary. 
AB (66-84 cm): very dark grayish brown (2.5Y 3/2) heavy silt loam; moderae 
fine prismatic structure parting to moderate medium subangular 
blocky; friable; pH 5.8; clear smooth boundary. 
»#1 (84-104 cm); very dark grayish brown (2.5Y 3/2) silt loam; few fine 
distinct (lOYR 4/3) mottles; weak fine prismatic structure parting to 
iwak medium subangular blocky; friable; pH 6.4; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
Bw2 (104-124 cm); dark grayish brown (lOYR 4/2) silt loam; weak fine 
prismatic structure parting to weak medium subangular blocky; 
friable; pR 6.3; clear smooth boundary. 
BC (124-140 cm): grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2) heavy silt loam; weak coarse 
subangular blocky structure; few fine manganese wides; friable; pH 
6.6; clear smooth boundary. 
CI (140-170 cm): light olive brown (2.5Y 5/4) silt loam; common medium 
prominent (7.5YR 4/6) mottles; massive; pM 6.9. 
Seriesi Downs mottled subsoil variant 
Fedont T1-B612 
landscape position: Backslope 
Sampled by* 0* A. Ifysocki 
Described by; D. A. Wysocki 
Ap (0-10 cm); dark brown (lOYR 3/3) light silty clay loam, with very dark 
gray (lOYR 3/1) and dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) mixings; weak 
medium subangular blocky structure; friable; pB 5,3; abrupt smooth 
boundary. 
Bt (10-25 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) light silty clay loam; weak 
medium subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 5.8; clear wavy 
boundary. 
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CB (25-40 en); yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) and dark yellowish brown (lOYR 
4/6) light silty clay loam; weak medium subangular blocky structure; 
friable; pH 5.1; gradual SMOth boundary. 
CI (40-60 cm); mottled grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2), yellowish brown (tOYR 
5/4), and dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/6) heavy silt loam; massive; 
pH 6.8; gradual smooth boundsry. 
C2 (60-87 cm); mottled light grayish brown (2.5Y 6/2), yellowish brown 
(lOYR 5/4), and dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/6) silt loam; massive; 
ptt 7.8; gradual smooth boundary. 
C3 (87-120 cm); mottled light grayish brown (2.5Y 6/2), yellowish brown 
(lOYR 5/4), and dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/6) silt loam; massive; 
pH 8.3* 
Series* Downs 
Pedont T4-SUI3 
Landscape position* Summit 
Sampled by* D. A. *%socki 
Described by* 0. A. Ifysocki 
Apl (0-13 cm); very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) light silty clay loan; 
weak medium subangular blocky structure parting to moderate fine 
granular; friable; pH 6.0; clear smooth boundary. 
AP2 (13-23 cm); very dark grayish brown (LOYR 3/2) silty clay loam, with 
dark yellowish brown (LOYR 4/4) mixings; weak medium subangular 
blocky structure; friable; pH 5.8; abrupt smooth boundary. 
BA (23-37 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) silty clay loan, with dark 
grayish brown (ICY* 3/2) mixings; weak fine and medium subangular 
blocky structure; friable; pH 5.3; gradual smooth boundary. 
Btl (37-53 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) silty clay loan, with dark 
brown (lOY* 3/3) coatings; moderate medium subangular blocky struc­
ture; friable; thin discontinuous clay films; pW 5.3; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
Bt2 (5^ 68 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) light silty clay loan; 
with dark brown (lOYR 3/3) coatings; moderate coarse subangular 
blocky structure; friable; thin continuous clay films; pB 5.4; 
gradual smooth boundary. 
Bt3 (68-83 cm); dark yellowish brown (lOYR 4/4) and yellowish brown (lOYR 
5/4) light silty clay loan, with dark brmm (lOYR 3/3) coatings; weak 
coarse subangular blocky structure; friable; thin continuous clay 
films; pH 5.5; gradual smooth boundary. 
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Bt4 (83-99 cm): dark yallotrlah brown (lOYR 4/4) and yellowlah brown (lOYR 
5/4) light alley clay loam, with dark brown (iOïR 3/3) coatlnga; waak 
coaraa aubangular bloeky atructura; frlabla; thin diacontlnuoua clay 
filma; pR 5.6; claar amooth boundary. 
BC (99-120 cm): brown (lOYR 4/3) and yallowiah brown (lOYR 5/4) light 
ailty clay loam; with dark brown (lOYR 3/3) coatinga; waak coaraa 
aubangular blocky atructura; friable; thin diacontinuoua clay filma; 
faw (lOYR 6/3) ailt coata; pH 5.6; claar amooth boundary. 
CB (120-138 cm): yallowiah brown (lOYR 5/4) haavy ailt loam; waak coaraa 
aubangular blocky atructura; friable; thin diacontinuoua clay filma; 
pH 5.8; clear amooth boundary. 
C (138-160 cm); mottled yallowiah brown (lOYR 5/4), gray (lOYR 6/1), and 
brown (7.SYR 4/4) light ailt loam; maaaive; pH 5.9. 
Sarieai UnnoMd 
Pedont T4-rsl4 
landacape poaitiont Footalope 
Sampled byi D. A. ftyaocki 
Deacribed by* D. A. Wyaocki 
Apl (0-14 cm); dark grayiah brown (lOVR 4/2) light ailty clay loam; weak 
medium aubangular blocky atructura; friable; pH 6.5; clear amooth 
boundary. 
Ap2 (14-24 cm); very dark grayiah brown (lOYR 3/2) heavy ailt loam; weak 
meditm and coarae aubangular blocky atructura; friable; pH 6.8; 
abrupt amooth boundary. 
AB (24-39 cm); very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) and dark brown (lOYR 4/3) heavy 
ailt loam, with grayiah brown (2.5Y 5/2) mixinga; weak medium 
aubangular blocky atructure parting to moderate fine granular; 
friable; pH 7.1; clear amooth boundary. 
Bwl (39-51 cm); olive brown (2.5Y 4/3) ailt loam; weak moderate and coarae 
aubangular bloeky atructure; friable; pH 7.0; clear amooth boundary. 
Bw2 (51-65 cm); olive brown (2.5Y 4/3) ailt loam, with very dark gray 
(lOYR 3/1) coatinga; few fine diatinct (7.5YR 4/3) mottlea; weak 
medium aubangular blocky atructure; friable; pB 7.3; clear amooth 
boundary. 
CB (65-83 cm); mottled olive brown (2.5* 4/3), etrong brown (7.5ÏR 4/3), 
and dark brown (7.5YB 3/2) ailt loam; weak coarae aubangular blocky 
atructure; friable; pB 7.6; clear amooth boundary. 
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Cl (83-99 cm): mottled grayieb brown (2»5Y 5/2), light olive brown (2.5Y 
5/4), strong brown (7.5YR 4/6), and dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) silt loam; 
maasivet pH 7,8; clear smooth boundary. 
C2 (99-138 cm): mottled grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2), light olive bro%m (2.5Y 
5/4), strong brown (7.5YR 4/6), and dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) ailt loam; 
massive; pH 8.0. 
Seriest Downs mottled subsoil variant 
Pedont T4-B8t5 
Landacape position* Backalope 
SMpled 1^ 1 0. A. *%socki 
Described by* D. A. I^ socki 
Ap (0-10 cm): dark brown (lOYR 3/3) silty clay loam; weak medium sub-
angular blocky atructure parting to weak fine granular; friable; pH 
5.8; abrupt smooth boundary. 
Bwl (10-23 cm): brown (lOYR 4/4) heavy silt loam, with dark brown (lOYR 
3/3) mixings; moderate fine aubangular blocky structure; friable; pH 
5.7; gradual smooth boundary. 
Bw2 (2^ 39 cm): brown (lOYR 4/4) heavy silt Ion; with dark brown (lOYR 
Vii coatings; moderate medium aubangular blocky atructure; friable; 
pB 5.5; gradual smooth boundary. 
Bt3 (3^ 55 cm): brown (lOYR 4/4) heavy ailt loam; few fine distinct (7.5YR 
5/2 and 4/4) mottlss; moderate medium aubangular blocky structure; 
friable; thin diacontinuoua clay film#; pR 5.5; gradual smooth 
boundary, 
Bt4 (55-71 cm): brown (lOYR 4/4) and yellowiah brown (lOYR 5/4) heavy silt 
loffis; conon fine and medium distinct (7.4YR 5/2 and 4/4) mottles: 
moderate coarse aubangular blocky atructure; friable; thin diacon­
tinuoua clay films; pH 5,7; clear wavy boundary, 
BC (71-88 cm); brown (lOYR 4/4) and yellowiah brown (lOVR 5/4 and 5/6) 
heavy silt IOM; weak coarse subangular blocky structure; friable; 
thin patchy clay films; p8 5.5; clear smooth boundary. 
CB (88-101 cm); yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4 and 5/6) silt lomi common 
medium distinct (7.5YR 5/2 and 4/4) mottles; weak coarse subangular 
blocky structure; friable; p8 5.5; clear smooth boundary. 
CI (101-116 cm); yellowish brown (lOYI 5/4) and brown (lOYR 5/3) silt 
loam; massive; pB 7.1; clear smooth boundary. 
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C2 (116-140 ca); light brownish gray (lOYR 6/2) and yellowish brown (lOYR 
5/6) slle loam; massive; pH 7.9. 
Series: Downs 
Pedont T2-SH16 
Landscape position: Shoulder 
Sampled by: D. A. Wysockl and K. Unlu 
Described by: D. A. Wysockl 
Ap (0-18 cm); very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) light sllty clay loam; 
weak medium subangular blocky structure parting to weak fine granu­
lar; friable; pH 3.8; abrupt smooth boundary. 
BA (18-33 cm): brotm (lOYR 4/4) sllty clay loam; with dark brown (lOYR 
3/3) coatings; weak fine subangular blocky structure parting to tieak 
fine granular; friable; thin patchy clay film#; pH 3.4; gradual 
SNMOth boundary. 
Btl (33-44 cm); brown (lOTO 4/4) sllty clay loam; with (10ÏR 3/3) coat­
ings; weak medium and coarse subangular blocky structure; friable; 
thin discontinuous clay films; pH 5.0; clear smooth boundary. 
Bt2 (4^ 59 cm); brown (lOYR 4/4) sllty clay loam; with dark brown (lOYR 
3/3) coatings; moderate coarse subangular blocky structure; friable; 
thin discontinuous clay films; pH 5.1; gradual smooth boundary. 
Bt3 (59-76 cm); brown (lOYR 4/4) sllty clay loam; with dark brown (lOYR 
3/3) coatings; weak medium prismatic structure parting to moderate 
medium subangular blocky; friable; thin continuous clay films; pH 
4.8; gradual smooth boundary. 
Bt4 (76-94 CT); brown (lOYR 4/4) light sllty clay loam; with dark brown 
(lOYR 3/3) coatings: weak medium prismatic structure parting to 
moderate medium subangular blocky; friable; thin continuous clay 
films; pH 5.2; clear smooth boundary. 
BC (94-106 cm); brown (lOVR 4/4) light sllty clay loam; few fine distinct 
(lOVR 4/4 and 5/2) mottles; weak coarse subangular blocky structure; 
friable; pR 5.9; clear smooth boundary. 
CB (106-123 cm); mottled yellowish brown (lOW 5/2), brown (lOYR 4/4), and 
grayish brown (lOYR 5/2) light silty clay low*; weak coarse 
subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 5.9; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
C (123-146 cm); mottled grayish brown (lOYR 5/2), yellowish brown (lOYR 
5/4), and brown (7.5Y 4/4) light silty clay loam; massive; pH 6.0. 
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Series: Downs 
Pedon: T4-SH17 
Landscape position: Shoulder 
Sampled by: D, A. Wysockl 
Described by: D. A* Wysockl 
Ap (0-15 cm); very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2) light sllty clay loam; 
moderate line granular structure; friable; pH 5.8; abrupt smooth 
boundary. 
BA (15-30 cm); brown (lOYR 4/3) silty clay loam; with dark brown (lOYR 
3/3) coatinga; moderate medium subangular blocky and weak fine 
granular structure; friable; pH 5.1; clear smooth boundary. 
Btl (30-46 cm): brown (lOYR 4/3) light silty clay loam; with dark brown 
(lOYR 3/3) coatings; moderate medium subangular blocky structure; 
friable; thin discontinuous clay films; pH 5.5; gradual smooth 
boundary. 
Bt2 (46-63 cm): brown (tOYR 4/3) light silty clay loam; with dark brown 
(lOYR 3/3) coatings; moderate medium subangular blocky structure; 
friable; thin continuous clay films; pH 5.3; gradual smooth boundary. 
Bt3 (6^ 80 cm): brown (lOYR 4/3) light silty clay loam; with dark brown 
(lOYR 3/3) coatings; weak fine prismatic structure parting to 
moderate medium subangular blocky; friable; thin continuous clay 
films; pH 5.1; gradual smooth boundary. 
Bt4 (80-97 cm); brown (IO*R 4/3) light silty clay loam; with dark brown 
(lOYR 3/3) coatings; moderate medium subangular blocky structure; 
friable; thin discontinuous clay film; pH 5.1; clear smooth 
boundary. 
BC (97-115 cm); brown (lOVR 4/3) light silty clay loam; moderate coarse 
subangular blocky structure; friable; pR 5.1: clear smooth boundary. 
CB (115-134 cm); brown (lOYR 4/4) heavy silt loffis; common medium distinct 
(lOY 5/6 and 5/2) mottles; weak coarse subangular blocky structure; 
friable; pH 5.4; clear smooth boundary. 
CI (134-170 cm); mottled yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4 and 5/6), grayish brown 
(lOYR 5/2), and brown (7.5YR 4/4) heavy silt loam; massive; pR 6.0. 
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S«rles: Downs mottled aubaoil variant 
Pedon: T3-BS18 
Landacapa poaltlon: Backalopa 
Sampled by: D. A. wyaocki 
Dcaerlbed by: D. A. Wyaocki 
Ap (0-8 c«)î very dark graylah brown (lOYR 3/2) heavy allt loam; weak 
medium subangular blocky structure parting to weak fine granular; 
friable; pH 6.5; abrupt smooth boundary. 
Btl (8-20 cm): brown (tOYR 4/4) heavy allt loam; weak medium subangular 
blocky atructure; friable; pR 6.5; gradual smooth boundary. 
Bt2 (20-36 cm); brotm (lOYR 4/4) heavy silt loam; weak medium subangular 
blocky structure; friable; pH 6.4; clear smooth boundary. 
BC (36-50 cm); yellowlah brown (lOYR 5/4) and brown (lOYR 4/4) heavy allt 
loam; weak medium subangular blocky structure; friable; pH 6.2; 
gradual amooth boundary. 
CB (50-60 cm); brown (7.5YR 4/4) and gray (lOYR 6/1) heavy allt loam; weak 
medium aubangular blocky atructure; friable; pH 7.4; clear smooth 
boundary. 
CI (60-75 cm); brown (7.5YR 4/4) and gray (lOYR 6/1) silt loam; massive; 
pH 7.9; gradual smooth boundary. 
C2 (75-100 cm); light gray (lOYR 7/1) silt lom; maaslve; pH 8.0. 
Series: Downs 
Pedont T3-8H19 
Landscape positions Shoulder 
Sampled by; D. A. Vysockl and K. Unlu 
Described by: D. A. Vysockl 
Apl (0-11 cm); very dark gray (lOVR 3/1) heavy silt loam; moderate medium 
subangular blocky structure parting to moderate fine granular; 
friable; pH 5.5; clear smooth boundary. 
AP2 (11-25 cm); very dark gray (lOYR 3/1) hevy silt loam; moderate fine 
subangular blocky structure parting to weak fine granular: friable; 
pH 5.8; abrupt smooth boundary. 
BA (25-39 cm); brown (10*R 4/3) light silty clay laam; with dark brown 
(lOYR 3/3) coatings; moderate fine subangular blocky structure; 
friable; pH 5.6; clear smooth boundary. 
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Btl (39-52 en): brown (lOYR 4/3) light ailty clay loan; with dark brown 
(lOYR 3/3) coatinga; modarat* madium aubangular blocky atructura; 
friabla; thin diacontinuoua clay filma; pH 5.3; gradual amooth 
boundary. 
Bt2 (52-68 cm); brown (lOYR 4/3) light ailty clay loam; with dark brown 
(lOYR 3/2) coatinga; modarata fina priamatic atructura parting to 
modarata madium aubangular blocky; friabla; thin continuoua clay 
filma; pH 5.4; claar amooth boundary. 
Bt3 (68-86 cm); brown (lOYR 4/3) light ailty clay loam; with dark brown 
(lOYR 3/3) coatinga; modarata madium priamatic atructura parting to 
moderate madium aubangular blocky; friable; thin continuoua clay 
filma; pH 5.5; gradual amooth boundary. 
Bt4 (86-103 cm); brown (lOVR 4/4 and 4/3) light ailty clay loam; few fine 
diatinct (lOYR 5/1) mottlea; moderate coarae aubangular blocky 
atructura; friable; thin diacontinuoua clay filma; pN 6.0; clear 
amooth boundary. 
BC (103-120 cm); brown (lOYR 4/4) heavy ailt loam; common fine diatinct 
(lOYR 5/1) mottlea; weak coarae aubangular blocky atructura; friable; 
pH 7.1; gradual amooth boundary. 
C (120-140 cm); mottled brown (lOYR 4/4), yellowiah brown (lOYR 5/4 and 
5/6), gray (lOYR 5/1), and grayiah brown (lOVR 5/2) heavy ailt loam; 
maaaive; pH 7.2. 
Seriea; Judaon-like 
%dom* T3-F820 
Landscape position: Footalope 
Sampled by* D. A. Wyaocki 
Oaacribed by: D. A. Wyaocki 
Apl (0-10 cm); very dark grayiah brown (lOYR 3/2) light ailty clay loam; 
weak medium aubangular blocky atructura parting to moderate fine 
granfular; friable; pH 6.5; clear amooth boundary. 
Ap2 (10-21 cm); very dark grayiah brown (lOVR 3/2) light ailty clay loam; 
moderate medium aubangular blocky atructure parting to aoderate fine 
granular; friable; pH 6.5; abrupt smooth boundary. 
AB (21-40 cm); dark brown (lOYR 3/3) and very dark grayiah brown (lOYR 
3/2) light ailty clay loam; moderate medium and coarae aubangular 
blocky atructure parting to moderate fine granular; frible; pH 6.4; 
clear wavy boundary. 
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Bwl (40-55 en); dark brown (lOYR 3/3) light allty clay loan; moderate 
nedlun and coarse aubangular blocky structure; friable; pH 6.8; 
gradual smooth boundary. 
Bw2 (55-72 cm): dark brown (lOYR 3/3) light allty clay loam; moderate 
medium and coarse aubangular blocky atructure; friable; pH 7.0; 
gradual amooth boundary. 
Bw3 (72-86 cm): dark brown (lOY* 3/2) and brown (lOVR 4/4) light sllty 
clay loam; moderate medium aubangular blocky structure; friable; pH 
6.9; clear smooth boundary. 
8C (86-104 cm): yellowlah brown (lOYR 4/4) light sllty clay loam; with 
dark brown (lOYR 3/3) coatings; moderate fine and medium aubangular 
blocky atructure; friable; pH 7.2; gradual smooth boundary. 
CB (104-117 cm): brown (lOYR 5/3) heavy ailt loam; common fine dlatlnct 
(2.5Y 5/2) mottles; weak coarae aubangular blocky structure; friable; 
pH 7.3; clear smooth boundary. 
CI (117-137 cm): mottled grayish brown (lOYR 5/6), brown (lOYR 4/4), and 
graylah brown (2.5Y 5/2) heavy silt loam; massive; pH 7.6; gradual 
amooth boundary. 
C2 (137-147 cm): mottled yellowlah brown (lOYR 5/6), brown (lOYR 4/4), and 
grayish brown (2.5Y 5/2) silt loam; massive; pH 7.85. 
HOR DEPTH SAND CO SILT FI SILT CLAY 
CM • • •  m • • •  
PEDON 1 
Ap 0-15 3.0 44.7 23.7 28.5 
CI 15-30 3.5 44.3 24.9 27.3 
C2 30-45 2.8 42.4 26.4 28.4 
C3 45-60 2.8 41.8 26.4 29.1 
C4 60-75 3.7 43.4 27.7 26.7 
C5 75-86 3.4 42.7 26.7 27.2 
C6 86-105 2.5 41.2 27.3 28.0 
C7 105-120 2.7 44.8 25.7 27.4 
C8 120-155 3.2 45.4 26.3 25.1 
C9 155-160 2.9 42.7 28.4 25.9 
PEDON 2 
Ap 0-15 2.7 33.4 33.3 30.6 
CI 15-30 2.7 34.8 33.3 29.2 
C2 30-45 2.8 32.7 33.4 31.1 
C3 45-60 2.9 34.0 33.0 31.1 
C4 60-75 2.7 32.0 35.1 30.3 
C5 75-90 2.8 33.6 35.5 28.1 
C6 90-105 2.9 35.7 33.5 27.9 
C7 105-122 3.0 37.0 32.5 27.8 
PEDON 3 
Ap 0-15 3.3 40.6 26.9 29.2 
CI 15-38 3.1 39.5 28.8 28.5 
C2 38-59 2.9 40.7 26.8 29.7 
C3 59-75 3.0 41.8 27.7 27.5 
C4 75-97 2.9 41.4 27.1 28.7 
C5 97-120 3.2 43.0 31.0 22.9 
Alb 120-136 2.7 40.7 25.4 31.3 
A2b 136-153 2.5 33.3 33.8 30.5 
A3b 153-174 2.4 32.6 34.6 30.4 
A4b 174-193 3.1 32.4 34.0 30.5 
Swb 193-213 3,2 32.5 32.8 31.4 
PEDON 4 
Ap 0-16 3.6 45.3 23.1 29.8 
CI 16-41 3.5 43.4 23.2 29.9 
C2 41-67 3.1 43.2 24.3 29.4 
C3 67-85 3.0 46.6 24.8 28.5 
Alb 85-103 3.0 43.9 23.0 30.0 
A2b 103-129 3.1 39.7 27.5 29.7 
A3b 129-141 3.4 42.4 25.8 28.4 
A4b 141-157 3.4 42.8 24.9 28.8 
ABb 157-169 3.1 40.1 27.0 27.8 
Bwb 169-175 3.1 34.6 32.3 30.0 
PEDON 5 
Ap 0-16 3.2 43.1 28.0 25.7 
A1 16-40 3.0 43.6 25.7 27.7 
A2 40-67 3.0 40.0 30.8 26.2 
AB 67-92 3.3 40.7 29.0 27.0 
pH TOT PHOS ORG CAR 
PPM X 
6.25 560 1.89 
5.75 518 1.54 
5.83 519 1.03 
5.90 563 1.76 
6.50 550 2.15 
6.50 560 1.74 
6.30 590 2.05 
6.40 600 2.02 
6.05 605 2.01 
5.86 610 1.99 
6.10 540 1.26 
5.56 520 1.41 
5.55 523 1.38 
6.18 500 1.40 
6.41 505 1.37 
6.78 540 1.73 
6.20 575 1.89 
5.90 600 1.93 
6.70 520 1.39 
5.95 515 1.37 
5.95 500 1.64 
6.30 507 1.56 
6.00 547 1.84 
6.00 578 2.08 
5.45 680 2.93 
5.95 615 2.80 
6.10 500 2.46 
6.30 395 1.84 
6 40 350 1.19 
5.85 545 1.42 
5.60 510 1.56 
5.70 550 1.99 
5.80 575 2.09 
6.05 580 2.39 
6.60 470 2.07 
6.40 340 1.67 
6.30 325 1.32 
6.30 340 1.07 
6.40 355 0.85 
5.30 515 1.83 
5.55 567 2.13 
6.05 550 2.14 
6.50 420 1.33 
KOR DEPTH SAND CO SILT FI SILT CLAY PH TOI' PHOS ORG CAR 
CM -----... X ... PPM % 
Bwl 92-122 3.0 40.7 31.7 24.7 6.60 300 0.88 
Bw2 122-160 2.8 44.1 27.8 25.3 6.90 305 0.66 
PEDON 6 
Apl 0-11 1.9 42.5 25.9 29.7 5.43 554 2.04 
Ap2 11-22 1.9 33.6 34.5 30.0 5.34 522 2.02 
BAl 22-30 1.8 30.8 33.8 33.5 5.09 441 1.13 
BA2 30-37 2.0 30.0 35.1 32.9 5.20 422 0.96 
Btl 37-67 2.0 32.9 33.0 32.1 4.90 427 0.60 
Bt2 67-84 2.4 36.4 32.1 29.2 4.90 530 0.49 
Bt3 84-107 2.3 35.6 32.4 29.8 5.10 610 0.39 
BC 107-133 2.2 43.3 27.3 27.2 5.15 607 0.39 
CI 133-157 2.2 34.8 35.1 27.9 5.35 660 0.25 
C2 157-183 1.9 41.3 30.7 26.1 5.20 662 0.25 
PEDON 7 
Ap 0-14 2.6 36.4 31.2 29.7 5.85 512 1.06 
Bwl 14-30 2.3 40.9 27.7 29.1 6.20 525 0.67 
BC 30-45 2.8 47.8 25.6 23.9 7.15 625 0.46 
CB 45-63 3.1 44.8 29.2 22.8 7.60 625 0.30 
CI 63-92 4.0 44.0 28.4 23.6 7.70 620 0.23 
C2 92-130 4.5 50.8 23.5 21.1 7.90 700 0.17 
PEDON 8 
Ap 0-20 1.6 33.0 34.9 30.5 5.20 522 1.91 
A 20-38 1.6 35.0 33.4 30.0 5.10 530 2.00 
AB 38-51 1.8 32.2 33.1 32.8 4.85 429 1.31 
BA 51-69 1.8 29.3 35.2 33.7 4.80 370 0.70 
Btl 69-79 2.0 32.6 32.8 32.6 4.85 425 0.54 
Bt2 79-97 2.3 35.0 30.0 32.8 4.83 523 
BC 97-114 2.7 39.2 28.8 29.8 5.00 615 
CI 114-155 2.3 38.2 30.9 28.5 5.20 659 
PEDON 9 
Apl 0-11 1.9 35.1 32.8 30.2 5.35 606 2.11 
Ap2 11-24 1.7 36.1 30.9 31.3 5.80 495 1.82 
AB 24-44 1.6 34.9 28.7 34.8 5.70 452 1.40 
Btl 44-63 1.8 34.8 28.6 34.7 5.30 392 0.72 
Bt2 63-81 2.1 39.1 25.5 33.4 5.40 462 0.40 
Bt3 81-100 2.5 39.4 26.2 31.9 5.65 531 
BC 100-119 2.2 40.3 28.8 28.6 5.75 582 
CI 119-132 2.1 40.8 26.9 30.1 6.05 611 
C2 132-156 2.6 40.2 29.0 28.2 6.85 637 
C3 156-170 7.1 38.6 25.2 29.1 6.95 684 
C4 170-190 3.7 47,2 03.2 25.9 6.90 672 
PEDON 10 
Ap 0-14 2.1 37.9 28.9 31.1 5.85 450 1.47 
Btl 14-30 2.0 37.8 30.4 34.7 4.70 430 0.60 
Bt2 30-45 2.5 37.7 25.9 33.9 4.80 471 0.55 
Bt3 45-60 2.5 39.9 25.5 32.0 4.82 530 0.42 
Bt4 60-74 2.6 38.3 28.3 30.8 4.90 575 0.34 
Bt5 74-89 2.7 37.8 30.0 29.6 5.50 608 
KOR DEPTH SAND CO SILT FI SILT CLAY pH TOT PHOS ORG CAR 
CM 
— X — 
•
 
1 • 1 1 f 1 • « PPM % 
BCl 89-106 2.6 40.9 27.3 29.2 5.50 657 
BC2 106-120 2.6 38.3 30.5 28.6 6.65 686 
CB 120-132 2.7 35.4 33.8 28.1 7.05 659 
CI 132-150 2.8 41.0 28.3 27.9 7.01 681 
C2 150-167 3.2 46.6 25.7 24.5 7.10 658 
C3 167-183 3.3 46.5 25.7 24.5 7.05 705 
PEDON 11 
Apl 0-14 3.1 40.8 27.4 28.6 5.6 500 2.14 
Ap2 14-24 2.8 42.2 29.1 25.9 5.90 505 1.90 
A1 24-36 2.9 43.0 28.8 25.3 6.60 485 1.72 
A2 36-51 2.6 42.4 28.5 26.6 6.00 440 1.32 
A3 51-66 2.7 43.5 25.7 28.2 6.00 425 1.07 
AB 66-84 2.5 39.4 30.5 27.6 5.80 367 1.17 
Bwl 84-104 2.6 41.2 32.1 24.1 6.35 293 0.69 
Bw2 104-124 3.6 46.0 26.3 24.1 6.30 425 0.28 
BC 124-140 2.5 46.6 25.2 25.7 6.60 564 0.17 
G 140-170 4.7 48.6 25.8 20.7 6.90 615 
PEOON 12 
Ap 0-10 2.4 37.7 28.8 31.1 5.30 575 1.07 
Bt 10-25 5.5 36.4 26.9 31.2 5.78 600 0.37 
CB 25-40 3.3 39.5 29.1 28.4 5.13 660 0.25 
CI 40-60 2.6 40.6 30.4 26.4 6.77 715 0.15 
C2 60-87 3.5 45.3 29.1 22.1 7.78 675 0.08 
C3 87-120 3.3 46.8 29.2 20.7 8.28 655 
PEOON 13 
Apl 0-13 2.1 37.8 28.6 31.5 6.05 514 1.81 
Ap2 13-23 1.9 37.9 26.7 33.5 5.75 438 1.47 
BA 23-37 1.9 35.1 27.0 36.0 5.25 408 0.87 
Btl 37-53 1.9 34.9 28.1 35.1 5.30 435 0.62 
Bt2 53-68 2.2 37.8 27.2 32.8 5.35 451 0.41 
Bt3 68-83 2.7 36.4 28.4 32.5 5.50 482 
Bt4 83-99 2.5 31.8 30.7 31.8 5.65 518 
BC 99-120 2.9 43.1 26.0 28.0 5.61 570 
CB 120-138 2.5 43.8 26.6 27.1 5.80 624 
C 138-160 3.1 42.2 29.2 25.5 5.85 720 
PEOON 14 
Apl 0-14 3.1 45.9 22.8 28.6 6.50 475 1.50 
Ap2 14-24 3.2 44.2 26.6 26.0 6.85 485 1.52 
AB 24-39 3.8 46.5 23.9 25.8 7.10 475 1.29 
Bwl 39-51 3.9 49.5 24.0 22.0 7.00 405 0.72 
Bw2 51-65 4,0 50.7 23.0 22.2 7.30 435 0.55 
CB 65-83 4.6 52.7 23.6 19.0 7.55 463 
CI 83-99 5.0 51.0 26.7 17.2 7.80 605 
C2 99-138 3.8 56.0 24.3 15.9 7.95 560 
PEOON 15 
Ap 0-10 2.7 38.7 28.2 30.4 5.75 500 0.98 
Btl 10-23 2.6 46.2 26.2 25.1 5.70 525 0.30 
Bt2 23-39 2.8 45.2 26.2 25.8 5.50 525 0.24 
HOR DEPTH SAND CO SILT FX SILT CLAY pH TOT PHOS ORG CAR 
CM 
— X PPM X 
Bt3 39-55 3.4 44.8 27.6 24.2 5.50 580 0.17 
Bfc4 55-71 2.6 47.0 27.5 22.9 5.70 590 0.14 
BC 71-88 3.0 47.2 27.6 22.2 5.50 620 
CB 88-101 3.0 49.2 26.7 21.2 5.50 635 
CI 101-116 3.0 53.3 25.2 18.0 7.10 690 
C2 116-140 4.8 52.1 25.4 17.8 7.85 605 
PEOON 16 
Ap 0-18 1.9 34.04 34.1 29.6 5.80 540 1.94 
BA 18-33 1.5 29.8 33.3 35.6 5.40 378 0.76 
Btl 33-44 2.5 28.6 31.4 36.5 5.00 408 0.75 
Bt2 44-59 2.5 34.9 26.6 36.0 5.05 482 0.54 
Bt3 59-76 2.4 36.4 26.2 35.0 4.80 542 0.40 
Bt4 76-94 2.2 37.4 28.2 32.2 5.15 605 
BC 94-106 2.4 36.7 29.0 31.9 5.25 620 
CB 106-123 1.9 37.6 28.2 32.2 5.85 647 
C 123-143 2.4 41.5 26.5 29.6 5.95 684 
PEOON 17 
Ap 0-15 2.7 34.9 31.7 30.7 5.85 480 1.52 
BA 15-30 1.9 29.6 35.9 32.6 5.10 390 0.60 
Btl 30-46 2.3 31.9 32.5 33.2 5.50 470 0.48 
Bt2 46-63 2.3 28.9 37.8 31.1 5.25 520 0.36 
Bt3 63-80 2.2 37.1 29.8 30.8 5.14 580 0.25 
Bt4 80-97 2.1 37.5 29.4 31.0 5.07 618 
BC 97-115 2.3 35.6 32.4 29.8 5.08 625 
CB 115-134 2.6 41.8 28.8 26.7 5.35 650 
C 134-170 2.8 46.5 24.7 26.0 6.05 662 
PEOON 18 
Ap 0-80 2.6 44.4 25.8 27.6 6.53 505 1.15 
Btl 8-20 2.6 48.7 24.7 24.1 6.50 500 0.46 
Bt2 20-36 2.9 37.4 34.3 25.3 6.39 475 0.45 
BC 36-50 2.7 39.8 34.5 23.0 6.24 575 0.24 
CB 50-60 6.1 47.5 24.2 22.2 7.35 610 0 29 
CI 60-75 5.3 50.0 27.3 17.3 7.85 640 
C2 75-100 4.8 50.3 26.4 18.7 8.00 640 
PEOON 19 
Apl 0-11 1.9 34.9 37.6 25.6 5 51 580 1.91 
Ap2 11-25 1.8 37.9 34.0 26.3 5.80 475 1 73 
BA 25-39 2.0 33.3 33.0 31.7 5.58 400 0.88 
Btl 39-52 2.2 35.3 29.8 32.6 5.32 455 0.66 
Bt2 52-68 2.1 36.2 30.2 31.0 5.39 525 0.40 
Bt3 68-86 2.2 34.2 34.4 29.2 5 47 602 
Bt4 86-103 2.1 39.4 29.6 28.8 6.02 600 
BC 103-120 2.3 41.1 30.8 25.8 7.12 655 
C 120-140 2.3 40.7 30.9 26.0 7.19 665 
PEOON 20 
Apl 0-10 3.5 43.3 23.4 30.8 6.50 512 1.52 
Ap2 10-21 3.1 42.4 24.5 30.0 6.50 480 1.57 
AB 21-40 4.4 39.9 26.8 28.9 6.45 385 0.98 
242 
HOR DEPTH SAND CO SILT FI SILT CLAY pH TOT PHOS ORG CAR 
m m m m m m m m  ^ ***************** PPM % 
Bwl 40-55 3.5 46.1 22.5 27.9 6.80 350 0.71 
Bw2 55-72 3.6 46.3 23.4 26.7 7.00 365 0.48 
Bw3 72-86 3.9 45.3 23.8 27.0 6.90 425 
BC 86-104 4.1 45.2 22.7 28.0 7.20 525 
CB 104-117 5.1 48.2 21.5 25.0 7.30 575 
CI 117-137 5.3 50.7 22.2 21.4 7.60 642 
C2 137-147 6.3 50.0 25.4 18.1 7.85 650 
